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Foreword
by Michael Tilson Thomas

NPR is one of America's greatest cultural resources, Its spirit

of operi-m iuded inquiry into the nature of things has made

it all informative and entertaining part of our lives. It is the

sty le of NPR lo offer a fresh and direct approach tu all t be areas

of its wide-ranging curiosity. It makes us aware of so wallY new

thoughts, as well as bringing us new insights into t~ose that

are familiar.

With this guid~, NPR fans will have the «hance to discover

refreshing new perspectives about Western civilization's most

abstract and emotionally affecting art: classical music. Classical

In usic, for oue thousand years, has expressed mail's most per

sonal thoughts about God, life, love, despair, fantasy, rage, res

iguation, and JOY- the whole gamut of what it means to be

alive.

There's IlU other music that has the rauge and diversity of

classical music. Its rich tradition can be all intricate tangle of
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x • Foreword

styles, forms, COlll posers, 'artists, and aesthetic movements. Yet

at all times it has SUllg and witnessed profoundly and directly

the beautiful bittersweetness of being.

This guide, written by the enthusiastically witty and knowl

edgeable Tim Smith, offers the reader insights into classical

music's mysteries, while at the same time clarifying its central

sincere purpose of communication and expression. I think you'll

find it a welcome addition to your library.

Michael Tilson Thomas assumed his post as the San Francisco

Symphony's elenerult music director in September 199>, consoli

dating a strong relationship with the Orchestra that began with

his debut there in 1974 at the age 0/ twenty-nine. Along with his

post .in San Francisco, Michaei T'iison Thomas serves as artistic

director 0/ the New World Symphony, a national training or

chestra for th« most gifted graduates ofAmerica's conservatories,

which he founded in 1988, and as principal guest conductor <!f
the London Symphony Orchestra, where he served as principal

conductor for seven years.



Introduction

Classical music is a source of inspiration, exhilaration, and

comfort to sorne people. To others, it's all intimidating

mystery, or maybe even an extreme annoyance.

Not long ago, a story appeared about how West Palm Beach

police started piping in the greatest hits of Bach, Mozart, and

Beethoven twenty-four hours a day from all abandoned building

in a neighborhood being overrun by drug dealers. That did the

trick. The place has never been safer. There have been similar

reports over the years of r-lassiral music aimed at tf'enaged loi

terers at convenience stores.

The idea that the sounds of this aural art form could drive

anyone away is almost as scary as a drug infested street corner

or a bunch of kids blocking the way to a quick pick up of milk.

It is a dispiriting sign of the times that classical music does not

enjoy the widespread admiration, respect. and outright love it

once did, and that many young people, in partirular, find it

XI •



XII • Introduction

hard to take. The steady decline in music education in the

schools certainly hasn't helped. The enormous allure and orn

nipresence of pop music, combined with a general dumbing

down of culture, has also played a part,

And yet, classical music endures. Its relative lack of popular

ity in no way diminishes its status as an integral part of what

we call civilization. As such, this music will always have its

admirers, will always attract the curious of all ages (even a few

rock stars interested in expanding their horizons), ethnic back

grounds, religious and poli t.ical persuasions, nat.ionalities, and

orientations of one kind or another. Classical fans may not al

ways be numerous, but they will be enthusiastic and loyal.

What makes classical music worthy of exploration, let alone
devotion? What gives it such lasting power? All art forms in

volve some sort of qualitative evaluation. Few people would

argue that the figures of clowns and Elvis painted on velvet

and sold every weekf>nd on gas station lots are equal in worth

to the Mona Lisa or an abstract canvas by Jackson Pollack. We

know instinctively that there is a difference in quality of artistry

involved, even before we address the issue of price. We know

instinctively why certain artwork ends' up on display in muse

ums and why crowds flock to see it.

It's much the same with music, although the differences are

not always as obvious as between those velvet paintings and

Rembrandts. A simple folk song, passed down t.hrough gener

ations, is certainly art; Aaron Copland's Appalachian Spring,

which incorporates a simple folk-hymn, is arguably a more so-

phisticated form of art. A well-crafted pop song by Cole Porter

or George Gershwin or Elton John or Sting is certainly art, too.

Yet a song by Schubert or Schumann, with words by a poet

rather than a lyricist. and music written for a classically trained
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~jnger, IS on auother dll ist ic level not necessarily better, bUI

dl:'arly airlling for sonu-t h ing gn·all'!". Likewise, symphonies and

comert os and string (1llarll'ls and oratorios all strive for a IIigh

artistic ground.

Although classical 1I111Sic very much reflects its own time, it

is simultaneously steeped in traditions that may stretch back for

n'nl uries. That's onl:' n-ason it's «al k-d "classical." The neat

thing about those traditions is that t lu-y have a way of speaking

to Curious Listeners ill a remarkably direct, inviting way. Mo

zart may have died in 17<)1, but people bearing his music for

the first lime ill 1l:lYl or I <J<J I could understand it on at least a

fundarneutal level, could relate to it, wii h hardly any effort, as

if it were freshly wriru-n. The me-lodie-s stick quickly in the

head; the harmonies JJI;lk(~ perfect se nse; the rhythms are read

ily discr-rurhle.

Subconsciously, at lilt· v,'ry least, vn- ill the Westefll world

are conne-cted to the roots of ddssicul music, for they are the

same roots that have I'I"lH]IICl'd all of Western music. Music-v

cIassir.al aud pop IS cl"!'ated out of lilt' same twelve tones of

t.he- s('ale tltat have y ir-lded the sarue chords for centuries, the

same twe-lve tunes that have also produced the complicated,

dixsouaut sounds that t'l"Ilptf~d in the twentieth century. Appre

ciating the common grollllJ shared by so many types of music

is one way for the Curious Listene-r to hecorne comfortable with

the dassi(·s.

The lIrge to d!l4 illlo cLlssical II11lSIl" call be sparked ill allY

number uf ways. SOliil'l 11ill'S, it's lIothillg more than a TV rorn

men-ial (;1' movie scellt' wil h a classical rorn position ill the back

grolllld that hooks soun-oue's interest. A chalice encounter 011

the radio ran do the s.ut re. Smile pt·opl!: find themselves, even

agaillst their will, dwggl'd along by a spouse or buddy to a
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classical concert-and end up liking what they hear. Those

lucky enough to have music courses at school may discover a

lot more pleasure in subsequent exposure than they had ever

imagined.

Whatever the entry point, the Curious Listener will keep

going and keep exploring. Learning to appreciate classical music

is, like most of the finest things,"a lifelong process and a lifelong

delight. Folks who get hooked on the catchy rhythms and col

orful sounds of Vivaldi's The Four Seasons may well check out

works by his contemporaries of the Baroque era, Bach and Han

del. Those who first come across the boldness and drama of

Beethoven's Fifth Symphony may find it a natural, almost un

avoidable path to his other symphonies, his concertos, and

maybe piano sonatas. And from Beethoven, it can be an easy

leap to Brahms, possibly even all the way to Mahler and Shos

takovich.

Every Fourth of July, someone hears Tchaikovsky's 1812

Overture for the first time and gets caught up in the exhila

rating rush. (Why Americans celebrate therr independence day

with a composition about the Russian defeat of Napoleon's army

is a subject for another book.) A logical move is to buy a re

cording of that stirring Tchaikovsky work, which, since it's not

enough to fill an entire compact disc, means automatic exposure

to other works, perhaps by Tchaikovsky or fellow Russians. And

that, in turn, can lead in all sorts of directions.

It's not that you will end up loving everything you hear;

most listeners develop certain limits, specific areas of attraction

and of alienation. That's perfectly normal. To some, Rachma

ninoff is a kind of aural sex; to others, his music is thick goo.

To some, Bach is the epitome of genius and perfection; to oth

ers, he sounds mathematical. To some, Mozart is pure heaven;
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to others, pure ennui. Some lucky listeners can thrive on ato

nality; some only writhe in agony to it. Part of the fun is trying

out different composers, different styles, different sounds. Music

from any time period can connect with us, can entertain, in

triguf' or deeply touch us. All it takes is curiosity, and the will

ingness to listen.

This book makes no attempt to answer all the questions about

classical music, hut only to provide a basic (and subjective)

guide to this endlessly rewarding topic. In addition to a look at

the meaning of the term classical music, there is a short history

of the art form and a necessarily selective list of important

composers, performers, and compositions. Nothing can take the

place of actual listening, and nothing beats listening in person

at concerts, but recordings offer an easy, and sometimes very

affordable, way of increasing knowledge and intensifying inter

est. So you'll also find a list of suggested recordings that rep

resent some of the best r-lassical music, from the distant past up

to the presf'nt.

Whether you decide to delve much more deeply into the

subject or to maintain a casual relationship with the art form,

the main thing is to get your ears wet and keep them open to

the possibilities that are out there, to go a little further than

just the compositions that spark the initial curiosity and plea.

sure, to test your own limits and tastes.

So plunge right in. The music's fine.
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ONE

What Is .ClassicaJ._Mus!c-L__

It \ IIOt !'Op musu-, hut it has lots of catchy tunes.

It's not rod\ music, but it often has a good beat and

you call duure to it ,

II's not folk 1IIIISII:, but it often contains folk sOllgs and

rhyi lnns.

It's not jazz, hut SOIlIt~ of it used to be improvised, and some

of it still allows for freedom of expression. And an awful lot of

it shares a defiu iug characteristic of jazz - - a democratic sense

of creative community.

Classical music obviously means many things, ellCOTlll'asses

lIIany expressions. Blit for a long time now, the term has been

alurost universally understood to mean a type of music in the

Western world t ha I is art first, entertainment second. So there's

all easy answer to tlie question, "What is classical music?" It's

the kind that doesn't make much money.

That wasn't always the case. Time was when classical corn

1 •
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posers wrote for and were handsomely rewarded by ki!lgs and

religious leaders. Today, with pop music ruling tile world, clas

sical music may have lost much of its marketability, but none

of its significance,

The very word classical connotes something of lasting value,

sornething conceived with certain standards ill mind. This has

led some people 1.0 slap an additional label onto such music-r-

"elitist." But that's a cheap shot. There is nothing restrictive

about classical music. Although it is best appreciated, most

deeply understood, by those who study it ill some detail, it is

essentially accessible to anyone with upen ears. And that act of

listeniug is a very important part of this art form. Despite its

use in shopping malls and hotel lobbies, most classical music is

intended to be foreground, not backgruund; it wants to be front

and center, not piped ill.

The word classical conveys structural order, a dear sense of

form, design, ami content, this is. certainly part. of whut makes

classical music classical. It can be "seen " as well as heard

looked at as a kind of sonic edifice with a foundation, walls,

stairways, and windows, The works of Joseph Haydn awl

Wolfgang Aruadeus Mozart suggest. perfectly proportioned

eighteenth-century buildings; the ear call easily pick up the way

phrases are balanced in pairs, like the same number of windows

on the left and right sides of a house. In the late-nineteenth

century, Anton Bruckuer's very long symphonies confused many

listeners, but underneath the music were clearly organized

blocks of melodies and the mortar to bold them toget.her.

Until the twentieth century, when composers began experi

menting freely with form and design, classical music continued

to follow basic rules relating to structure, not to mention har

mony. There still was room for individuality (the great corn-
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p08ers d idri't lullow the rules, but made the rules follow them),

yet there was always a fundamental proportion and logic behind

the design. Even after many of the rules were overturned by

radical concepts in more recent times, composers, more often

than Hot, still organized their thoughts in ways that produced

an overall, uuifying structure: a game plan. That's one reason

the atonal, incredibly complex works by Aruold Schoenberg or

Karlheinz Stockhausen, to name two twentieth century Mod

ernists, are nonetheless approachable. The sounds might be very

strange, hut the results are still decidedly classical in terms of

organ izat iou.

Perhaps the most significant aspect of classical music is what

composers do with the notes that they pilI into the structure at

hand. Typically, the pop music composer is finished after cre

ating a tune with chords (harmony) underneath it. By contrast,

the classical composer's task is far from over with the writing

of a melody or a chord or a rhythmic pattern; that's only the

begillning. The classical composer is interested in developing

the full potential of the melodic and harmonic ideas; this pro

cess of de-velopment fleshes out the hare hones of a musical

form. This process will go on in each of the foul' movements

of a symphony or the three of a concerto; a short, one-·

movement piano piece or an elaborate choral work.

Development can get very complicated and fanciful. A fugue

by Johann Sebastian Bach illustrates how far this process could

go, when Cl single melodic line, sometimes just a handful of

notes, was all that the composer needed to create a brilliant

work containing lots of int ricate development within a coherent

structure. Ludwig van Beethoven's famous Fifth Symphony pro

vides an exceptional example of how much mileage a classical

composer can get out of a few notes and a simple rhythmic
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patter. The opening da-da -da DUM that everyone has heard

somewhere or another appears in an incredible variety of ways
I

throughout not only the opening movement, but the remaining

three movements, like a kind of motto or a connective thread.

Just as we don't always see the intricate brushwork that goes

into the creation of a painting, we may not always notice how

Beethoven keeps finding fresh uses for his motto or how he

develops his material into a large, cohesive statement. But ji lot

of the enjoyment we get from that mighty symphony stems

from the inventiveness behind it, the compelling development

of musi~al ideas. It's the same with piece after piece of classical

music, from a cello concerto by Antonin Dvofak to a string

quartet by Maurice Ravel.

In a work like the Variations on a Theme C?/ Haydn by Ju

hannes Brahms, we call hear the. composer dissect a single tune

of several measures' duration, examine it from 'every harmonic

and rhythmic angle, ~nd put it back together. It's very close to

what a jazz player does with a Standard like "Star Dust," only

instead of improvisa uon, every note is 011 paper, providing that

classical permanence and order. This structure of theme and

variations has been in use by classical composers for centuries,

Unlike ill jazz, when only one song gets worked over at a

time, classical composers frum the mid-eighteenth century

made things Cl little more challenging, They created a musical

form, used in the typical first movement of a symphony by

Mozart or Robert Schumaun, which involved submitting more

than one theme to development within a single structure. The

idea was to present themes that had contrasting characteristics

and get them to interact with each other as the development

process unfolded. By the time Bruckner and Gustav Mahler

came along at the end of the nineteenth century ami began
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wntmg gargantuan symphonies, with different groups of

themes to be worked out in each movement, thp concept of

musical development was carried to new heights. The breadth

and depth of that development enabled such compo<;ers to make

a single movement last longer than an entire four movement

symphony by Haydn or Mozart from a century earlier.

In some types of classical music, the issue of development is

not so prominent, hut the qualities that make such works clas

sical are still very ITIIH'h in evidence-the careful choice of

notes, of melody and harmony, of a journey or an argument,

and t.he sense of flow that will arrive at a resolution,

When the style known as "minimalism" emerged in the

1970s and '80s, using brief, melodic ideas and simple chords

repeated over and OVE'r to a more or less steady beat, some

people argued that it wasn't classical, but. merely an extension

of pop and rock styles. But the minimalisrs wen' just as inter
ested in design and cohesiveness as earlier classical composers;

they liked to develop their material very slowly, almost imper

ceptibly, changing a couple of notes or chords, or subtly varying

the reiterative rhythm.

There's a direct counterpart to pop music in the classical song,

more commonly called an "art. song," which does not focus on

the development of melodic material. Both the pop song and

the art song tend to follow tried and -true struct mal patterns.

And both will be published in the same way-with a vocal line

and a basic piano part written out underneath. But the pop song

will rarely be sung and played exactly as written: the singer is

apt to embellish that vocal line to give it a "styling," just as

the accompanist will fill out the piano part to make it more

interesting and personal, The performers might change the

original t.E'JIlPO and mood completely. YOII won't find such ex
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tremes of approach by the performers of a song by Franz Schu

bert or Richard Strauss. These will be performed note for note

because both the vocal and piano parts have been painstakingly

written down by the composer with an ear for how each relates

to the other. A wonderful example is Schubert's song "Gretchen

at the Spinning Wheel." The piano becomes as important as

the singer, for its rolling accompaniment pattern-like the

turning of a spinning wheel--helps set the scene for the song.

There is still room for interpretation in an art song, but it will

be applied subtly, within the borders set up by the composer.

As a rule, the words in these two types of song also help to

distinguish them; the classical composer seeks out poetry to set

to music, while the pop composer uses "lyrics," a more vernac

ular form of poetry.

- It is almost always apparent what makes a composition clas

sical. Such distinctive characteristics as thematic development

or structure, sophisticated harmonic progression, instrumenta

tion, technical requirements on the performers--all of these are

a part of the picture. There is also a seriousness of purpose

behind classical music, even such lighthearted fare as a waltz

by Johann Strauss or a Slavonic Dance by Dvofak. (Some folks

like to call classical music "serious music," but that term has,

for good reasons, never really caught on.)

With classical music, it's not a case of what you hear is what

you get.. What you hear is only the beginning. Layer after layer

of ideas and techniques and designs lie below the surface, help

ing to provide a clear sense of beginning, middle, and end.

There is a powerful motive behind the notes, a desire to make

a statement, to engage the ear and the mind, and mayhe the

heart, too.

Classical music, like all great art, is self evident.



TWO

Jne .story..of. Classica! . __
Music

Like the story of Western art or literature, the story

of classical music is an old and ongoing one. It. en

('OlllpaSS('S many chaptt·,s and Iltall.Y different. styles and devl'l·

upmeuts. Both gradual c-volut iou and dramatic upheaval have

been part of that history as cOlnpost-rs and performers have

contributed. their dist 11)('1 ive efforts to the art form.

In general, classical music has tende-d to reflect the times.

When public tastes craved elaborate art and architecture, the

music was florid; when tastes ralled for simpler, symmetrical

designs, music was simpler and synnne-trical. When the Age of

Enlightenrnellt gave wa v to the Age of Revolution, music be

came more dramatic and emotional. '1'111' harshness of the twen

tieth century, with its epi(' wars ami social dashes, yielded

music that turned 'radii ion on its head.

The history of c1assit·.I1 music is part of lite history of civi

lizat.ion.

7 •
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From Darkness into Light

Classical music effectively starts with the Dark Ages, when

the first substantial documentation can be found. Of particular,

importance are the chants (also called "plain chant") that were

sung during church services starting around the mid-sixth cen

tury. Chants were meant to be sung in unison; only a single

, melodic line was involved, without harmony underneath it.

This form of singing, which reached heights of expressiveness

and haunting beauty ~ith such composers as Hildegard of Bin

gen in the twelfth century, is called "monophonic"-'-one voice.

By the end of the twelfth century, a new style began to

flourish; instead of one vocal line, three or four would he

sounded simultaneously, each one independent, but fusing to

gether in a satisfying manner. This more complex style is called

"polyphony"--many voices. The evolution of polyphonic music

was a dramatic development, helping to establish some of the
, .

rules about harmony and tonality that remain firmly en-

trenched in Western music to this day. There was no one source

of these rules; several great musical minds contributed treatises

on the musical theory, continuing a line of philosophical

thought that had begun with the ancient Greeks, who consid

ered music as much a science as an art. The concept of polyph

ony was closely allied to the gradual acceptance of a basic

foundation for music-the twelve notes of the scale and the

relationships between them. The first composers of the poly

phonic style allowed for tones to be sounded together to create

what our ears would consider to be dissonance, or at least a very

stark, piquant form of harmony. There was no clear sense of

chords as we think of them today; the vocal lines were truly

independent. In time, a more systematic method of composing
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A good deal of mystery surrounds what IS, In essence, the nrst substantial

written music of the Western world that we have. Monks painstakingly cop

ied It out by hand on often elaborately decorated parchment. Gregorian

chants, with texts from the Bible and Roman Catholic services, were written

with a single melodic hne that would be sung In Unison and in a free rhythm,

without accompaniment. The name "Gregorian" refers to Pope Gregory the

Great, whose reign was from 590 to 604; according to tradinon, he received

the notes of these chants directly from the Holy Spint. But there IS no

evidence that Gregory had anything to do with chants: this style of hturgical

music seems to have emerged a few centuries after his death. It was only

In recent times that Gregorian chant emerged from ItSoriginal ecclesiastical

setting to become more Widely appreciated. There were even a few best

selling recordings toward the end of the twentieth century that reflected the

new interest In this haunting music, with its long, winding melodies and

strong spmtual vibes.

pmerged, and with it came a stronger sense of harmony that

avoided harshness. Among the gn~atest exponents of this new,

more refined polyphonic style, which spread throughout Europe,

was Guillaume de Machaut, who is credited with composing

the first complete musical setting of texts from t hp Roman

Catholic Mass in 1,)70-the Messe de Notre Dame.

During the Middle Ages, church music-commonly called

sacred Illllsic- was the primary focus of composers, and it was,

by decree from Rome, unaccompanied (except, after a while, by

the organ). Secular music, which could use the growing number

of instruments that were emf>rging in Europe, was largely an
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extension of folk musir- and folk dance-s. One of the fascinating

developments that occurred during these early clays of music·

history was the fusion between rf>ligious and secular music. Sev

eral composers, notably Guillaume Dnfay in the fifteenth cen

tury, based the melodies of their Masses on popular songs of

the day, providing a strilllg connection for the ('ongregation.

This practice was wieldy imitated.

During the Renaissance, formal musical training advanced

considerably. The technology of Pll\.llllg music onto paper also

advanced thanks t.o thr- invention of music publishing in 1501 j

it. would remain a primitive process ror a long time, but it

helped t.o spread music and the replltal ions of cornposf'rs. There

also wet« increased opportuni t if'S for COIIl})()Sers and/or perform

ers to make a living, for t.hr- ch urr.h was no longer the only

place where music thrived. The royal and aristocratic classes

became increasingly interested in hav 'Ing court c:omposf'rs and

instrumental ensembles, hired to prOVide' fresh music on de

mand, and in builrling private t heaters, wlwrf' music could hI"

performed for select audiences.

The eras prior to thr- Hpnaiss(llll'f' saw steady development of

musical c:oncp.pt.s and forms (Ill or till' material from these dis

taut centuries is often (·ategori7.f'd as "r-arly music"}. But t.hings

really took off creatively as the Hf'naissallC:f~ blossomed across

Europe, when there was all extraordinary flourishing of music,

as with all the other arts. Among the most. celebrated and in

fluential composers of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries were

Josquin Desprez and Palestrina (widely known hy his surname

alone), who created works equal in ('0101' and texture to t.he

paintings of Michelangelo and Raphal'1. By the end of the Rp·
. naissance period, music reached new hf'ights of cornplexity, far

removed from t.he stmightforwanl days of r-hanr. Compositions
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From the Renaissance days until the rate-eighteenth century, musicians

found work In churches and anstocrat.c households and were essentially

considered domestic servants. This was particularly rough on composers,

who had to create new works on a regular basis (nearly every Sunday for

those affiliated with churches), Just how unpleasant the life of an inden

tured musician could be is illustrated by a look at Johann Sebastian Bach's

career. In 1717, when he tried to leave a job as court composer to the duke

of weirner. he was put in jail. Years later. when he was able to get a job at

a school In Leipzig, his duties included not only teaching five dozen students

and composing a great deal of music, but also performmg SUCtl demeaning

chores as collecting firewood.

Josepn Hay<ln nkewise spent about thirty years In the eighteenth century

shackled to an employer. pnmarily Prince Nrkolaus Esterhazy of the Hun

garian royalty. The steady work and decent pay certainly proved beneficial,

but Haydn had to wear a servant's uniform and compose anythmg his mas

ter desired, mcluding music for mechanical clocks. Only after the prince's

death did Haydn get to enjoy the kind of life a great composer deserves.

.; :.~ ,

grew longPI' as well as more difficult. with rir-hr-r harmonies

and morr- r-laborate melodies; instrumental eusr-mbles likewise

expanded. All of this r-xpansion, this burst of expressive powf'r,

set thp stngP for thp nr-xt 'grPnt era of music history,

Baroque Beauty

Till' ('01111'1 ira I f,d poly phoni« sty le developed d 11 ring the RI'

uaissanre sf'gllf'd nr-nt lv into rhr- BaroqllP pra roughlv from
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around the start of thr- seventeenth cent~lry to the middle of

the eighteenth. It was during this period that many of the foun

dations of Western classical music were firmly put in place.

Gradually, all of the ideas about melody and harmony that had

been tried out during previous tunes crystallized into standard

rules of composition. As before, there were many individuals

involved in the development of this musical theory; some of

them were composers, like Claudio Monreverdi and Jean

Philippe Rameau, whose brilliant works helped to establish ide

als of harmonic logic, melodic expressiveness, ann rhythmic

vitality. Out of the advanced thinking about music came the

refinement of an element that had begun to assert itself in

polyphonic music of the Renaissance period: imitation, Fl

method of having an independent line in Cl. piece of music im

itate, a few moments later, the melody of 11 previous line. The

Baroque composers relished the possibilities in this imitative

style of polyphony, which came to be called "counterpoint."

Johann Sebastian Bach and Antonio Vivaldi were among the

masters of this musical language, which had as its main char-

acteristic a constant motion of melody and rhythm, a sense of

ideas in flux, yet somehow fusing together into a tight, cohesive

thought. Learning how to speak this musical language required

enormous technical and artistic skill on the part of players.

The most elevated form of counterpoint is t.he fugllf' , a kind

of complex musical Flrgument worked out and hrought to a clear

resolution by multiple "voices." Several other dear-cut musical

forms evolved, most of them Based on the rhyt hms and moods

of old dance forms -sarabande, minuet, allemande, courante,

gavotte, and so on. These forms proved highly adaptable for

instrumental music that was meant for listening, not dancing -

music played by a solo instrument 1j kf' t!Jp violi 11 or harpsir-horrl,
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During the Baroque period, mstrumentai ensernbles almost always included

a keyboard Instrument, such as the harpsichord, to play chords. But the

music for that instrument was not completely wntten out. Onlya bass Ilne

the lowest notes of the music-would be indicated, with a few written fig

ures specifying what chords should go with those bass notes. The player

would fill in the harmony freely, almost like a Jazz musician, embellishing

certam chords along the way as the mood struck. Thts process would con

tinue throughout the piece (hence, the Italian term contmuos. The keyboard

was usually jomed by a cello, which played the same bass line. These "con

unuo players" underline and flesh out the harmonic foundation of a com

position; dunng oratonos, such as George Frideric Handel's Messiah, they

also provide tne accompaniment to "recitative" (passages of vocal music

that Introduce or separate solo arias and choral numbers). Skilled continua

players rernam an essential ingredient In performances of Baroque music

today.

..H1~>T.N: •..'~':

ii.~:;~~~",";,
.:: (y' )~~: ~.: ';.:_".:'~~:Tn L j:-':'·\~.l::.;';:~ ,,'.!: .' " .. :':;!::.: : ~::~;';.~:, ;:.: .~

:ma:~ x :...·~~<iaa!~ii, .. :~,:'. '.~:":~a<: : ..~~ ::.: ~.~:~ :~<~.;;~ ~:~~

Ill' all ensemble. Ullrillg the zenith of the Baroque era, the early

17UUs, such masterwor ks as Handel's Water Music (so-called

because it was lirst performed 011 a Large floating down the

River Th(;ulle~) demonstrated tile versatility and expressive

range of these dance forms.

By the late IbOOs, tile rising middle class in Europe developed

a strong interest in music and helped bring it out of its exclusive

salons awl within reach of more ordinary folk. Concert societies,

sornut itnes located ill taverns, sprang up; eventually, the first

concert halls _. thearers built specifically for the public perfor

mance of what we call classical music-r-appeared. And musical
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It so happens that the two most Illustrious composers of the Baroque era,

Bach and Handel, were born in the same year, 1685, just a few miles apart

in Germany. As they matured Into brilliant musicians, each was aware of

the other, but the two never met. Curiously, both men developed cataracts

in their last years and both were operated on, without success, by the same

English doctor. When Bach died In 1750, essentially blind, he was hardly

known to the music world at large; when Hancel died In 1759. essentially

blind, he was one of the best-known composers of his day. The music of

each man is distinctive; a Bach composition can rarely be mistaken for one

by Handel, and vice versa. But, together, they created the highest forms of

expression in the Baroque age; each man, in his own way, defined that age.

':: ';i2k~~]~f:n~~"TI~'J~~~;~'t-;,:~~narr:~]

ensembles, from amateur choral groups to orchest ras of several

dozen players, could he found almost everywhere, Chamber IOU

sic--works for a small number of players, origillally intended

for private performance by amateurs or professionals in homes

and other intimate spaces- became a popular social and artistic

activity. Composers, seizing on the new possibilities for getting

their music performed (and, thanks to improved printing pro

cesses, disseminated), made the first tentative steps away from

private service at courts and churches and into the public cul

tural marketplace. The Baroque age also saw the rise of virtuoso

performers, who displayed their sterling techniques and flair for

embellishment (im provised ornamentation of melodic lines was

a common occurrence) in concertos--works for solo instrument

and orchestra. Singers, 1.00, were expected to ornament their

solos in oratorios-- vast works 011 religious themes for soloists,
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chorus, and orchestra that became the rage (Handel was the

preeminent oratorio composer of this period).

It was ill the Baroque period that many of the fundamentals

in Westem' music were established. 'In addition 10 tile rules of

harmony [including a clearly defined distinction between major

and minor chords) and counterpoint, certain clear-cut musical

structures became common and have served as models ever

since. These include the sonata, a three-movement work for solo

instrument, and the concerto, a three movement work for solo

instrument and orchestra.

Although people began to grow weary of the frilliness asso

riated with the Baroque arts as the eighteenth century preceded,

this dynamic style left a permanent mark on music history.

The Ideals of Classicism

The will and late eighteenth century w i t.ru-ssed Cl new set of

values that stressed clarity of line and directness of expression

ill art, architecture, and music. This was the rise of Classicism,

a product of the Age of Enlightenment, with its emphasis on

reason and balance. Tn this era, the polyphonic style gave way

to a homophonic sty le -a predominant melodic line supported

by harmony. The ear 110 IOllger had to contend with llIany ideas

vying for attention simultaneously, but could focus easily on

one at a time. And the practice of embellishing melodies was

substantially curtailed for instrumentalists awl sillgers alike to

cut. down on excess and unabashed bravura; moderation and

restraint became the order of the day.

The new style is called "Classical" (which means that, tech

nically, there's such a thillg as Classical classical music). With

this style came new musical structures emphasizing proportion
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In some types of Baroque music, solo vocalists and Instrumentalists were

allowed-indeed, expected-to embellish or ornament the melodic line, As

a rule, this occurred in compositions that involved the repetition of a par

ticular section; the embellishment would come dunng the repeat. On the

vocal side, such opportunities frequently come in oratorios with solo arias.

A popular form of Baroque ana is called "da capo," which means "to the

head"; the singer goes back to the beginning section of the ana and repeats

it, changing the melody here and there with extra notes. There usually IS a

cadenza to cap such an ana-an a cappella passage when the soloist goes

off on one final flight of musical fancy. Vocalists were not the only ones who

got in on the fun; Instrumentalists also had occasions to embellish melodic

lines and to play..cadenzas In concertos and other works. Things could get

out of hand with trus freedom. A violinist who got carned away spinning out

an elaborate cadenza In a Handel composition heard directly from the corn

poser himself when the cadenza finally ran out of steam-"Welcome

home," Handel said in a voice the whole audience could hear.

The use of embellishment disappeared for a time; recordings of Handel

arias made in the early 1900s, for example, rarely contain any ornamen

tation. But since the resurgence of interest In authentic performance prac

tice that began in the 1960s, singers usually attempt some k(nd of melodic

variation in da capo arras. It's still a wonderful opportunity to display teen

nical versatility and expressive Imagination, which IS what audiences In the

Baroque era craved.

and symmetry. The Baroque suite of several dance forms gave

way to the standard, four-movement symphony. Although one

of the old dances, the minuet, was retained in the symphony,

the other movements usually followed new formulas. The most

important of these is known as "sonata for~" (not to be con-
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fused with plain old "sonata," a multiple-movement work for

solo instrument). This form provided an outline that composers

have used ever since-e--the "exposition" of two contrasting

themes, the "development" of those the-mes, an.l the restating

or "recapitulation" of them.

The unending inspiration of Joseph Haydn and Wolfgang

Amadeus Mozarr, the two giants of this age, yielded hundreds

and hundreds of rnasterworks in the Classical style, filled with

ingenious manipulation and development of engaging melodies.

Composers In this period took full Cl cl vantage of

the ever-improving instruments available to them, including

more colorful and dynamic keyboard instruments, and ever

expanding ensembles. The orchestra, which commonly had

been around two dozen players in the Baroque days, doubled in

the eighteenth century, and sometimes grew even larger.

The main keyboard instrument of the Classical era was the

precursor of the piano, the fortepiano. an instrument with

strings that were hammered rather than plucked, like the Ba

roque harpsichord, and that offered a wider palette of expressive

shades. The string quartet-two violins, one viola. one cello-

emergpd as the most important grouping for rhamber music,

inspiring composers to write works that combined intimacy and

intricacy, hreadth and depth. Although many composers of the

Classical era still relied on royal or ecclesiastical patronage to

make a living, they welcomed new opportunities 10 earn money

and reach a wider audience with a new outlet-s-the public con

cert. Concerts were often presented hy a composer as a benefit-s

for himself (Mozart raised muchneeded Illoney this way). The

late-eighteenth century also saw the beginning of "subscription

concerts," a way of selling several performances for a single

price; concert series to this day follow the practice.
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One of the first great orchestras to enter the scene was located In Mann

heim, Germany, at the court of the elector of Mannheun, Carl Theodor, a

sophisticated patron of the arts, espectaliy music. HIs orchestra developed

an enviable reputation for technical bnlllance and for specific sound ef

fects-the "Mannherrn crescendo," a dramatic rise in volume; the "Mann

heim rocket," a particular kind of melodic leap; even the "Mannheim sigh,"

the highly expressive artrculatron of little downward phrases that suggested

a human sigh. Mozart was among the many composers who greatly admired

this ensemble and the whole productive atmosphere of the court.

The Force of Romanticism

By 1800, the stage was set for the next era the Romantic. ] t.

just needed a little push, which it got from Ludwig van Bee

thoven, the unique, stylistic link between Classicism and Ro

manticism. By the time he (lied in 1827, he had expanded every

form that Haydn and Mozart had perfected as he sought ways

of expressing his unusually bold emotions-anger, pride, pas-.

sion, longing, love of nature, and idealism. His symphonies,

sonatas, concertos, string quartets, and other works got longer

and longer (the first movement alone of his Symphony no. 3 is

as long as some four-movement symphonies from the Classical

era). And the content of the music got more and more "in your

face" (or at lpast in yom ear); there is very little aural wallpaper

in Beethoven's output. With such a piece as his Ninth Syrn

phony, which broke all tradition by adding a chorus and
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four solo sillgprs 111 t lu- fillale, Beethovell signaled dec-isive-ly

that da~sical music llitd 110 buundaries : and t hat Classici Sill was

over.

The HOlllulltic COIII po>;ers picked up 011 w ha t lleetllOvell did

and rail with it. Symphonies, concertos, sonatas, and chamber

pieces grew even IIJon' directly expressive, with hearts 011

sleeves, Orchestras got bigger and bigger, reaching the one h 1111·

dred -plus size still (,oll~idereo the norm today, and, as a result,

the necessity for conductors became readily apparent. .

The fortepiano of Mozart's day evolved dming the nineteenth

century into the concert gralld piano seen on stages to this day;

it hecauu- the dominant instrument of music, played in homes

as well as Oil public stage's. Felix Meudelssohn, Frederic Chopin,

Robert Sclnunann, and Franz J.iszt were amollg the composers

who revealed the anlilzing world of sound and color possible

from the piano. Wmd inst ruruents also were perfected; those

t hat previously had 110 val ves, like horns and trumpets, acquired

them, making it easit'l 10 play more uot es.

The nineteenth ceut ury saw the proliferation of concert halls,

which brought music 10 i hr- general pllblic in numbers previ

ously unimagined; 1lu- aristocracy may still have filled the box

seats, but they were sharillg lilt' rheau-rs with nearly every other

class of society for till' Iirxt time, Audiences had longer attention

spalls thau today. From tilt' dawn of public concerts ill the lat.e

eighteellth century and well into th« nineteenth, concert pro

grams were normal ly pilcked with 111I1~lc- a few overtures,

mavbe a couple of cOII('('rlos, seve-ral arias from popular operas

of the day, a choral work or two, and a symphony.

Anothe-r product of tfw Homautic dge, with its embrace of

individuality, was tlu- solo rP(·il.al--- a pf'rformance by a single

pianist or a soloist (surh as a violinist or cellist) with piano
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Although Beethoven technically preceded the Romantic era, he was very

much embraced by the Romantics. He was so individualistic, his output so

monumental, that he was seen as a kind of musrcal god. And to the Ro

mantic mind, his deafness was a source of deep pathos. The story of the

premiere of his Ninth Symphony In 1824 was well-loved. Beethoven had to

be gently turned around onstage after the performance, which he could not

hear, so that. he could see the audience cheering wildly. That out of his

Internal darkness Beethoven could create such mighty symphonies and con

certos was a source of reverential admiration for generations. But when

. faced with his last works, the unconven.tlonal piano sonatas and stnng

quartets, the Romantics decided that Beethoven would never have pro

duced such baffling, even disturbing harmonies and diffuse melodies, had

he not been deaf. It took many years before the profound beauty and spir

itual depth of those late pieces-the very qualities that linked them more

directly with the Ideals of Romanticism-were widely appreciated.

accompaniment. Recitals became a major draw with the public,

leading to the emergence of classical music's first superstars,

such as Liszt on the piano and Niccolo Paganini on the violi~.

The classically trained singer, previously confined mostly to

opera and/or sacred music, enjoyed an important new outlet

during the Romantic era-the. art song. German composers,

especially, produced enormous quantities of art songs (lieder in

German), using for texts the vivid verses of great (and some

times minor) poets. This poetry reflected the major themes of the

time, such as nature, ideal love, unrequited love, alienation, and

nostalgia; the music intensified .and illuminated those themes.
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fo"ow tM l~tr

By the time of the Renaissance, a lot of music was being written for sizable

groups of instruments, which led to the question of leadership. Up until

around the beginning of the nineteenth century, an ensemble was typically

led by one of the musicians playing In It, usually the first violinist or the

keyboard player (a harpsichord or other keyboard Instrument was almost

always part of any group before 1800 or so). Gradually, the concept of a

conductor took hold-someone whose chief function was to establish the

tempo and keep everyone together. From the nineteenth century on, an

additional function was common-interpretation, a personal approach to

Interpreting the notes on a page and getting an orchestra to realize It.

Being a conductor was not always easy in the early days. Jean-Baptlste

Lully, a favorite composer at the court of LoUIs XIV, used a long cane with

a rather sharp POintat the end to beat out the tempo on the floor when he

conducted his music. One day, while conducting a celebratory choral piece,

he rntsiucged his aim and stuck his own foot With the stick. The resulting

wound turned gangrenous and killed him a few weeks later. The chances

for a similar fate to befall subsequent conductors grew slimmer after the

baton-a thin, usually short stick waved In the air, away from body parts

became the norm In the 1800s and thereafter.

Franz Schubert, Schurnann, and Johannes Brahms were among

the most indelible lieder composers. Most of the other Romantic

composers contributed to the art song repertoire; Peter Ilyich

Tchaikovsky's output was particularly rich in emotion, as in the

still popular "None but the Lonely Heart," a perfect example

of Romanticism in song.

Composers brokr- nearly all ties with palaces and cathedrals,
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Audiences have not always been on their best behavror at concerts, either

In olden days or ours. Just as crowds at opera houses In the eighteenth

century routinely chatted and dined their way through performances, people

attending orchestral programs dunng the early days of public concerts,

starting around the late 1700s. could be inattentive and distracting. They

·could also be demanding. If they liked something, they expected It to be

encored. And they didn't feel particularly compelled to hear a long work in

one continuous flow. A three-movement concerto, for example, might be

broken up with a couple of anas sung by an opera star in between the

movements. And when an audience did listen to a complete work, the crowd

felt free to applaud after each movement. From the nineteenth century on,

the public also felt free to boo or hiss when provoked by new sounds: trus

happened to works by several composers. such as Gustav Mahler, who

eventually became very popular.

Over time, certain rules of etiquette for concertgoers have emerged.

Audiences are expected to behave, to refrain trom talking, eating, drinking,

or wandenng around. These days, unwrapping candy or letting cell phones

and beepers go off is also sensibly discouraged. Over time. it became the

norm to withhold applause in between the movements of a work, so that

the music could be heard as a totality, not a succession of unrelated Ideas.

It's not an Ironclad rule. however; certain movements with razzle-dazzle

nrnsnes (the first movement of Peter lIyich Ichaikovsky's Piano Concerto

no. 1, for example) almost guarantee an ovation. and few people would

complain.

There can be a certain stuffiness about classical concerts as a result

of such restnctions, and. for the newcomer, a feeling of mt.rmoatlon. But

the traditions are really Just a matter of respect for the music and the mu

sicians-and common politeness.
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wntmg music on rnrnrrussron from iustrtuue-nt alists, ensembles,

and impresarios, or sell ing works direcrly to pu hi ishers. Those

works tlJrollg!Joui till' mid and late IROOs, likr- Jl(wtry ann

paillting of lllf> t i mr-, rdlf'ctf'd widespread interest in nature,

thE' superu at ura l, folk Ipgpnds, exotic lands, and frC'edl?m - -all

rear-nons against tile orderly, logical principle-s of the previous

Age of Enlightenment. Romantics took dplight in the llnprf'

dir-rahility of the world, unexplained phr-nomena. ann myth;

they were fascinated as well with death and ot her nark thoughts

that the Classicists would have avoided as rnurh as possible.

Such r-ornposi t ions as the Symphnnip frmtastiqllp C" Fantastic

Symphony") hv l Ir-rtor Berlioz werr- rhe ppilOlllP of the Ro

rnantic styl t» - hig and often brash, fillpd wit h extra musical

associiltions that r-oulr] never have made it into a symphonic

work a gPllf'fatio1l Pilrlier (till" sr-ore tE'lIs thr- story of a lovesir-k

mall's hnl lur-iuat iou« during an opium trip). TIIf~ f'ITlPrgencf' of

one-moverne-nt, oftf'n quite- short, character rir-h pip(,ps demon

strated othr-r HOlllantir traits and sentiments with surf! titles as

"Ballade" and "l'rf'llHif''' and "Impromptu," writ tr-n hy Chopin,

I .iszr, <111(1 ot he-rs,

Till" nillPtpf'nlh Cf'nlllry saw t he rise of nationalism through

out Europe as more and morr- people sought frr-edom from out

side rule (the Austrian and French dnmi nat ion of Italy, for

example) and espoused revolutionary, df'/I10(Tilt ir- ideals. Not.

surprisingly, ('otllJ!0sprs reflerred these Uf'W fp(,lillgs and her-ame

ilH'rpasingly idf'ntifil,d hv nationality; thr-ir st.yll's rl'f1p(·tf>d their

own personal hilckgrolltlds to a degn>f' prf'viollsIy unr-orumon.

A century earlier, a COlllpOSN from Scandinavia was likely to

write music that sounded more or less thE' same as that by a

composE'r from Italy. But in the Romantic agl", no oue mistook

Russia's Tr-haikovskv, Nir-olai Himsky Korsilkov, or Modf'st
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Mussorgsky for Bohemia's Antonin Dvofak or England's Ed

ward EIger. All of those composers drew on the same rich

traditions of harmony and musical structure begun bar-k in the

Classical era, but each gave them a decidedly individualistic and

ethnic stamp.

Throughout the nineteenth century, 1here was an enrichment

of harmony to heighten expression, to extract greatE'r feeling or

deeper thought from music. Composers like Cesar Franck picked .

up where Bach had left off and found fascinating' ways to

stretch harmonic progressions, Gabriel Faure found increasingly

elegant and subtle uses for this enhanced musical language. But

no one provided a more. dramatic jolt to the development of

music in the century than Richard Wagner. In one way or
another, his epic 0pE'ras of the mid -1800s affer-ted virtually all

classicalmusic of the time, and much of it afterward, generating

fierce admirers and detractors. WagnPr's extraordinarily rich

chords and expectant melodies, capable of leading in many dif

ferent directions and taking on many different emotional tints,

gave fresh fuel t.o the Romantic movement.

Super Romanticism

As the twentiet h century grew near, several composers were

pushing wliat had been considered Wagnpr's extremes into even

more complex harmonic fields and structural lengths. Sympho

nies by Anton Brurkner and Gustav Mahler, infused with Wag

nerian resonances, aimed for universal truths or spiritual

transcendence-and took their time seeking them. When

Mahler said that a symphony should encompass the world, he

wasn't kidding. His enormous scores called for such exotic

sounds as cowbells and, within a single movement, could range
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One of the most pronounced charactenstics of nmeteentn-century Roman

ticism was tile rise m rnusrc that reflected specincally nationalistic char

acteristics. Music had previously been a predominantly abstract art; folk

music was sometimes introduced, especially by Haydn, to add a character

and charm. But music didn't become strongly linked to nationality until the

Romantic age, when more and more composers asserted their mdividuahty

in fresh ways, especially through the use of musical Ideas from their own

native countnes. Slavrc and Scandmavran composers, m particular, fre

quently sought Inspiration from the music of their own people. Folk songs

and folk rhythms found their way mto symphonies by Dvorak and Tchaikov

sky and assorted works by Edvard Grieg, for example, providing them with

a unique, vivrd Identity. In a way, Johann Strauss was a nationalist corn

poser, too, earnmg his fame taking a dance In three-quarter time and mak

ing It crsnnctiy, unmistakably Viennese. Manifestations of musical

nationalism could be found m music from many countries throughout the

nineteenth century and well into the twentieth.

III character Irorn nohl., to vulgar. The orchestra size got even

bigger for his uiu« sy IIIpi loll ies; Mahler's Symphony no. 8 ac

quired tile nick uurue "Syuiphouy of a Thousand" because it

called for dll unusuallv large number of instrumentalists and

vocalists. Alsu stretching the technical and expressive dimen

sions of the traditional orchestra were the brrlliant "symphonic

poems" by H ichard Strauss, such as Eiu Heldenlebeu (" A Hero's

Life") and VOII Qui.LUte. Strauss and Maliler also had a more

intimate side, carrying Oil the venerable uadition of (;errnan

lieder with sOllgs 01 eXI'el'lillllill poetic a lit I musical sophistica

tion.
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While this super HOlllalltic expansion was evulvillg out of

Waguer's musical legacy, there were also slrollg reactions

against everything Wagner and his admirers created. The most

notable opposition came in France. Claude Debussy, in partic

ular, rejected Wagller's thick harmonies for exotic, Oriental

ones, massive souics for transparency of instrumental textures,

and 01<1 fashioned structures for unpredictable, even diffuse

ones. Debussy and a few of his contemporaries were labeled

"impressionists," fur their music seemed to mirror the paintings

of Monet and Renoir or the misty symbolism of such poets as

Stephane Mallarrne (who, along with Paul Verlaine and others,

provided inspiratiou for many art songs of exquisite subtlety).

Debussy's orchestral piece Prelude to the Ajienwon ofa Faun is
a perfect example of JIII pressiouism, a hazy, sensual painting in

sound. Impressionistic music was less obvious, less clearly de

fined than what was coming out of Germany and Austria at the

time; edges were blurred and softened, There was a play of

light and shadows ill these aural impressions, and a freedom of

harmony and form that would lead to more experiments as the

twentieth century unfolded.

The Experimental Century

lu the early IYO()s, different styles in classical music were all

going strollg--' the final stages of Romanticism, as represented

by the works of Mahler, Strauss, Jean Sibelius, Sergei Rach

maninoff, Edward Elgar, and others; awl the twilight of lrn

pressionisrn, as represented by Maurice Ravel, Erik Satie,

Manuel de Falla, and others. Then, just before the start of the

First World War, a spark of revolution hit classical music. It

came in Paris at the premiere of a new ballet with music by
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Jgor Stravinsky called The Ru» (~f Spring. The effect of this

work's bold blast against musical convention would reverberate

for decades.

The War to ~lId All Wars, which did IlU such t.hing, did end

a lot of traditions. Radical notions, wicked humor, dissonant

sights and sounds followed quickly in tile wake of that conflict

as all of the arts underwent enormous changes in style, content,

and emphasis. The Rite ofSpring had paved the way for distrust

of the old ways, the tired-and-true approaches to melody, har

mony, and form. Now there was a widespread loosening of mu

sical boundaries. Folk music had long ago burrowed its way

into the classical scene, but it took on a much spicier quality

now, especially in the works of a composer like Hungary's Bela

Bartok. Ragtime (personi fied by Scott Joplill) and then jazz

started infiltrating classical domains, producing startling ex

amples of rhythmic vitality by Ravel, Stravinsky, and others,

before reaching inventive heights with George Gershwin. He

was one of several compusers who would prove that Americans

didn't have to settle for pale imitations of what. European com

posers were doing. (In his own way, John Philip Sousa had

already been doing that earlier wit.h his unmistakably American

marches. And Charles Ives had been busy at t.he turn of the

century blazing fresh trails of harmony and form with t.he in

trepidity of a true American pioneer, but. his efforts wouldn't

be widely appreciated until the 1950s.)

The aftermath of the war saw many sacred concepts about

music crumble in Europe as composers caught. up with the

avant garde, pre- World War I painters like Picasso and Braque.

The Cubists had dared to abandon traditional perspective and

look at every body part as equal when assembling a portrait, so

it didn't make much difference where an ear or a mouth might
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Few premiere performances m music are as notorious as that of The Rite

of Spring (Le sacre du prim temps), with music by lgor Stravinsky and cho

reography by the legendary Nijmsky. Although the well-attended dress re

hearsal took place without incident, the next night, May 29, 1913, at the

Theatre des Champs-Elysees in Paris, was a much different story. The mu

sic never really had a chance as the audience erupted in notous behavior

almost from the first sounds from the orchestra pit and the nrst sights

onstage. The ballet's earthy, violent tale, and NIJinsky's Ideas on how to

dance It probably had a lot to do with the public's reaction (the choreogra

pher had to yell out the beats from backstage to the dancers, who could

not hear the music because of the fracas). But what did come through over

the din certainly fueled the battle. The score's savage rhythms, grating and

weird sounds, odd twists and turns of melody proved disconcerting to many,

including eminent French composer Carrulle Saint-Saens, who left early in

a huff (his younger colleagues, Claude Debussy and Maurice Ravel, stayed

and rallied the pro-Rite forces m the theater). There were reports of nsn

cuffs, splttrng, slapping, and even some duel-threaterung, but If Stravin

sky's revolutionary score lost the first battle, it certamly won the war. Within

a year, the music was performed sans ballet m Pans and generated an

ecstatic reaction. No one has doubted ItS monumental ongmahty and Im

portance since.

he placed. It was the essence of the individual that mattered,

conveyed in fresh ways, from fresh vantage points. In the 1920s,

Arnold Schoenherg argued that music needed to be approached

from a new perspective, too, one in which it didn't matter if

notes sounded strange, out of place, out of normal context. Calli'

posers should 110 longer be slaves to old-fashioned 'harmony,
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Schoenberg argued, so he declared the equality of all twelve

tones in a traditional Westprn scale, which had for centuries

bf'E'11 subservient to rules of harmony. His astonishing concept.

of how to base an entire composition on a preselerted arrange

ment of thOSf> tWf>lve tones threw the r-lassica I HI usir- world into

a tizzy.

Srhoenberg's complicated method, known as "twelve tone

music," attracted such imaginative disciples as Alhan Berg and

Anton Webern, and soon dominated thinking at. major conser

vatories; among the most faithful adherents to the gospel of

atonality have been such brilliant (and daunting) composers as

Elliott Carter. But many twentieth century ('OlIl(Josers refused

to embrace the legacy of Schoenberg. Some. like Sf'rgei Rach

maninoff and Ralph Vaughan Williams, remained basically

rooted in warmhearted Romanticism. Others, like I Jmitri Shos

takovich, expanded on Mahler's sound world and created a

df'eply expressive and dramatic style. Others trie-d a return to

the simplicity and directness of eighteenth-century music, fil

tered through twentieth-century ears; this elpgant, sometime

piquant style became known as "neor-Iassicism " (Stravinsky

and Sergei Prokofiev championed the style for a while). Still

others, notably Benjamin Britten, Aaron Copland, and Leonard

Bernstein, incorporated all sorts of elements-s-folk music, jazz,

Classicism, Romanticism-to produce their own strongly fla

vored, cOlltemporary, arr-essible mix. Mavericks like Olivier

Messiaen defied classification as they created distinctive sounds

and structures that alternated between the simple and the ex

ceedingly complex, all bathed in an aura of intf'llsf: spirituality.

In short, what happened to music throughout that century

can he neatly summed up by the 1(}oOs f'xprf's<;ioll "do your'

own thing." All sorts of styles and r-omhinat ions of styles were
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tried, abandoned, and picked up again. John Cage, the most

famous and provocative member of the avant-garde, argued that

music should be defined broadly to include just about any

sound, eit.her made deliberately or by chance (the notes in one

of his works were determined by a coin toss). Such experiments,

along with multimedia pieces (music and film, for example)

and electronic music generated by computers and synthesizers,

provided potent weapons in t.he battle against conventionality..

Much to the surprise of the public, which never did warm up

to the Schoenberg legacy, the mid-twentieth century saw lead

ing conservatories become strong advocates for "serial" music,

.tuming out composers who embraced and intensified Schoen-

berg's methods to create works out of predetermined elements.

Serialism was cOTlsioereo for a long time to be the pinnacle of

intellectual and musical thought.

Not surprisingly, there came a st.rong, fascinating reaction

against serialism-indeed, against. just about everyt.hing that

had been going on in the century. This countermovement began

to make big waves in the 1970s, when the word minimalism

entered the musical vocabulary. This style relied on a minimum

of ingredients. A tiny snippet of melody, a few simple chords,

a chuggin~ rhythm---all repeated over long stretches of time

were all such leaning minimalists as Philip Glass, St.eve Reich,

and John Adams nf'eded. Great debates over the style raged,

but many audiences welcomed t.his slap in the face at a variet.y

of musical conventions.

Classical Music at the Millennium

With the start of the twenty. first century, a wide range of

musical styles from previous decades can still be heard. Several
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composers, such as Pierri- Boulez, f .ur-ianu Berio, and Hans Wer·

ner Henze, remain largl'ly immersed in highly complex, atonal,

serial styles that have roots st.retching back to Schoenberg's rev

olution. John Corigliano, Elk-n Taaffe Zwilich, Richard Dan

ielpour, and seve-ral 1I1OI'e turu out music with strong melodic

lines, familiar harmonies, and dear structures that suggest a

new brand of Homauurism. Meanwhile, Glass, Reich, and Ad

arns entered the new ce-ntury writing works that are in IIlany

ways quite different. fr.uu what they first produced, but. the

richer layers of melody, rhythm, and texture have not disguised

their minimalist rools. And the spiritual element in music,

which had her-n so imaginat.ively explorr-d by Messiaen, remains

all unport ant COIlCf'rJl for men like John Tavener and Avro Part.

Further evolution will go 011 as composers make the most of

their freedom to explore, refine, shake Ill', toss out, and renew.

Yet, chances are, we will still Iind a connective thread 10 the

past sorrn-wlrere in any III'W style that. may come alollg. For all

of the varied means of e-xpressiou alre-adv out there, iL'S amazing

how lIIany of the familiar structures of music that served Bach

and Mozart and Beethoven and Braluns and Tchaikovsky 1'1'

main in use. The sounds lIIay have changed a lot over t.he

cent uries, but 1101 till' hasic beauty alii! Jlower -and infinite

possibilities· -of classical music,
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Music

Classical music can be broken down into several
broad areas, reflecting either historical time period

or stylistic characteristics-r--or both. These categories form part

of the everyday jargon of classical music. They do not involve

ironclad distinctions and restrictions, but rather provide a con

venient way of generalizing and grouping.

The varieties descri bed here are among the most common

that a Curious I .istener will encounter, but this list is neither

objective nor comprehensive. For example, opera is certainly a

type of classical music, written by classical composers and per

formed hy classically trained singers. But it is ordinarily treated

as an entirely separate universe since it involves theater as well

as music, so it is not listed here. Other forms of vocal music,

however, are included.

Becoming familiar with these general varieties should pro-

33 •
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vide a firm stepping off point for a df'f'per look into the who,

what, how, and why of classical music.

Art Songs: It would be misleacling to think of art songs as the

opposite of popular songs, since many art songs cue popular and

many pop songs are very artistic. Bill I hpre is something decid

edly different about an art song, even if it has a very direct

melody and simple harmony. Thf' stylr- of composition, the na

ture of the words, and thp careful writing out of t.he accom

paniment part --not. to mention thr- need for a classically

trained singer---place an art song in a decidedly separate cate

gory. Since the late eight.eplllh century, many composers helve

contributed t.o this genre, but. the heyday for art songs came in

the nineteenth, during t.hr- lvornantic e-ra, when poetry was a

particularly powerful [orre in literatur«. Many romposers were

drawn to the writings of leading (and sometimes lesser) poets

of the day, and set. their verses to music for voice and accorn

panirnent (almost. always piano). Among the grpatest composers

of art songs were Franz Sr-huherr , Hohf'rt. SChtUlIRIlII, Gahriel

Faure, Claude Dehussy, and Richnrd St rauss.

Atonal Music: Atonal music IS a provocative style of music m

which traditional West.ern concepts of harmony and tonality,

the sense of harmonic order and logil', are abandoned. The re

sult is what the averagp ear will hear, flt. least initially, as dis

sonance. Instead of the dear-cut world of C major (do, re, rni,

fa, sol, la, ti, do), there is no sense of a specific key. Various

systems of atonal music: have been tried out. Some composers

have made limited use of atonality within compositions that are

otherwise tonal; others make an effort. to hanish all trace of

conventional harmonic progression. TIll' most df'votf'd atonalisrs
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usually follow a set of rules, first .espoused hy Aruold Schoen

hf'rg in till' -1 q~()s, that guarantef's freedom from I hf' old mer h

ods of budding rhords or shaping me-lodic li nr-s. Atonal mus«:

typically involvr-s awkward leaps hetwr-r-n norr-s, df>lISf> chords,

and complex rhvt hrnir- changes.

COl\trary to popular opinion, atonality is not inherently ugly

or harsh. Mauv atonal ('(llnposers wrote as expressively as the

IIlOSt dr-termi ned of Homanlics, ann laid out rhr-ir music-al struc

tures as painstakingly and logically as dlf' most ardent Classi

cists. A committed performance of an atonal composition can

hI' rlef'ply heaut if'ul and trIf'aningfld, just as ahslnlf't pilintings

can Ill".

Baroque Music: "Baroque" is not. the most prf'r'isf> of terms, but

it has come to signify music from roughly rhr- seveutr-enth cen

tury to dIP middlf' of the eighlf'pnth, from C1auoio Monteverdi

and Jean I'ltilippf' HilrTlPaU to Joh ann Spbaslitln Bilc·h, (-;eol'gf'

Friof'Tic 1I,"I(If'I, !\rr'angf']o Corel li, I )OInf'ni('o Sl'Clrlatti, Antonio

Vivaldi, ,HId (;f>org Philrpp Tr-lr-mann. Somr-what like Rill'll(l'le

arch iter-t urr-, with its curving lines and e-laborate fr-at ures, Bil

rOl1ue music has an /,11'T1H'Jlt of complexity and inrricaoy.

The most obvious r-ha rarrerist ics of Raroq llf' music are rhy th

mic mot ion, ('O\lJItN(loi11 I., and singleness of focus. As a 1'1111", a

Raroque pip('f' is going to he in constant motion: r-ven a slow

movement in a concerto, for example, will have il steady flow.

And YOIl eau usual lv rount on imitative (·olllltf'rpoinl-----tWo or

more independent melod ir lines chasing aftf'r f'ilch other, imi

tating the first melodic line that is souudr«]. Thl'sl' multiple

lines overlap, often in very complicated ways, yet fir t.ogether

cohesively. Virtually all Baroque music employs some form of

counterpoiut: even a kr-vhoard pier-e will havr- it, with the right
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hand and left hand doing their own involved things, instead of

the right hand getting all the melody and the left merely play

ing chords. As for the singleness of focus, Baroque composers

conceived nf music in highly unified ways. Each piece, or each

movement of a multiple-movement work, almost always is held

'together by one primary melodic idea (or even just a single

rhythmic pattern) that is inventively developed, and by one

tempo. These restrictions did not limit Cl good composer's imag

ination, but, rather, unleashed it.

A piece of Baroque music is like a journey that starts at home,

travels down many a winding road and unexpected curve, but

invariably finds its way safely back. No matter how complicated

the music may get along the way, the sense of resolution at the

errd will he very clear and very satisfying.

Chamber Music: Chamber music gets a bad rap from some folks,

who think it isn't exciting or loud enough, or doesn't have

enough going on in it. A little experience with it. will helie t.hat

notion. Chamber music is one of t.he most. intimate and re

warding genres of classical music to perform and to hear.

Ordinarily, compositions that require from two (duo) t.o eight

(octet) or nine (nonet) players-e-with each one having a sf'pa·

rate part to play-,-are categorized as chamber music,

The "chamber" in chamber music goes back to the origin of

the genre, when small groups of musicians played in small

spaces-private rooms, or chambers. There was a social function

to these gatherings, too; musicians-amateurs or professionals

were brought toget.her in a closely knit. experience of sonic

bonding. Eventually, chamber music attracted avid listeners a.s

well as performers; by the start of the nineteenth century,

chamber music was moving into public' concert halls. III our
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day, chamber 1I1USIC groups often perform in very large halls,

where feelings of iut irnacy between musicians and audiences

ure Iirn i led.

Althougll wri tteu Oil a small scale, corn pared to orchestral

repertoire, chamber music is hardly limited in terms uf melodic

richness, rhythmic 1l1OtjUII, dramatic impact, or instrumental

coloring. As with so rlIallY things, size definitely does not matter.

Some listeners, reared on the thicker sou nu of orchestras, may

have trouble adjusting, but it's worth the effort.

The preeminent typt: of chamber music is the strillg quartet,

equal ill artistic wt~igllt. tu a symphony for full orchestra. Like

tile symphony, a tl'lartt:t (two violins, viola, and cello) usually

hasfour movements, arranged as they are in a symphony. And

like chamber music ill general, a quartet provides a vehicle of

intense and intimate interaction among a small ensemble of

players. Joseph I Iaydn and Wolfgang Arnadeus Mozart elevated

the quartet to a part icularly high level of inspiration, finding

innumerable ways of using only four instruments tu convey

eloquent ruusical tllOllghts. Ludwig van Beethoven took the

ljuart.et e-ven Iurt hur, calling for exceptional virtuosity in some

cases a IIII great seusu.ivity in others. His final quartets, which

haffled lllallY musui.urs and listeners for years, reveal an elo

qllellce and profundity, as well as a stretching of form and

harmony, that st.ill sounds amazingly fresh and inventive. Quar

t.ets by Franz Schubert, Johannes Brahms, and Antonin Dvofak

rank amollg the h.rllruarks of the Romanuc era. In t.he twen

tieth century, Lhniui Shostakovich used the string quartet to

express some of his deepest, darkest thoughts.

Although the first. violin part often carries the bulk of the

melodic lilies ill a quartet, and the others provide harmony,

most cOlJlpo~ers take Iull advantage of all four instruments; solos
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for viola and cello are especially common, and even the second

violin will often step into the limelight. By the use uf pizzicato

(a plucking of the strings, instead of bowing), mutes (clamps

placed Oll tile si rings to soften the s01JlId), and other devices, a

.composer call provide a great array of aural interest out of four

intrinsically similar instruments,

Other compositions for small groups of strillg instruments

include the string trio (violin, viola, and cello, or two violins

and cello), st.ring quintet (two violins, two violas, and cello, or

two violins, viola, and two cellos) and string sextet (pairs of

violins, violas, ami cellos). The keyboard is often added to

strings to form other types of ensembles: the piano trio (violin,

cello, piano), the piano quartet (violin, viola, cello, piano), and

the piano quintet (suiug quartet and piano). Wind instruments

also are Iea tured ill cham bel' works, sometimes wi th strings

and Zor piano, sometimes by themselves.

Making tilings slighLly confusing is that types of chamber

music also identify the kind of ensemble that. ploys them; the

tenns are interchangeable. So a string quartet performs string

quartets, a piano trio performs piano t.rios, etc.

Classical Music: Clas)LwL----wi1l1 a capital C··· is not the same as

the generic term clU)SLCaL music. TIllS is music from a specific

time period. M usic of t.he Classical period, stretching From the

rnid-1700s to the early 18UOs and represented by such giants as

Joseph Haydu and Wolfgang Arnadeus Mozart, shed many of

the complexities of the Baroque. Instead of counterpoint-mul

tiple, independent lines-there was a move toward a single

melodic line lakillg prominence and supported by dear cut har

mony. And instead of developing a whole piece out of one me

Iodic idea, as Baroque compusers routinely did, contrast was
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introduced; there would he a principal theme and a secondary

theme, each with its own characteristics.

Where the Baroque era produced music that could be as elab

orate and coufusing as Baroque architecture, the Classical era

yielded music as perfectly proportioned as Classical architecture.

A Georgian -style house, with its equally divided number of win

dows or doors and clean lines, found a sonic equivalent in com

positions created with neatly symmetrical numbers of measures

and a balance of thematic ideas. Elegance of expression was

emphasized over the sometimes florid style of the Baroque. Re

strained emotion, directness, clarity, and beauty of thought

these were the hallmarks of the Classical style.

Haydn was the quintessential classicist, produciug an extraor

dinary number of perfectly reasoned works iu all forms, from

string (plartet and keyboard sonata to concerto and symphony

(he wrote more than one hundred). Mozart also represents the
Classical ideal; the symmetrical shape of his melodic lines never

fails to impress. His output was astonishingly consistent in qual

ity; his piano concertos and symphonies attest most indelibly to

that. When J.udwig van Beethoven arrived 011 the scene at the

end of the eighteenth century, he was a Classicist, but he began

to reveal hints of the Romantic style to COllie as be entered the

nineteenth century.

Early Music: This handy, catchall term is often used to describe

just about anything' composed before the seventeenth century.

This includes the limited amount of music that has come

down to us from the Middle Ages---such things as Gregorian

chant and troubadour songs-e--and on into the great musical

flourishing of the Heuaissance period. Among the major figures

of early music are Hildegard of Bingen from the twelfth cen-
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tury, known for her almost transcendental chants; Guillaume

de Machaut from the fourteenth century, important for his

introduction of polyphony and rhythmic syncopation; and

Josquin Desprez, who spanned the fifteenth and sixteenth cen

turies and achieved a mastery of polyphonic writing and a spir

ituality of expression.'

Impressionism: Impressionism is a style that emerged in France

toward the end of the nineteenth century. Instead of expanding

on traditional Western harmony, as Richard Wagner and others

did in the Romantic movement, the Impressionists, led. by

Claude Debussy (who never really liked that term), based much

of their harmony on music from the Orient. The result was a

rather exotic sound. Chords did not resolve the way Western

ears expected them to; melodies unfolded in likewise unpre

dictable direcuons.

These Oriental touches created a sufter-edged, hazy world of

fresh, aural colors that suggested the equivalent of landscapes

by Monet, W here the Romantics wrote su much that was in a

totally overt, grab-yoll by-the-ear manner, the Impressionists

took a generally subtler approach, creating musical impressions

instead of emphatic statements.

Minimalism: This provocative style of mUSIC, which began attract

ing attention in the 1960s and flourished wildly in the next few

decades, owes something to Eastern music and to Western rock

music. In a complete rejection of atonality and the complex

method of r-omposing known as serialism, for many years con

sidered to be gospel in 'most music conservatories, minimalist

composers went back to the basics. Simple, tonal chords replace

dense, dissonant ones; melodic lines are likewise direct; a basic,
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rhythmic pattern, repeated over and over (sometimes with un

derstated variations)' propels the piece. A hypnor if' effect can

he achieved by the constant reiteration of 'mplody, harmony,

and rhythm.

Initially, minimalist works tended to avoid lyra-ism and other

aspects of Romanticism, but as the stvle underwent constant

refinement, new levels of expressive intensity were added.

WhPre the first minimalist works got maximum III iIl"age out of

one, two, or three chords, more recent examples r-outain consid

erable harmonic action. And where melodies were very compact

at first, they became increasingly expansive. But the sense of

reiterative rhythmic motion has, for the most part, remained a

primary element in minimalism.

Starting around 1960, two American avant-gardr- romposers,

La Monte Young and Terry Riley, experimented with what

would become known as minimalism. Riley's IQf:jI) composition

"In C" epitomized the principles of the new sty lp-the piece

"for variable ensemble" calls for an indefinite repetition of SI"·

ries of musical motives, all centering on the key of r, major.

The most successful practitioners of the minimalist style are

Steve Reich, Phi lip Glass, and John Adams. Although the three

share certain traits in common, there is no mistaking one for

another; their individuality speaks to the wide possibilities of

expression under the minimalist banner.

Program Music: This term refers to compositions that tell a story

of some kind through music, without words; there is a "pro

gram" behind the notes. This extra- musical idea may have to

do with a work of literature or visual art, or perhaps just a

philosophical idea; it might hI' inspired hv nature, a dream, or

an r-vr-nt ill history. The rOllcppt of program music gops har-k
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centuries. There' are, for example, keyboard pieces from the

1500s that attempt to describe famous battles. In the early

1700s, Antonio Vivaldi wrote his famous set. of violin concertos

called The Four Seasons; he attached a poem t.o each move

ment describing specific activity and feelings related to the

time of year. The music helps to convey those images, often

very realistically.

By the nineteenth 'century, the concept of program music

advanced considerahly. Beethoven's Symphony no, 6, known as

the Pastoral, conveys a sense of the emotions aroused by a trip

to the countryside; sounds of nature-i--hird calls, a flowing

brook, a' thunderstorm-are vividly represented in the music.

. Hector Berlioz took' things a big step forward wit.h his Sym
phonie fanrastique. This "Fantastic Symphony" conveys the nar

rative of a forlorn lover who gets wasted on o,plUm as he pines

for the woman who got away; eventually, he has some pretty

wild hallucinations that the prismatic music makes almost tan

gible. Among other notable program mUSiC composers were

Franz Liszt and Richard Strauss, who perfected a particular

form of the genre called a tone poem or symphonic poem, a

work often in one movement for large orchestra that focuses on

a single nonrnusical subject. Antonin Dvotak, Bedrich Smetana,

and Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky, t.o name a few other obvious

examples, also created memorable tone poems. Tchaikovsky's

popular 1812 Overture is one of the best known pieces of pro

gram music, with its noisy depiction of battles between French

and Russian armies; Modest. Mussorgsky's Night on Bald Moun

tain, a vivid evocation of a witches' sabbath, and Pictures at an

Exhibition, a musical tour of an actual art exhibit the composer

att.ended, are equally celebrated cases of programmatic music.
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Renaissance Music: Hell<li,.,"illlce rn usir: l'1l<'Ompa"ses a remarkable

variety and quality of works that wr-re, ill their way, as brilliant

and expressive as I Ill' .irt, archi tecture, and literature of the

period. Tile polyphonii ,.,tyle of multiple melodic lines that had

l..H:,gun to flower ill tlu- late Middle Ages bloomed fully during

this vital era, leading 10 some of the most enriching music ever

written. lnstrurneutal music also flourished, helping to provide

certain foundations, especially of structure, for the next era, the

Baroque, 10 build llfHlIl. I.eading lights of the Renaissance in

eluded Giovanni l'ierllligida Palest rina, whose brilliant, deeply

moving church musi« ill si xu-euth cr-nrury Italy inspired gen

erations of rorn poser,.,; Aurl rr-a and (;iovanni Gabrielli, the for

mer renowned for his stere-ophonic placernellt of instrumental

and vocal ensembles in ditferent corners of SI. Mark's Cathedral

in Venice, the latter Ior his intensely expressive style; and Wil·

lia rn Byrel <Jlld Tho/llas Tallis, whose sophisticated, yet directly

corurnuuir-ative church 1I111Si(' provide,l high points of the En

glish Renaissance.

Romantic Music: When~ the movement known as Classicism

yielded music of r--st r.nnr and dear rut order, Romanticism,

which enwrged in the- ('ilrly nineteenth century, generated mu

sic t hat n-veled ill t'llIolional out pourings and unpredictability

(a new, free form pie('t· introdured in this era was the "Im

prornptu"}. The heart, which bad bet'n kept politely under

control a gt~neratioll (·arlit·r, now W<lS worn on the sleeve.

Iustrurueutal music t1wt had Iwell abstract now became more

specific ill its content. dowmight literal in the case of "pro

gram m usi«," works i III elided to ('011 vPy extra musical ideas,
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narratives, pictures, etc. The Classical era had seen the intro

duction of musical contrast-different themes introduced in a

single movement; the Romantic era intensified those contrasts.

There were extremes of volume and tempo to enhance more

overtly expressive melodies and more daring harmonies (Rich

ard Wagner, in his operas, opened the path toward those new

harmonies, a path many composers gleefully followed). There

also were extremes of length; some works, especially sympho

nies, were longer than any instrumental works written before.

(On the other side of the coin, you can find examples, like

certain piano pieces by Frederic Chopin or art songs by Robert

Schumann, that are unusually short, conveying a remarkable

amount of feeling in the equivalent of a single breath.)

Romantic music, represented by the likes of Hector Berlioz,

Johannes Brahms, Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky, and Antonin

Dvofak, is unmistakable in its lyricism and power of expression,

with melodies that stick in the ear and try to stir up strong

feelings. The appeal of this style lasted well into the twentieth

century. Several of the co~posers who straddled the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries are often categorized under the heading

of post- or late-Romanticism-Gustav Mahler, Richard Strauss,

and Jean Sibelius, for example. The major elements of Roman

ticism remain in their works, but are articulated ill an even

more complex and colorful language of melody and harmony.

Several composers in our day, rejecting the atonal style that was

dominant for a good portion of the twentieth century, have

created a new kind of Romanticism, a style that relies heavily

on directly expressive melodies and more or less traditional har

mony, while incorporating contemporary musical spices.
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Sacred Music: In the broadest sense, this term can be used to

describe hymns and other pieces sung by congregations and

church choirs during services. In the classical music realm, there

are a lot of compositions with religious te-xts (primarily of Chris

tian faiths) that have crossed over from church service into the

concert hall because of their quality and wide appeal. Such

music is generally referred to as "sacred," because of the subject

matter, but requires no religious affiliation to appreciate. Verdi,

for example, was little more than an agnostic personally, but

produced one of I he suprernf' examples of sacred music in

his Requiem, which he never intended to be performed dur

ing an actual service. Bach's cantatas, first sung during serv

ices in the Lutheran church where he was employed, are

now almost always presented out of that context. Masses by

Haydn, Mozart, and Franz Schubert are rarely heard during

an actual celebration of the Catholic Mass, as they first

were, but in secular concerts. Once removed from liturgical

settings, sacred music can be savored as pure music, enjoyed

for beauty of melody, clarity of structure, and depth of ex

pressive feeling.

Although Latin was the most frequently used language in

sacred music from the Middle Ages through the nineteenth

century, the genre has produced works in, a variety of languages.

Most of Bach's sacred works are in German, for example.

Among common forms of sacred music are Mass (consisting

of traditionally sung portions of the Latin text for a Catholic

service); Requiem (the text from the Latin Mass for the Dead);

Te Del/m (an extended hymn of praise and thanks); Gloria (a

portion of the tradit.ional Mass often set by itself as a compo-
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sition), Passion (the story of the final days of Jesus, taken from

one of the gospp.ls); and Vf'SpPrs (various prnyf'rs for an eVE'uing

service).

Serialism: Serialism is a term used to dr-fine a specific type of

atonal music developed primarily in till' 1940s. It is often used

interchangeably with t he term ttoelue tone music, the method

developed by Arnold Schoen bl'rg (see br-low). Orrlinari ly, this

method of composition starts, like twe-lve tone music, with a

predetermined sequel\('(' (or series-e--hence, "serial") made up

of the twelve tones in ,the Western chromatic scale (all the notes

between an octave). All of the melodic lines and chords are

then derived from the row. in very spr-cific, systematic, almost.

mathematical ways, without regard t.o tonal rules of harmony.

In most serial music, however, that's only the beginning of the

predetermined elements in the composition. It is also common

to use the initial series to derive in advance the rhythms, dy

namics (loud and soft), note values (how short or long a note

is sounded), and other aspects that will characterize the work.

Such an approach is called "total serinlism," and gOf'S far be

yond what Schoenberg first envisioned. Because of it.s atonality

and density of content." serial music has never enjoyed wide

popularity, but severa I composers, not ably Pierre Bou lez and

Milton Babbitt, have created fascinat injr, ear- and rniJldopemng

works in the serial Sly le.

Symphonic Music: Broadly speaking, this I r-rrn refers t() m usic per·

formed by a full orchestra (sometimes called a "symphony or

chestra"). One obvious example of surh music is a symphony,

a multiple-movement work. But singl/' movement pieces, such
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as tone POPIl\S and ovr-rturr-s, also qualify <'IS svrn phon ir- music,

again her-ause of t h» performing forces involved.

Tonal Music: Tonal music df'filH'S t.he largest amount of Western

classical music, from ancient times to our own. Tonality in

volves the IISf' of what are called keys C major, J) minor,

ptC'.- to lTf'ntp a serrse of a harmonic hornr- for IIIP par. A tonal

piece, more oftr-n than not, will center on a honu- kr-y, moving

away at times into olllf'r kr-ys (other chords), hilt eventually

returning.

(As occurs so often in music, there can hp ,SOnlf' confusion

about the term kp,y. There 'are keys 011 a piano, for example,

till" actual pieces of wood that, when pressed down, cause a

hammer to srrik> strillgs inside t he instrumeut, produC'illg a

tone or a notr-. The ot her definition of "key " is a litt Ip more

cornphcatr-d. A specific' group of notes that form a scalp will, ill

tun}, help 10 clt'!illf' il k--y. 11('1'("5 an r-xample: All the w h ire

notes on a piano from middle C t.o the next highpst or lowest.

C would r-or ist i t u tr- a C major sr-a lr-, and t.hr- not r-s of rhat scale

a rr- tile huilding hlor-ks that CTpM!' the kr-v of (; major.)

The ('OlH'I'pt of tonality evolved over sf>vpml c'pnt.UrIf's. By
thf' rirn« of the Renaissance, this c:on('f'pl was bf'c'otTIillg we] l

I'll trr-nr-hed. III addi tion to the standard izal ion of keys, I hprp

was Cl gplleral ac'('ppl.al1Cp of relationships het wr-r-n 1\I'Ys. I1 is

out of those re-Iationships i hat the corH'ppt of tonality becomes

richer. 111 Iona I musir-, gf'llf'fally speak illg, t.hpJ'p is a progrf's

sion of harruonios that rf'latp to each ot hr-r alld IIIClke aural

sr-nse wu h r-ach other. This harmonic progn'ssioll is what

helps t.o givf' tlIp music interest, move-nu-ut. and eve-n moor]

and character. Tonal music >- virtually all pop musir- is tonal,

by the way is what VVpstPnt listeners have IOllg rpgardpd as
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normal. It is practically imbedded in our genes. If someone

were to sing for you a r; major scale-r- do, re, mi, 'fa, sol, la, 

ti, do-but stop before the last note (the second, higher

"do"), you would automatically hear 'hat note in your head;

you would be pulled toward it. That explains a little some

thing about the nature of tonality and the relationships be

tween notes and keys. Going from that "ti" to the final "do"

is a form a resolution, of proclaiming a tonal center, in t.his

case anchored by "do." This example merely scratches the

surface of what is involved III tonality, but should he helpful

in conveying the gist.

Twelve-Tone Music: Twelve tone m usrc IS t.he namf> commonly

used to describe a spr-cific cornposit iona l system rleveloped ill

the 1920s by Arnold Schoenberg. It also came t.o he called "se

rial music," though that term can encompass other theories of

how to make music. Schoenberg's method revolutionized mu

sical thinking and influenced composers for several decades.

The twelve tones of Western music can perhaps be best il

lustrated 011 a piano. Find middle C_ Play that. note and the

next. eleven going up the keyboard. These twelve 110t.f'S-- -all the

white and black keys starting from that. middle C'--constitute

what is called a chromatic scale, the chief building block used

for centuries in the creation of Western music. Schoenberg's

twelve tone method called for composf'rs to select a sequence

of those notes (without repeating any); t lus is called a tone row.

Once the row has hf'f'n determined, the f'nt.ire melodic and har

monic elements of the piece will flow from that row according

to complex, highly sophisticated full'S. The row can be used

backward or upside down (reversing the distance herween each

note), or upside down ami backward.
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Although the c-orn poser is 1I0t entirely free when writing

twelve tone IIIU~ic, the possibilities for individual expression re

main limitless, beginning with the choice of a tone row and

extending through all of the other areas of coruposition-e- form,

dynamics, instruruentat icn, etc. The best twelve-tone composers

produce works that sound genuinely expressive, even sponta

neous, rather than academic and calculated.





FOUR

Classical Music
Deconstructed

Classical music involves two broad arenas:' cumpo

sition and performance. Both come with consider

able challenges, nut to mention rewards. The composer has to

decide any number of questions about a piece of music-form,

length, mood, and instrumentation; the performer has to con

sider how to interpret the composer's blueprint (or black and

white print), how closely to observe tempo indications, and how

to shape a phrase.

In the end, the principal concern for both the creator and

the re creator is to make an artistic statement that has validity

and quality. The fullowing pages offer a glimpse into the me

chanics of making such a statement. In breaking down-s-de

constructing-r--a few of the formidable cOlll[Jollent parts that go

into composition and performance, the Curious ] .istener may

find that classical music is a surprisiugly approachable, under

standable art form after all.

51 •
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Musical Languages

Composers operate within certain parameters, the two most

obvious being language and structure. What's a' musical lan

guage? Basically, it's a characteristic that helps to define the

style of a composition. Tonality is a language; so is atonality.

In addition t.o those general languages, there are more detailed

ones 111 Western music-three fundamental means of expres

sion:

Monophony: Monophony involves a single melodic line, whether

sung or played on an instrument, without any accompaniment,

No harmony, no chords. Think Gregorian chant.

Homophony: I Iomophony also places the attention on a single

melodic line, but. has harmony underneath. Every pop song is

homophonic.

Pojyphcny; Polyphony calls for the melodic activity to be spread

among many independent, often equally important lines. Think

Johann Sebastian Bach. But also think of those Mozart and

Beethoven symphonies; they often use polyphonic techniques,

too.

In certain periods of history, composers "spoke" only one

musical lallgu~ge, either because another had not evolved or

one was simply predominant and expected. But for centuries

now, composers have been free to write in more than one style,

to use whatever they wanted, when and how they wanted it.

Polyphony is the most difficult of these languages or styles

to master, bill just about every composer since the late seven-
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teent h century has heen expected to study it, and most of them

have employed it. There is a defining element in t lIP polyphonic

style:

counterpoint: Counterpoint was the principal musical technique

from the Renaissance until roughly the mid eighteenth century.

If you think of the phrase "point-counterpoint," you can get. a

quick idea of how contrapuntal music works. Two or more mu

sical lines go their separate ways, yet intersect and interar-t at

certain spots. The music is always in mot.ion. Counterpoint usu

ally incorporates some form of imitation-s-the first melodic line

will be imitated, more or less, hy the next line that enters.

There is a very simple form of imitative counterpoint, one you

probably participated in as a kid. Think "Thrr-e Blind Mire."

Musical Structures

Just as a painter must decide on t.he size of a cauvas and the

scope of the intended image, and a sculptor must come to terms

with the mass of material to be shaped into an object of art, a

composer has to determine the formal r-haraorr-rist ics of the

pi~ce at. hand. This doesn't have to result ill a If'rrihly restrictive

situation. Composers of Gregorian chant centuries ago were

quite free in terms of how long their melodies might be; com

posers since the twentieth century have toyed with all sorts of

seemingly formless forms, trying to change expectations about

heginning, middle, and end. Rut somewhere, somehow; the mu

sic takes a shape; there is a kind of frame around it, hf'lping to

define it, at least partly.

The great majority of compositions that are listened to reg

ularly have a very dear structure. And the more a listener
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knows about the common structures of music, the more the

sounds will mean. Learning to dissect even. a couple of these

structures can make it a lot easier to absorb unfamiliar ones.

Let's go back to counterpoint·-and your childhood:

Round: In the simplest counterpoint, one voice (this term is used

generically to mean a melodic line, either sung or played by an

instrument or hy one hand at a keyboard) will start. off with a

tu~e; another voice will imitate it, starting on the same pitch,

shortly afterward, blending into the picture. Then another voice

does the same, and another, and another, with no. predeter

mined ending. This is called a "round," best illustrated every

time a group of kids sings "Row, Row, Row Your Boat," "Three

Blind Mice" or "Frere Jacques."

Canon: A more sophisticated type of imitatiye counterpoint IS

the. "canon." Here, the second voice may enter at the same pitch

or another pitch, t.hus adding a new harmonic twist to the pro

ceedings. And in a canon there is a clear ending, written in such

a way to help any imitat.ing lines catch up and cont.ribute to a

satisfying rounding -off of I he music. YOil can find fascinating

examples of canons in Bach's Goldberg Variations; every third

variation is in the form of a canon. Bach shows off his skill

even more by making the second voice of each canon enter <;m

a progressively higher pitch. Canon writing went out of fashion

after the Baroque era, but you will come across canons every

now and then in works by composers as diverse as .loseph

Haydn, Cesar Franck, and Arnold Schoenberg.

Fugue: The fugl1l' is the most complex form of imitative coun ..

terpoint, and WR$ also a spr-r-ialty of t.he Baroque period and of
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ItlCh. A wag OIH.:e desnilwd a fugue as a musical Iorm in which

one voice enters at a tilue-·· and OIW member of the audience

leaves at <I time. Sun' ('llough, a ('OIIl'('rI devoted exclusively to

fuglH.:s will not draw Ilol'(les of (~ager listeners, but that's no

faul t of the fugues. III I he Barolj lie era, the fugue emerged as

one of the highest [orn», of musical thuught, the equivalent of

a philosophical dissertat ion Oil logic. There is an academic as

(wct to the fugue, to Ilt' :--111'1', ill the sr-usr- that it involves a kind

of puzzle tliat must lw carefully worked out. Still, the great

corn posers produced fllglleS that are not dry at all, but vibrant

works that engage t lu- mind and par alike. The fugue is the

ultimate ill ('reating a t1lllsi('al form through the process of im·

ita! ion.

The o]lt'llillg of a fugue, (·aJl(·cI a "subje-ct," will be sounded hy

one voice. The subject rllay 1)(' of allY l('IIgIl1 and might not even

be particularly melodic, but perlld[Js infused with a distinctive

rhythmic pattern, or perhaps creat.ing an nueresung arch out of a

f('w,lo1lg held notes. Tlu- subject will t.heu receive an "answer"·

another statement of t lu- subject starting on a different pitch (not

an arbitrary choice, hu t a pitch that provides a particular bar

mon ic relationship to t Ill: key of the suhject-e- -dou't worry, this

sort of u-chuical stuff i:-- not necessary to tile enjoyment of a

fugue). Meanwhile, that Iirst voice, having finished with the sub

ject, is off into son1l'tfJillg else, called the "counter-subject,"

which provides counterpoint, a counter arglllllent to that second

voice's entry. These two I.lghtly interwoven voices will work their

way back to the original harmonic ceuter (the key) of the fugue

so that -- 'yOI~ guessed it - a third voice can enter the fray with

yet another statement of the su bject.

There lllay bf' still otn- more voice waiting its WfII, too. After

all the voices have jumped in with tile subject, the cOlllposer
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goes to town developing all the material-subject and counter

subject-and probably adding in some 'fresh ideas as well. The

harmony will keep changing as the development continues; the

subject might get turned upside. down or even played backward

as the composer demonstrates his tricks of the trade. The ear

may not pick up on all of this, but a good fugue lets you sense

the playfulness, the creativity involved. Eventually, the music

will move back to that starting key for one last hurrah with

the subject and a solid wrapping up of the contrapuntal argu

ment,

Bach never ran out of inspiration for fugal writing. Each of

his two books of keyboard pieces called The Well- Tempered

Clavier contains twenty-four pairs of preludes (free-form pieces)

and fugues, one in each key CC major, C minor, D major, D

minor, etc.),

You'll also encounter fugues in innumerable other works

from virtually every composer of the Baroque period. Eventu

ally, as musical styles changed in subsequent eras, fugues be

came less common as stand-alone pieces. They still showed up,

though, especially in choral ~orks (usually at the end of a large

movement in a mass or requiem) of the eighteenth and nine

teenth centuries, and also in the middle of a movement from

a sonata or concerto or symphony as a means for a composer to

develop themes. In the twentieth century, the great Russian

composer Drnitri Shostakovich paid tribute to Bach and the art

of the fugue with his own "Set of twenty-four preludes and

fugues.

Fugues can become descriptive devices, too. The orchestral

fugue at the start of Puccini's opera Madame Butterfly, for ex

ample, suggests the different forces at work preparing for the

title character's wedding; a fugue in the finale of Tchaikovsky's
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Manfred Symphony (based on Lord Byron's epic poem) repre

sents the world of academics that the hero of the piece rejects.

The more familiar the Curious Listener becomes with the

process, logic, and craftsmanship of a fugue, the more beautiful

and meaningful this landmark structure of classical music will

become.

Bach's own sons were among the composers who hegan to

seek a simpler musical language, moving away from counter

point and intricate polyphony; they also helped to create new

forms to use with the new, more direct musical language that

was evolving. One form, in particular, became dominant:

Sonata Form: Of all the musical structures over the centuries, this

may he the most important. It has been in use since the mid

1700s, turning up as the first movement of one symphony after

another, one string (luartet after another; it can also be found

in an overture, a concerto, a sonata --just about anything. There

is one little problem about sonata form, t.hough-the name. Go

hack one sentence and you'll see the word sonata. In that con

text, it refers to a multiple movement work for solo instrument,

or solo instrument and accompaniment (a sonata for violin and

piano, for example). Since the first movement of a sonata can.

he in sonata form, things can get a little confusing. But don't

give up. Try this analogy: If a sonata were a four-story building,

sonata form would be the first floor. Once you've got the dis

tinction between sonata and sonata form down, the rest is a

hreeze.

III the Baroque era, composers really needed only one theme

at a time; once they had a good tune and developed it as far

as they could, they called it a day-or a movement. The first

movement of Bach's Brandenburg Concerto no. ), for example,
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boils down to one theme that is hrilliantly tossed back and forth

in .contrapuntal fashion, turned every which way; there is es

sentially one tempo, one mood, and one color to the movement.

That's dIe ease with most Baroque music'. One of the big

changes in the next musical era, WIH'll Classicism reigned, was

the introduction of contrasting thr-rnes within a single move

ment. And this is where sonata form r-omes in.

There are three parts to sonata form: exposition, develop

ment, and recapitulation. The cornposf'!' begins by "exposing"

a principal theme and then a secondary theme (exposition), The

principal theme is likely to he vigorous the secondary one more

lyrical, providing thr- ear with a clear «ontrast. For a long time,

it was customary to repeat. the e-xposition, a nice benefit for

those in the audience who arrived late or wereri't. paying atten

tion the first time around. Then the I'Omposer "develops" the

material from the exposition: perhaps just t.he first. theme, or

just. the second, or both (development). In this section of the

movement, the composer's imagination (or lack of it) will be

most apparent. In an inspired devr-lopment ser-tion, the themes

from the exposition are cast in Cl [)PW light, with all sorts of

changes in character, coloring ami harmony; it's a little like a

jazz musician's improvisation on a turu-, only all wriu.en down,

of course. When the development. is over, the material of the

exposition-s- the principal and secondary thernes·-will return,

more or less as at the start (recapitulation), A recapitulation is

not necessarily the very end of the sonata form; a coda--a final

wrapping up, which mayor may not usr- material from the rest

of the movernent-e--is likely to he the last. word, or note.

As has been the case all through music history, t.he great

composers did not merely follow the rules, but made the rules

follow them, So you r-an find incredible variety among appli
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cations of sonata Iorm. Ilaycln, for example, orr-asiona lly took

delight in making the principal and secondary themes sound

virt ual ly t he sa IIIe. 1\!J0zRrt would sometimes gpt to the devel

0pmpnt ser-rion and dp('idp hp didn't reallv [ppl like developing

pitlter of his t IlPmps, so lIP might seize Oil sOlllPthing else-" a

sppmingly iur-idr-nral phrase, a little filler horn 11](' pxpositioll-"

or mavbr- PVplI toss in a hrand new tIH'IIIf>, and IItPIl give liS a

perfp(·lIy normal rr-rapirulat ion. In the ninetr-r-nt h rent ury , Sf'V

,€'ral ('OIllI)()Sf'rs t riod out R compression €'ff€'ct: TIt(· dr-vr-Iopmr-ut

and the rerapiru lation would, in effect, bp romhinr-d.

The st andard pracl if'P for r-om posers from dH' latr- seven

teenth ('('!llmy 011 through t he nineteenth was to start a

mult iple nIOVPIlH'1l1 work with sonata form. Blit t lu- form is so

effef'tive for orgallizillg musical ideas that ('Olllposprs ofren have

Ilsed it. for mort- than one 1ll0VPIIIPnt. of thr- sarur- pipf'p. In

Bp€,thovplI's Fifth Symphony, you'll find sonata Iorrn ill the

first, second, anrl fourr h movements. And althollgh musical

sty les chilllgpd c1raslir'ally after Mozart's limp, t hr- sonata form

re-mained a favori 1e dr-vice for composf'rs righ t 011 through the

twentieth ('pnlllry aurl will surely find manv atlvor-atr-s ill thp

rwent v first.

Speaking of "move-ments," just what does this terrn mean? It's

generic for a selfrontained section of a work with several such

sections, analogous to the rhapters in a hook. And, like those

r hapters, thp movements of a piprp contribute ill sorne way' -

sometimes vpry explu-itly, usually more subr lv 10 the ('obp

si veness of ,lJp work.

The term de-rives from the practice of a ('OInpospr placing a

tempo marking at dIP start of each movement, inrlicaling how

fast or slow till' musir- should "move." Those tPIIl po mark i ngs
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traditionally have been written in Italian-alle~rofor fast, an

dante for moderate speed, adagio for Vf'ry slow, presto for very

fast, etc. Movements are frequently identified in conversation

or writings about a composition by those tempo marks-- "The

andante has a very dramatic character"; "The adagio is very

lyrical." (Some non-Italian composers, especially since the nine

teenth century and the rise of nationalism, have insisted on

writing tempo markings in tlieir own native languagf', hut the

Italian terms still remain in common use.)

A symphony typically has four movements, a concerto three.

In most works with several movements, there is a clear pause

between each; sometimes, as in the third and fourth movements

of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony or the first and second move

ments of Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto, there is no break, hut

the delineation of t he separate movements is still clear.

The idea of putting several movements toget her to constitute

a single composition started around the fourteenth century:

Suite: At first usually written to h€' played on the lute, a suite

consisted of a series of movements, each <HIP. based on a popular

dance style of the day. By the seventeenth century, and on

through at least the first half of the pighteenth, suites were

written for different solo instruments or instrumental ensem

bles, and the dance movements became highly stylized. A typ

ical Baroque suite- whether for solo keyboard, solo violin, solo

cello, violin and keyboard, or an orchestra-would contain an

allemande (an old German dance), a courante (which had

French and Italian origins), a sarabande (a slow, courtly dance)

and a gigue (a stylized version of the Irish or English jig). To

these basic, four movements, a composer could add on others,

such as the minuet or a gavotte. Notable examples of t.his form
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are Bach's E.nglish Suites for keyboard, six Cello Suites and four

Urchestral Suites; and George Frideric Handel's 1-Fater Music

Sui tt~.

By the niueteeuth n,ntury, 10llg after tile Baroque suite had

Iwen replaced by other musical forms, the term suite took on a

new meaning. It refers most uften to a s~quence of movements,

almost always 101' orchestra, fashioned out of a larger work·

as in the suite from Peter I1yicb Tchaikovsky's ballet The Nul

crai ker, the two suites from Sergei Prokofiev's ballet Romeo and

Juliet, and the two suites from Edvard (;ri~g's music for the

play Peer G.rfll. Uccasionally a suite of ~xcerpts will be written

in oue COL) I.i IIUOUS moveuien t, rather I ban indiyid ual ones; the

suite from H.ichard Strauss's opera Der Rosenkaualier and the

suite from 19or Straviusky's ballet The Firebird are prime ex

amples. In all of these cases, the suite provides the main high.

lights from thl~ •·.. lllplple svore-; in the case of suites from operas,

t he vocal lines dr~ givt~n to iustrumeuts in t he orchestra.

This is yet another kind of suite, oue that also began to

appedr in t lie nineteeJlth century and beyond. It is neither based

Ull dance forms nor urade up of extracts from another work, but

merely pr~s~llb a number of individual movements ill a variety

of tonus, all relate-d hy mood, style, or thematic material.

(JeU iug hack to t.lu- Baroque time, the popular orchestral

dauce sui te more or le-ss evolved into anot her structure, one that

would have d far ruure lasting impact:

Symphony: ::,illl;e tile middle of the eighteenth century, when the

symphony was perfected by Haydn, this particular structure has

been one of the most important in classical music, providing Cl

substantial outlet for a composer's creativity and a challenge to
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an orchestra's talen ts. A symphony eau be i:l hstract, in the sellse

of representing nothing but pure musical thought (symphonies

by Haydn, Mozart, Franz Schubert, and Johannes Brahms are

among those that fit this description). A symphony can be a

means for making a philosophical or intensely dramatic state

ment, like the Third, Fifth, and Ninth of Beethoven, where the

notes seem to lIlallY listeners to be infused with extra-musical

significance. A symphony can be very specific, as in the case of

Hector Berlioz's ,")-mplwniejanlastique, describing certain events

or feelings. A symphony can aim to encompass the full spectrum

of human emotion and aspiration, as in the works of Gustav

Mahler.

Certain tradi tions, passed along for centuries, help 1.0 define

the syrn phouic form. The first movement, as already discussed,

is typically ill "sonata form." The second movement is usually

slow, perhaps reflective or lyrical, perhaps moody or dramatic.

The third movement is usually a t hree-part form'-'a rniuuet

back in the days of Haydn and Mozart, a scherzo since the days

of Beethoven. (More on the minuet and scherzo in a mornent.)

The finale can be in any number of forms,. most commonly

another "souata form" or a "rondo" (more 011 rondo in a mo

ment, too).

There is considerable flexibility within this standard layout

of movements. Tchaikovsky, for example, successfully broke

with convention by writing a slow first movement arid a slow

finale for-his Symphony no. 6. Since the first movement is slow,

the second is faster, in this case a would-be waltz, with five

beats to the bar instead of three. And the third movement is a

propulsive march, instead of a scherzo. Mahler likewise exper

imented with ways of building a symphony, often adding extra

movements.
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However conceived, a symphony is, like a large novel, a sub

stantial document, one with an abundance of ideas and argu

ments and emotions, brought together into a logical, coherent,

communicative statement.

One of the traditional movements of a symphony-as well

as a solo sonata, a string yuartet, and other works ..--that is par

ticularly logical ill construction has had two names over time:

Minuetand Scherzo: Perhaps the easiest form in classical music to

grasp is one that had its start in a popular dance of the sev

euteenth century called the minuet. Its rhythm- three beats to

the bar-and its rather courtly air attracted Baroque composers,

who frequently used minuets in multiple-movement works. By
the time Bach was putting a minuet into a keyboard suite, no

one was thinking about dancing to the music. It was just pure

1I11ISic. 11 was also a specific form.

A minuet is not complete on its own; it has a coullterpart or

complement. Initially, this second entity was called Minuet Il,

to distinguish it from Minuet 1. The practice was to play Minuet

I, then Minuet Il, then go back and repeat Minuet 1. Voila! A

three- part, symmetrical structt:re. Eventually, a new term was

applied to Minuet l I, reflecting the way that composers orches

trated it. It was common to provide contrast in that second

minuet by having only three instruments, usually woodwinds,

play it; this led to the term trio to describe Minuet IT. In time,

it made llU difference how many instruments played that second

dance; the "trio" label stuck. Think of a pair of book ends; they

represent the minuet. The book in between is the trio.

As styles challged, and the Classical era followed the Baroque,

the minuet and trio became a standard feature of symphonies
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and other multiple movement works, It was usually placed as

the third movement out of four. Mozart and Haydn, in partic

ular, emphasized the contrast between the minuet and trio by·

coloring the orchestration of the trio with lots of woodwinds,

often giving it a rustic flavor. Then along came Beethoven. The

minuet seemed a little too draggy and old-fashioned to him, so

he revved up the engine and slapped a new, name on the

form--scherzo, which means "joke" in Italian. The result was

not necessarily funny, but certainly more dynamic in o~tline

aud usually faster, too. A scherzo still has a contrasting section

in the middle that is called a trio.

.This new form became the norm after Beethoven. Composers

writing string quartets or sonatas or symphonies included a

scherzo movement as a ru le. The character of a scherzo can

vary widely and wildly, from the thundering scherzos in Anton

Bruckner's symphonies, to the fantastical or nostalgic ones in

those by Mahler, to the frightening one in John Corigliano's

Symphony no. 1. Composers do not always follow the old struc

tural model, as in the case of that Corigliano work. But a scherzo

will invariably have a strong rhythmic edge (a reminder that

the form was originally a dance) and lots of character and color

(thanks to Beethoven). Some composers spice things up by

having more than one trio, creating a larger movement in the

process.

Incidentally, there's 110 need to say "minuet and triu" or

"scherzo and trio" when referring tu this form; the "trio" is

understood to be a component part of either a "minuet" or

"scherzo."

Classical cumposers very much like the idea uf bringing back

musical material. You see this in sonata form in the recapitu-
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larion. You also see it in a minuet or scherzo, where the whole

first section returns after the trio. There's another structure that

involves this satisfying symmetry:

Rondo: This popular form turns up often either as a movement

(usually thp finale) of a multiplemovement work or as a stand

a lone piprp (often for keyboard). AIt.hough r-om posprs try lots

of different approaches, the basic outline of a ron.lo is always

dear. There is an opening section of musir that provides the

central reference point. After it is played, Hew material is in

troduced, followed hy a return to thp opening material. Then,

yet another episode of new material is introduced, followed hy

yet another return to the opening. And so on. That opening

musi~ just keeps coming around, providing the unity for thr

composition.

A well known, delightful example of a rondo is the spirited

finale to Mozart's Piano Sonata ill A Major, K. ))1. r-alled Rondo

alla Turca (the music has characteristics that eighteenth

century listeners thought sounded Turkish). ROlldos turn up

frequently in piano concertos, too, again typically as finales.

By the way, just to make things more complir-ated, there's a

combination of sonata form and rondo, usually shortened to

sonata-rondo or rondo-finale. (Mahler had a particular talent

for this hybrid form.) In brief, the music acts mostly like a

rondo, except that there is at some point a development sec

tion-like in Cl sonata form. No need to worry about the dis

tinctions, though. It's just interesting to note 1he variety of

structural options available to composers. A perennial favorite

among those options is one that is readily grasppd, especially

hy jazz fans:
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Theme and Variations: Think of a jazz band playing an old stan

dard, say, Green Dolphin Street. The ensern ble plays the tune

through once straight, then puts it through a spries of impro

visations. This, in essence, is what happens in the classical struc

ture called theme and variations. The composer first lays out a

theme, a clear cut. melody supported by harmonic progressions

underneath. After that, any number of variations on that theme

are presented, eac-h one exploring a different aspect of the mel

ody or perhaps concentrating on the harmony, or mayhe even

just the rhythmic outline of the melody.

The variations typically get more and more complex and

brilliant; it can become very difficult to recognize the original

theme when things get too fancy. As a rule, the theme will

return' at. some point. before the end of t.he piece, sometimes

note-for-note as it was played at t.he beginning (Bach's Goldbere

Variations is <Ill r-xample] or sometimes givf'n a little final PIll·

bellishment.

Theme and variations call be a stand -alone c-omposition (such

as Brahms's Variations on a Theme by- Haydn or Sergei Bach

maninoff's Rhapsody: on a Theme of Paganini), or serve as a

movement within a multiple-movement work, like a symphony,

concerto, sonata, or string quartet (such as the fourth and final

movement of Beethoven's Symphony no. 3). In either case, the

composer's goal is to demonstrate as much inventiveness as pos

sible, finding myriad ways of transforming the theme with each

Variation, yet making all of the variations add up to a cohesive,

satisfying musical statement.

Theme and variations, rondo, scherzo, and sonata form---all

of these are among the building blocks a classical composer can

employ in the building of a composition, large or small. The

symphony is one of t.he grandest of those compositions, with its
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individual 1Il0Vt~rJleIJt~ illl.egrated into all overall desigll, one big

tllOughl illvolving au !'IIselllble of musir-ians all work iug to

gether ill a ,'0111111011 <:al'S(', It's t he sam« in a strillg quartet or

piano t.rio, works that lIol"lll<llly have 111(' same number of move

rnents of a syruphonv .uu] aim for the same breadth of ('Oil·

cept -a group of play,'rs unified, playillg as (HIe.

Individuality is also very much a part of classical IlIlJSIC, of

course. TIII're's th« solo sonata ._- a sonata by Bach for solo violin,

a piano sonata hy Beet hoven for pian,), You can't get more alone

titan that, For a 101lg 1ime, a sonata for solo instrument and

piano was also conside-n-d more of all individual than a dual

effort; one part or tilt' 0111(,1' would be decidedly ill the spotlight.

Hy the rime Heet hovc-u st arte-rl t.urIlillg out sonatas for two

instruments, there was 110 question of cHlyolle Iroggillg the at

teution; III~ wrote for I wo equal partners. That's also how he

and many cOlJlposers II<lve treated another great multimove

nu-ut structure:

Concerto: III its II10St ('OllIIJIOII IIsage, a concerto is a work for

solo instrument and ordll~str<l, usuallv ill three movements. The

ronce-rto emerged 0111 oj a t.rad it iou of tire \600s called "con

certo grossu" .. a work t hat pitted a small instrumental ensem

ble against a larger one. By 1700, composers became more

interested in tire idea of a s.illgle instrument interacting with

all orchestra, coinciding with the arrival of more and more VII'

t IIOSO musicians. The· lI.lro(/lw era sa w hundreds of such COli

certos (Antonio Vivuldi .rlone- composed more than four hundred

of them),

A Baroque concerto t Yl'ically has thre-e movements that fol

Iowa set paltent of tPIII!JOS··· fast, sluw, fast. The melodic ilia

terial ill l'acl1 rnovenu-ut is derived Irom one theme, tossed back
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and forth in a variety of ways between soloist and ensemble,

with a great deal of melodic manipulation, harmonic develop

ment, and often considerable variety of tone coloring. As a rule,

the orchestra is made up only of string instruments in Baroque

concertos.

In the Classical era, the concerto evolved into an increasingly

sophisticated and colorful, even dramatic, f~nn. The orchestra

was expanded to include wind instruments and sometimes tim

pani. The three-movement form was still the norm. The first

movement expands upon the principles of sonata form, with

contrasting themes, an extended development of those themes,

and a recapitulation of the themes. The composer can give all

the themes to the orchestra at the outset, then let the soloist

come in to repeat and begin developing them; the soloist may

also enter with brand new themes to thicken the plot. Toward

the end of the movement, there is a cadenza for the soloist. It
is invariably launched in the same way-the orchestra reaches

an expectant chord and stops playing; the soloist then offers a

fanciful elaboration on all of the melodic material in the move

ment. In many cases, cadenzas would be improvised on the spot;

in other cases, they would be written out beforehand, either by

the soloist or the composer (often one and the same). There

might also be a cadenza in. the remaining movements. Mozart

was the supreme composer of concertos in this period; his nearly

two dozen piano concertos rank among his most inspired crea

tions, offering a wealth of melodic interest, instrumental col

oring, wit, eloquence, and even profundity.

Beethoven expanded on the concerto model left by Mozart;

.his Violin Concerto and five piano concertos were longer and

more involved than any beforehand. They came closer to the

weight and breadth of a symphony; Piano Concerto no. 5, nick-
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named the Emperor, has much the same nobility of spirit as

his Symphony no. 3, called the Eroica ("Hf'foic").

Concertos continued to expand in terms of length and content

in the nineteenth century. Since the twentieth century, corn

POSf'rS have followed all sorts of models-e-the tight integration

of a Baroque concerto.the gentlemanly argument of soloist and

orchestra in a Mozart concerto; and the dramatic confrontation

between two powerful protagonists in Beethoven and Brahms.

Some concertos are clearly intended as little more than a

display vehicle for the soloist, but, more often, are devised as

dialogues. The Beethoven style of opposing forces is particularly

expressive and arresting, in the slow movement of his Piano

Concerto no. 4, you can actually hear a contest of wills as an

angry orchestra is slowly, steadily subdued by the piano's per

sistently calm, tender music. The soaring piano concertos of

Tchaikovsky and Rachrnaninoff present such tight fusions be
tween the two forces that melodic lines become doubly intense.

The twentieth century saw another type of concerto occa

sionally--one without a soloist. Bartok's Concerto for Orchestra

is the most famous example. Here, each section of t.he orches

tra-strings, wood winds, brass, and percussion--is given op

portunities to shine in a large-scale work.

Composers have long had other structural outlets for writing

orchestral pieces. One of the first came from oppra:

Overture or Prelude: In its most common usage, this is a single

movement, musical form meant to precede something-usually

an oppra. As such, it may contain music to bf> heard later in that

opera, or it may merely serve up a sense of what's in store on

stage. It is not uncommon for a composf>r to use good old sonata

form as a means of organizing the material in an overture, The
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hest. overtures are notable for their conu-nt as well as structure,

and are frequently played in concerts out of the original context.

The overtures to Mozart's The Ma,.,.ia~e ofFigaro and Rossini's

The Barber of Seville are hilt two popular examples.

A term often used instead of overture is prelude, such as Wag

ner's Prelude to Tristan UTIf/ Isolde. Sur-h works may differ from

an' overture in that there is 110 clear cut ending; instead, the

music of the prelude flows directly into the opera.

Occasionally, you will come across a work called a prelude

that isn't from an opera, which never was intended to have an

introductory function, but is a stand alone piece. This kind of

prelude is usually for keyboard or other solo instrument, and

can be in a very free form. In the Baroque era, it was common

for composers to wri te a particular pair of pieces in t.he same

key-a prelude and fugue. Chopin esrahlished the idea of a

prelude that needed no fugal counterpa rt:; other composers, such

as Rachrnaninoff, also wrote independr-nt pieces in a variety of

forms and moods called preludes.

Likewise, there is a kind of overture' that. does not. set IIp an

opera or other stage work, hut exists entirely on its own. These

overtures typically seek 10 rapture {he r-ssence of a literary work,

historic' event, or aspect of nature. Ikrlioz's re corsaire Overture

is such a piece, Hilt thr-rr- is' a m urh more frequently enr-oun

tered example of this dosr-riptive musiral form:

Tone Poem or Symphonic Poem: Those terms, used more or less in

terchangeably, describe a specific type of program music-e-rnu

sic that attempt.s to depict something nonmusical, like a pof'm,

a painting, a historical or fictional character or event, etc. A

tone pof'm is an orchestral work, usually in onr movement. The

('Ollf'ppt was r1evplopf'c! with parr ir-ular flair ill thp mid
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nineteenth ('I'ntllry by Franz Liszt. ann hrought to a peak of

invent ive-m-ss toward till' end of ih.u ('pnllll''y bv Hidlard

Strauss. 'I'hr- la ur-r's 'I'll/ fi:/lleTllfJ/egel\ /\/e/'l.')' Ilmf/h, based OIl

a (;errnan folk hr-ro, and A/m ,....iprach /.fll'atllll.,tl'{', hased 011 a

hook by I,'n'dpric'k Nictzsrhe, are just t.wo r-xamplr-s. Mussorg

sky's Pictures at an Erliibition, inspired by dIP paintings of Vic

tor Hart mann, is a sprips of tone popms, p;H·h PllItillg int o music

r)llP of Ihi' n rl ist 's i magI's.

The Vocal Side

So far, Wf,'VP concentrated on forms from t hp perspective of

instrumental music. The vocal side of music is no less interested

ill structural solidity and cohesive unity. Composers havt' used

such forms as i he fugllP when writ.ing for voires; t he three part

form of till' minuet also has a kind of COil11 tf'l'parl ill vocal music

with the da ('apo aria, which has a lIliddlp sr-r-t ion surrounded

bv t.wo idr-nr ir-al «omponents. And, as ill instrumeru al music,

thpre MP hol h Irtrgp and small structures that haw' attracted

('OmIHlsPI"S OV('I" till' rr-u turir-s. Two of thp Prlrliest and most i m

pressive an' sunu-whnt relarr-d:

Cantata: Starting ill till' seventeenth rr-nt urv, !hp cantata

plllNW,d as a I'0lpnt musical form, plIIl'!oyillg a solo singpr or

singf'rs allll orr-hr-srra; a r-horus might. bp indllllpd as well. The

tr-xt r-an f)(' pitllf'!' 1"f'ligiolls or serular. Typically, a cantata of

the Baroquo !'priod r-onsists of a sr-rir-s of separate movements-e

arias for solo voice, rhorusr-s for the choir .... mad!' into a rohe

sive whole by thp words and thf' overall at mosphr-rr- of t he

music. Of the r-ant at as with I'pligiolls texts, nonr- an' more val

Ill'd t han "JP two hundred plus hy Rac·h, ('lllllposf'd for 1.11
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theran church services. Cantatas continued to be written after

the Baroque period, but not. in nearly the same numbers, A

twentieth-century example is Alexander Nevsky hy Sergei

Prokofiev, which contains solo, choral, and purely orchestral

movements adapted from his score for the epic Sergei Eisenstein

film of that name.

Sharing some of the characteristir-s of a cantata is another

large-scale strucure made up of several movements:

Oratorio: Where a cantata can be written for just one singer and

can have a sacred or secular t.ext., an oratorio calls for a chorus,

as well as solo singers, and is based on a religious text that,

most often, has a dramatic narrative or deeply contemplative

character.

The oratorio began to flourish. in t.1lt> seventeenth century

and reached its pinnacle when Handel produced a series of mas

t.erpieces during the next. century. Most of his oratorios were

based on the Old Testament, to be performed dnring the Lenten

season as all alternative to opera--opera houses were officially

closed at that time of year. The typical IIandel oratorio tells a

story, with pauses for reflection in the form of arias for soloists

or ch~ral numbers. Some of his oratorios are like unstaged ope

ras, with clearly delineated characters who gf't solo arias; t.he

vivid orchestration am] strong plot add t.o thf' sense of operatic

weight. But Handel's most popular oratorio, Messiah, contains

only a small dose of narrative; the hulk of t hf' score is a con

t.emplation on Jesus and fait.h.

By virt.ue of text, musical variety and sheer length, the ora

torio clearly is a major form of classical music. Composers after

the Baroque era did not. turn to oratorio often, hut. some of

those who did generated impressive results-e--Meudelssohn's
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fi';lijuh aurl Elgar's 'l'he Dream uf Uerontiu, are two outstanding

examples.

With religioll slwl. dll illlegral parl ot humau history, and

music such an illtegral part of religioll, a vast body of vocal

music has accumulated over the centuries. Much of it has en

tered the classical repertoire, performed as concert works now,

appreciated for the beauty of inspiration and integrily of struc

ture, No religious lit III us test is ne<.:essary to become familiar

with the basics ot sacrt:d music, starting with the most preva·

lent:

Mass: From the earliest days of the Christian church, portions

of the J.atiu Mass were sung during the service. Gregorian

chant is all amieut example. Each stylistic period ill music his

lory has included major composers writing Masses for chorus

a cappella or with accompaniment. By the 1600s, certain

traditions were established, including the six parts ot the Mass

to be set to Il1I1~ic' ·-tllt'se are the Kyrie, lJl(Jria, Credo, Sanctus,

Benedictus, and .4Wlll\ Dei. In addition to chorus and orchestra

(and often orgall), a Mass often calls for solo singers as well.

More often than 1101, the texts of the MaSS help define the

music, The Kyrie, for example, has three lilies; the first and

third are the same. For a composer, t hat's an easy invitation to

use a three part form for that part of the piece. The Agnus Dei

is ill three lines, the first two the same; the music may well

follow the same pa I tern. The Sanctus and Benedictus both end

with the same words, so, agarn, the music for those words is

likely to be the same.

Composers have followed lIlany other traditions over the

ages. The opening line of the Gloria -"(;Iory to God on the

highest"--getlerally gPls a lively treatment, with the melody
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taking tile voices upward. The next line - "A IHI Of) earth,

peace" -vusually brings those voices down t.o much lower

pitches and the mood of the music abruptly switches to one of

calm. Such descriptive devices can be found ill Mass after Mass;

the hest COlllpOSt'rs find fresh and telling ways of conveying the

words and messdges of the liturgy.

Among t.he most inspired Mass composers are l Iaydu, Mozart,

Beethoven, and SchuberL But looming over them all is t.he non

Catholic Bach, His sublime B minor Mass was never intended

fur a service, but rather as a culmination 'of all that he had·

learned about writ.ing a Mass; it ranks among the monuments

of Baroque musical art, For a completely original take on the

Mass as musical form, there is Leouard Berusteiu's ambitious

"theater piece" fur singers, dancers, and orchestra called simply

Mass. It incorporates almost all of the text of the Latin Mass,

interspersed with other music; a crisis uf faith by the celebrant

of the Mass provides the dramatic climax of the piece.

A specific type .of Mass, one offered for the repose of souls,

also generated a specific musical form:

Requiem: As with an everyday Mass, port.ions of the Latin Mass

fur the Dead have been frequently set to music since ancient

times. Traditionally, several texts are used, making a requiem

longer than a regular Mass. Among the standard texts are: In

troit; Kyrie, Vies lrae, Offertorio, Sanctus, Benedictus, Agnus Dei,

Lux Aetenw, and Libera me (this last item is from the Latin

burial service). Solo voices and churus are usually employed,

dividing up certain portions of the texts and sharing others.

Of the texts, particular attention has been paid by composers

tu the long Dies lrae ("The Day of Wrath") passage, with its

imagery of t.he last. Lrumpet call to judgment. and the threat of
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lire and hri mstoue. The obvious dramatic na ture of the words

has inspired some hair raising music, notably in the requiems

by I lector Berlioz awl Giuseppe Verdi. As ill the regular Mass,

the words themselves often spark the music, but there has been

if considerable variety of approaches to the same words. There

also have been certain traditions over the ages. One of them

comes in the Uffertorw, when the text refers to the seed of

Abraharn. Composers frequently use imitative counterpoint for

this line about procreation; each new ell trance of the theme

suggests a new generation. This passage in Verdi's Requiem,

sung by four soloists, is a fine example; nearly a century later,

Benjamin Britten achieves a striking effect by setting the same

words to a fugue for chorus in his !Far Requiem.

Occasionally, composers have deliberately tried to soften the

1I1Ost unsettling side of the Mass for the Dead; Gabriel Faure's

Requiem excludes the Dies Irae entirely, and is written in a
style that comforts rather than confronts. (Also soothing, but

unrelated to the traditional Latin Requiem, is Brahrns's A
German Requiem, a memorial work that uses biblical passages

he chose hirnself.)

Bach never wrote a requiem, but he did address a particular

death ill another imposing musical form:

Passion: This is a type of oratorio for solo singers, chorus, and

orchestra. The text is drawn primarily from one of the four

gospels and deals with the arrest, suffering, and death of Jesus.

Originally, Passions were performed on Palm Sunday and/or

Good Friday as part of a service. Some Passions confine them

selves solely to a gospel .text, but the most famous examples of

this genre are by Bach, who followed a German Lutherantra

clition of weaving nonbiblical, contemplative texts into the
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piece. Some of these other texts would be used for- arias to he

sung by a soloist; others would serve as hymns to be suug by

the chorus (j llll/or cOllgregation.

Bach's two extant works in this form, the St. John Passion.

and, especially, St. Mattheic Passion, have established them

selves outside of religious contexts and are frequently performed

as concert works. The brilliance of Bach's vocal and instrumen

tal writing, .IS well as his sellse of how to intensify the dramatic

events described ill the text, help these works to transcend de

nominational considerations. Although a few composers since

Bach's time have written Passions, none have gained a similar

foothold in the repertoire. But an intriguing, nonclassical at

tempt at writing a modern Passion was made in 1970 by a

COIrlpOSer who went on to rn uch m ore lucrative projects- -An

drew Lloyd Webber. His Jesus Christ Superstar (with an ad

aptation of gospel texts by Tirn Rice) follows, III many ways,

the tradition so profoundly perfected by Bach.

In Performance

Classical music can be appreciated by anyone who takes the

time to listen, but it. can only be realized effectively in perfor

mance by well trained musicians. There is an art to performing,

as there is to composing.

For those just beginning to experience classical music, the

specialized aspects of the actual music making may seem a little

mysterious, even strange-riot to mention awfully formal-es

pecially in live concerts. All those white ties and tails, all those

serious expressions, all those rules about when to applaud. But

classical musicians really are just ordinary people (well, maybe

not all of them), and the concertgoing experience isn't as intim-
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idating as it may look. It's f'asy 10 gf't a handle Oil what is going

011 up there onstage.

In the case of a recital, the situation is part icularly simple.

The musician giving the recital is in complete charge of what

is played and how. It's interesting to note that the recital-s-a

concert for a solo musician, such as a pianist, or a soloist with

accompanist, such as a violinist and pianist-s--rmly emerged in

the early decades of 1hI" nineteenth C'f'll tury. Before that, the

idea of a single person giving a public performance for a couple

of hours would have ber-n considered almost bizarre, certainly

indulgent. Even Niccolo Paganini, the sensational violin virtu

oso, shared his concerts with an orchestra or other ensembles

and maybe a singer or two. Liszt, who possessed phenomenal

pianistic skills and an ego to match, is usually credited with the

first significant, all -solo concerts, and the first use of the term

recital to describe them. Recitals remain a part of concert life

and provide a valuable opportunity to gauge a soloist's talents.

A chamber music program presents a small glOllp of musi

cians who are, in essence, playing and thinking as one. In a

string quartet, the first violinist-s- the one sitting closest to the

eclge of the stage to the audience's left-usually has the most

important melodic part in the music. Rut that OOf'S not neces

sarily make the player more important t.han the other three.

[)uring rehearsals, each member of the quartet is likely to have

an equal voice in deciding on repertoire and matters of inter

pretation. Democratic principles generally hold SWfly. Not so in

the largest contingent of r-lassical musirians:

Orchestra: The first orchestras wet» formed speoi fic'a IIy to proviol'

the instrumental support for operas around II)IH). hut indepen
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dent ensembles put together for the purpose of playing purely

orchestral music soon appeared. The makeup of these ensembles

went through various changes over the decades as instruments

were invented or improved, hut by the late eighteenth century,

the basic components of the present-day orchestra were firmly

in place: strings, woodwinds, brass, and percussion.

There are four principal string instruments, in descending

order of pitch: violin, viola, cello (also called violoncello), and

double hass (often called just "bass"). The violin as we know

it today emerged around 1500, the viola and cello a few decades

later, the double bass by 1600. Various changes in the making

of these instruments over the centuries resulted in gradually

increasing volume and resonance. An orchestra will typically

have two sections of violins (called first violins and second vi
olins), one section of violas, one section of cellos, and one section

of basses.
Woodwind inst.ruments are so called primarily because most

of them were originally made of wood. In addition to the flute
and its smaller, high-pitched cousin the piccolo, the other major

woodwind instruments are the oboe, clarinet, and bassoon.

Many orchestras also add an English horn, which isn't really

English or a horn, for that matter, but. a darker-toned cousin to

the oboe; and a contrabassoon, which has lower notes than a

bassoon. A few composprs have added another woodwind to the

mix-- the saxophone, which started out as a classical instrument

but, by the twentieth century, enjoyed its gn'atcst use in jazz

and pop music.

The brass family of instruments contains trumpet, trombone,

horn (commonly called French horn, because the horn as we

know it today first emerged in that country), and the low-note·

emitting tuba,
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The percussion SI~Ct i011 of an orchest.ra typically contains tim

pani (sometimes called kett.le drums, OIl account of their shape),

bass drum (a very largt· drum placed in a vertical position), and

cymbals. Added to this mix may he a snare drum (a small drum

of the sort ('OllllIlOllly n~t'd ill dance hands), triangle (a small,

nwtaJ instrument in d triangldar shape that emits a Itigh

pi uhed ri rig when st rurk ), xylophoue (a set of wooden slats,

arranged like a keyboard, struck with wooden beaters, producing

pitched tones from resonating t uhes underneath the slats), and

bells. Also found in sorne percussion sections are the piano and

celesta (a small, piauolike instrument with a soft metallic sound

made popular by the Dunce of the Sugar-Plum. Fairy in Tchai

kovsk v's halll·t The NIlII riuker}.

The sizE' of ordlPstrd:» ('ontillualIy e-volved, from relative-ly

11IIHJesl grollpings or d ('ill/pit· dozen players ill the sevent eent.h

century to the standa rd rid I orchestra size today, wit id. is

around 0111' hundred players, About sixty of those players will

be st rings, l JiIfert-n t sr-at i ng plarr-rneu ts have been fashionable

at. different times. TIll' most ('Ollllllon arrangeuu-nt seen onstage

today is for the strings to be iilTilngl'd in a semicircle around

the conductor, wit h t hr- lirs: and second violins starting 011 the

left, violas aud cellos followillg around the curve to the righl;

the basses wi 11 be bell i lid the cellos or another section of tlle

orchestra. The woodwind section is usually placed ill the center

of the stage, the brass s.-rt.iun usually toward the rear behind

the woodwiuds awl/or i1101l~ t 11I~ side, behind one of the string

sections. The percussion section will Ill' somewhere alollg the

back of the orchestra.

In a concert hall, Olll' lIIeJIIlJer out of the hundred or so of

all orchestra will get applause merely for walking onstage:
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Concertmaster: The head of the violin section, who sits in the

first row (or "stand") of violins, just to the left of the conductor

on the outside, closest to the rim of the stage, is designated the

"concertmaster." Because so much of an orchestra's quality of

sound depends on the violins, which play the lion's share of

melodic lines in a composition, the concertmaster must be an

exceptional player, technically and artis~ically (many cornposi

tions have. passages for solo violin, which the concertmaster will

be called on to perform). This IS considered to be the most

important job in an orchestra, serving as the ensemble's front

man (or woman). Conductors routinely rely on concertmasters

to help decide how the violin section should approach a phrase

technically and how best to achieve a certain tone.

By tradition, the concertmaster is the last member of the
orchestra to arrive onstage before a concert begins (and, also by

tradition, is applauded). He or she will signal to the principal

oboe player to sound an A-the note that all of the musicians

will tune their instruments to, often one section at a time (all

the woodwinds, all the brass, then all the strings). When the

tuning is done, the coucertrnaster will SIt down, which is the

signal for the cond uctor to come onstage and start the perfor

mance.

This is but one of the venerable traditions surrounding or

chestras. In the early days of orchestras, there was another,

uncomfortable one-s-the players used to stand during perform

ances (except the cellists, who have no choice but to sit while

playing). This practice died out during the nineteenth century.

Also during that century, a conventional dress code emerged

the same formal dress of men in high society at that time, white

tie and tails. (Women weren't generally admitted into orches

tras until the twentieth century, so their dress code
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wasn't an issue; today, they typically wear their choice of black

clothes.) Although occasional efforts have been made to loosen

these restrictions, most orchestras continue to follow them, pro

viding a sense of historic continuity and tradition. Exceptions

are pops concerts or special events, when contemporary formal

wear-black tie for the men-or mayhe white jackets will be

worn.

Formalities also tend to be observed by the smaller version

of an orchestra.

Chamber Orchestra: This type of ensemble usually reflects the typ

ical size of those in the days of Handel, Haydn, and Mozart,

when performance venues tended to be on the intimate side.

The total number of players is generally from ahout twenty

five to forty, with the same mix of strings, woodwinds, and brass

as the full size variety. The repertoire for such groups is geared

toward the eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries, but there

is also a fair amount of music from more recent. times written

specifically for chamber orchestra.

Until ahout the.last. third of the twentieth century, few peo

ple gave much thought to the fact that a lot of music played

by full-size or chamber-size orchestras was originally written

for vpry different instruments:

Period Instruments: Also described as "original instruments," this

term refers to instruments that are either authentic to t.he time

of the composition being played or reproductions of them. This

has been a painstaking effort on the part of several scholars to

re-create the actual sonic experience of audiences in the six

teenth, seventeenth, eighteenth, and early nineteenth centu

ries--an effort labeled the "authenticity movement." This has
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resulted in a fascinating proliferation of ensembles consisting of

period instruments that offer "historu-al ly informed perform

"ances.

Instead of modern violins fated with wire strings, early violin

models with lamb-gut strings are used; the result is a softer,

subtler sound. The bows, too, revert to the slightly smaller va

riety used in past centuries. WOOd~'l fl utes replace contemporary

metal ones. Valveless horns and trumpets, rather than present

day valved instruments, also will bp. played. If a keyboard in

strument is called for, it wrll he a harpsir-hord or th~ precursor

to the modern piano, the smaller, thin sounding fortepiano.

Although it is not easy for cont.mnp(lrary musicians to master

t.hesf' old instruments (especially those valveless brass ones) and

authentic styles of playing on rhr-m, )J1\,cb progrr.ss has bef'n
made since the nearly seism ic st irri IIgs of the authentici i.y

movement in the 197()s, when out -of I U1H~ playing was, sad Iy,

far from uncommon. Such ensembles as' the Orchestra Roman

t.ique et Revolutionnaire and the Hanovr-r Band are among the

most successful at providing not just a history lesson, but. an

impressive demonstration of music Illilking. Leading conductors

of period instrument ensembles includr- John Eliot Gardiner,

Christopher Hogwood, and Rogf'r Norrington. Music hy Bach,

Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and Schumann has been

widely recorded using period instruments, providing all extraor

dinary opportunity to rethink and rehr-ar familiar works.

One of the most beneficial aspects of the authenticity move

ment. has been to encourage conductors of regular, modern

instrument orchestras to adopt some of the performance prac

tices of the period-instrument groups. These ~specially include

leaner textures (achieved partly hy llsing fewer strings and

partly by having them play without vibrato, as the earlier

strings commonly did) and swifter tempos.
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IJp('idillg surh matters is hilt one respousihiluv of Iltp pprson

who stands on i hr- podium and fa Cl'S an orr-lu-st ra:

Conductor: As iustrumr-nral ensembles gol Jargpr ill ihr- seven

ter-nth ('PlIlury, 1hp 11l'f'd for someone to lr-ad Ih('1Il in perfor

manrr- ~H'('allll' IIIOH' I'rf·ssillg. A t the very lr-ast , someone had

to hp responsi hlr- for gl'lIing 1111' music startr-d hy signaling the

first heat, and lllaking sine Ihal t hr- ruusir- Plldl'd w hr-n it was

supposed to. Init.ially, ensembles took these f'IlPS from a musi

cian within the group. This was usually the leader of the violin

section or the key hoard player (a harpsichord and su hsequent

keyboard instruments were ('ollln)Ollly used ill largf' instrumen

tal groups from Bilch's time lip to Beer hoven's).

(iradllallv, IIIf' irlea of having a condlll'tor sornr-oue whose

only [unct ion was to guidp thp rehearsals and t he perform

anresr- took hold. At first, thr- principal d ut ir-s werr- to r-stablish
a tClll po aud !H'rp' ('vpryo!1f' on 1rack as t he In IIsif' progressed,

to make sure that evpryone was playillg rhr- right notes and

following ot her indir-a t ions provided by the r-ornposf'r ill the

score . how loud or soft to play a particular passagf', for ex

ample. SOOll, I hp r-onduc-tor die! much more than look after such

purely tr-r-hn ir-al details: the jnh entailed dpciding 011 an overall

a pproach to a ('0111 posi I ion and gpttillg all of till" players to go

<Ilollg with it.

It has always br-en possible for small or medium size ensem

hles to do without. a rondur-tor, esperially if pprforming music

that has little rhvthmic (·olllplexity. TIIf' ()rphplls Chamber

Orchestra, for example, has enjoyed rr-markahlr- SI\f'CpSS as a

conductorless organization since being foundr-rl ill 1972. The

musicians der-irle in a democratic fashion 011 tempos and phras.

illg dllring rehearsals. BUI this is not a ('OlllllJOII orrurrence.
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Most. orchestras, largp and small, continue to want and nepo a

leader on the podium who, for better or worse, sets the para·

meters for making music. What we hear in performance is, to

a great extent, determined by the conductor, not the individual

players.

Things can get a little complicated when an orchestra pro

grams a concerto. The soloist in that concerto will hring his or

her own ideas about the piece to the rehearsal, while the con

ductor may arrive with other ideas. Compromise, sometimes

after intense struggle, will be necessary if the performance is

to have cohesion. The conductor has to be ahle to anticipate

and respond to what the soloist is doing, so that the orchestra

will make its contributions in synch. (On one unusual occasion,

conductor Leonard Bernsteiri announced to the audience before

a performance that he did not agree with the tempos that the

evening's soloist, Glenn Gould, wanted in Brahms's Piano Con

certo no. 2, but would accommodate him.)

A conductor may be hired just for a specific program ("guest

conductor") or engaged as an ensemble's artistic leader e--iusu

ally under the title "music director." This often entails nwny

administrative duties, including the hiring (and firing) of play

ers and the selection of repertoire to perform. But the most

important conce m for a conductor is I he same as for a solo

musician:

Interpretation: A piece of music is almost always very speci fie, not

just in terms of the actual notes on the page, but the instructions

on how fast Of slow, how loud or soft, how sweet or dramatic,

to play them. But this does not mean that every performance

of that piece will sound the same. Ideally, no two performances

of a piece ever sound the same. That's because of interpretation.
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Every III1lSJCliill brings his 01' her OWIl ideas and talents to a

cornposiuon, so the results can be as varied and unique as fin

gerprillts. Classical music is like perpetually wet clay. A musi

cian grabs hold of it awl molds it according to personal tastes

and experiences, leaving an imprint on the music. But it's never

a permanent imprint, the next musician to come along can

smooth out the day and mold it in a completely different way.

Obviously, this sort 01' freedom can be abused. A musician who

has not researched t he composer and the composition suffi

ciently may make decisions about tempus or phrasing tha.t are

sty listically inappropriate, even detrimental to the piece. But

there are relatively few absolutes ill music. There is always

room for new approaches.

You can get a good Idea of the variety of interpretations by

checking out a dozen recordings of a very familiar work like

Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, a representative sampling from

the last seventy years "I' so, or even just the last twenty-five.

Listen to the way each conductor takes just the first couple of

measures of the opelling uiovernent-> tile famous da-da da

dum, da da «la dum. You'll be amazed how different eacb one

sounds ill tenus or speed, articulation, and emphasis. It's ~he

same with most works of music, from a piano sonata to an

oratorio to a string quartet. This element of individuality is part

of the fun of exploring classical music. Curious Listeners who

seek exposme to different interpretations can greatly enhance

their own appreeiuuon or the music in tile process, refillillg their

UWIl preferences and setting fresh expectations,

The face ill a portrait painting cannot be altered; the figure

carved ill marble can nut be made to change positions. But c1as·

sical music is not frozen, in time or place. Once composed, it is

not finished. lt has only just hegun to live.





FIVE

The Composers. _

The history uf classical music is as muc-h a history of

persons as it is of cuncepts and forms. Each era, from

the Middle Ages on, has produced an enormous number of re

markable figures with singular talents for composing. The bi

ographies uf the truly great could fill many books, so this is just

a very subjective sampling of fifty one men and women who

have made notable contributions.

In the alphabetical list that follows, you'll find basic biu

graphical information and a sense of what makes each individ

ual significant; representative works are mentioned for each to

provide all initial avenue for exploring more deeply.

John Adams (b. 1947): He started composing at tell in his native

Massachusetts and later studied with some of America's leading

corn posers. After moving to San Francisco in 1971, he began to

make waves with his individualistic version of the style known

87 •
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as minirnalism. Perhaps his greatest fame came 111 the opera

house, especially with Nixon in China, but his instrumental

works have enjoyed great success as well. His early, heavily

minimalistic pieces, such as Shaker Loops for strings and Short

Ride in a Fast Machine for orchestra, reveal tremendous energy.

In the 1980s, a deeper, more complex style emerged in such

works as Harmonielehre, with its mystical and psychological

overtones. The 1990s saw a continual evolution of the Adams

sound-r--mtricate, alternately lyrical and kinetic, with vibrant

. instrumental coloring. The Violin Concerto and Century Rolls

for piano and orchestra are among his recent, and effective,

efforts.

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750): He came from a long line of

German musicians, and spawned a long line, too (four of his

twenty-one children became notable composers). Although he

never traveled beyond his own country and spent his entire

musical life closely connected to churches, Bach influenced the

entire history of Western music.

He was t he supreme master of counterpoint. His geuius can

be heard ill virtually everything he wrote; the logical progres:

sion of his musical ideas and the inventive ways .he could de

velop each component of a theme continue to awe listeners

today. Bach earned respect as an organist, though he sometimes

played a little too colorfully to suit the congregation.

His longest job was as "cantor" of the city of Leipzig, which

required him to teach, compose fresh music for each week's

church services, and perform some menial tasks. He produced

a steady stream of important choral works-e-dozens of cantatas,

the St. Mauheio Passion, the B minor Mass, and many others.

His Brandenburg Concertos, written for a variety of instrurnen-
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tal ensembles; The Ire/l Tempered Clanier, a seriE>s of preludes

and fugues for keyboard: the Goldherg Variations, also for key

board; and Concerto for Two Violins are just a fE>W of his en

during instrumental pieces,

His final effort was a definitive examination of one of his

favorite musical forms -- The Art of the Fugue. Hp didn't corn

plete the project before he died: the last fllguE> h« was working

on had a therm' of four notes, which, in C;Nman musical no

tation, spell out B A·(; JI.

Bela Bartok (1881-1945): With a keen interest in I hp folk music

of his native Hungary and an original sense of harmony,

rhythm, and tone coloring, Bartok made some of thp most sig

nificant contributions to music in the twentieth reutury. A su

perh pianist, he wrote and performed keyboard works that

featured very spicy chords and percussive pffE>rts. Early on, he

developed an affinity for the string-quartet form, and eventually

produced six compelling works in that medium, filled with pro

. vocative sounds (eerie slithering across thE> strings. for example),

and unusual structural (lE>signs.

The String Quartet no. 4 typi fies Bartok's genius; its five

movements form a symmetrical arch, with the first and fifth,

second and fourth built of similar materials. The composer also

is known for his distinctive kind of "night music," sounds that

conjure up a mysterious moonlit world; a movement in his daz

zling Musicfor Strings, Percussion, and Celesta contains a mem

orable example.

Brilliant instrumentation was a Bartok specialry, nowhere

more compelling than in the tautly integrated Sonata for Two

Pianos awl Percussion. Although the public had I rouble digest

ing some of Bartok's music, his prismatic, somet imr- humorous
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Concerto (or Orchestra, his last finished work, was an instant

success.

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827): Beethoven was, in many ways,

a bridge between the purity and balance of Classicism and the

emotional weight of Romanticism. He was a revolutionary in

just. about every sense of the word, reflecting in musical ways

the political revolutions of his time. Born in Bonn, Germany,

Beethoven moved to what was the cultural capital of the world,

Vienna, and conquered it with h~s dazzling virtuosity at the

piano and his often startling compositions. Even some of his

earliest works have a "hey, pay attention to the new kid on the

block" spirit.

The opening chords of his Symphony no. 1 in 1800 confirmed

his originalit.y by confusing t.he listener about the key of the

piece. And that was just the beginning. The first movement of

the Symphony no. 3, called the Erou:a ("Heroic"), lasts as long

as some entire Mozart symphonies; no one had ever dared to .

make such a long, complex musical statement. Beethoven's un

canny sense of how to develop themes, to fulfill their potential,

made such innovations possible, and yielded the fate-crushing

Symphony no. 5, the vividly pictorial no. 6 (Pastoral), and hard

driving no. 7.

He likewise shook up the conventional expectations for piano

sonatas with startling flashes of drama, poetic sensibility, and

passion (the Moonlight and Appassionata sonatas are but. two

examples). This same level of inspiration, content, and style can

be found in his five piano concertos and single violin concerto.

Althongh suffering from deafness and the resultant depres

sion before he turned thirt.y, Beethoven persevered. Tn his
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soundlt·ss world, lu: ln-urtl such maje-st ic sounds as the Sym

phony no. ~, wh ich illl rodll(·pd <l «horus into Cl symphony for

t lu- hrst t inu (the (Jr!,' I" .I,~)'); 1111' I\!i.,.,a Solenuus, a stunning,

expansive t re-at.u re n t ul 1.11(· r.at iu text, un lik e anyone else's be

fore or since; and t.ln- Idlp, dwllellging piano sonatas and string

qua rtets, w hich st ri-trh in trigu ingly luW,UU new musical and

spiritual horizons,

Alban Berg (1885-1935): Alt.hough lu- started out. as a disciple of

Sc!lOeldwrg, his only sigllific<Inl le<ldll'r, Berg quickly developed

a unique voice. TIll' Austriau born I:OIIJ poser's em brace of

Schoen \)prg's twelve t.une revolut ion never restricted his lyrical

impulses. His most Ct·I(~brated instrumental work, the Violin

Concerto, uses twelve tUIll' met.hods to produce both atonal and

tonal results. Berg's probil'g mind «uabled him to construct an

ent ire opera (rf/ozzeck) out of traditioual musical structures-e-

sche-rzo, fllgue, et.c.- in all a toual mode.

His Chamber COliC""''' is built essentially alollg mathematical

lines (the number t.hrr-r- provides the solution); the melodic Uta

terial is derived ent.iruly from the name-s Schoenberg, Berg, and

Webern (Antou WI~lll'1'II was another important student of

SdlOenberg). And Bt·rg's I.Jric Suite is filled with musical codes

that refer to his OWII (~XI ramarital affair. Such under the-surface

elements add to an appreciation of Bl'rg's intentions, but it. IS

what he diu to reveal IIIl' couuuuu icat.ive -almost romantic

potem ial of atonal music- t.hat. makes him such an important

figllre.

Hector Berlioz (1803-1869): J .ike Heelhov~ll, Berlioz was every bit

the musical revolution.uv. The Freuclunan's first rebellion came

against his parents, who wanted hiui 1.0 be a doctor. Berlioz
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bolted from medical school and entered the Paris Conservatory,

where he caused no end of trouble, shaking up the tradition

alists there with his super-size compositions and exceedingly

novel approach to formal structure. His first major work, the

Symphonie fantastique ("Fantastic Symphony"), was unconven

tional in design and content, establishing a new level of nar-:

rative "program music."

Berlioz developed the art of orchestration to its highest level

to date; composers are still learning. from him how to orches

trate a score. He matched the grandness of Romantic ideals with

grandly scaled works-his emotion-charged Requiem, for ex

ample, called for more than two-hundred instrumentalists and

an equally large chorus.

Berlioz wasn't really interested in small music; he didn't

bother with piano pieces or string quartets. The orchestra was

his instrument, as his rousing Rom-an Carnival and Le corsaire

overtures and another masterful example of program music,

Harold in Italy, amply demonstrate. His writing for voice was

also special; in addition to some noble operas, he left a subtly

shaded masterpiece for solo singer and orchestra, Les Nuits d'Ete

("Summer Nights").

Berlioz lived a life as adventurous as his music, filled with

attention-grabbing antics and overwrought love affairs. (He

once plotted, with almost comical results, to kill a woman who

jilted him, her new husband, her mother, and then himself. He

was to disguise himself as a maid to gain entry to their Paris

home, carrying two pistols and, in case of misfires, vials of

strychnine and laudanum. While en route from Italy to carry

out this spectacular revenge, Berlioz lost his disguise and had

to order another set of female servant's clothes; while waiting

in Genoa for them to be made, he grew faint and fell into the
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sea, which helped him cool off a good deal. Eventually, he

abandoned the whole scheme and moved on to other romances.)

Luckily for us, Ber lioz wrote deliciously about many of his ex

periences, He's as good a read as he is an earful.

Johannes Brahms (1833-1897): Born in Hamburg, where he earned

some money playing piano in not quite-reputable night spots,

Brahms was all of twenty when he was hailed as the next great

German composer by no less than Robert Schumarm. By the

time Brahrns settled in Vienna in 1869, he had fulfilled that

prediction with surh imposing works as the Piano Concerto

no. 1, the Piano Quintet no. 1, and Ein Deutsches Requiem ("A

German Requiem ").

Feeling the intimidating shadow of Beethoven hanging over

him, Brahms procrastinated writing his first symphony; it took

him fourteen years. But the struggle. was worth it. With the

Symphony no. 1, Brahms signaled a new kind of musical Ro

manticism, one with firm roots in the old Classical era that.

valued structure as much as content.

Brahms did not expose his heart boldly, hut he didn't hide

his emotions either. The combination of intellectual strength

and expressive depth made him an important figure; his innate

musical r-onservarism put him at odds with such leading figures

as Franz Liszt ann Richard Wagner, who were constantly

stretching music in new directions.

Three more symphonies, each one superbly crafted with an

ear for melodic warmth, dramatic flow, and cohesive form,

added to Brahms's standing, as did the rapturous Violin Con

certo and, at the end of his life, the rare autumnal beauty of

his Clarinet Quintet.

Hrahms didn't get along with people easily (on leaving a
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party, he supposedly said, "If there's anyone here I haven't

insulted, I apologize"), but his music is as approachable as it is

engrossing, ennohling, and errriching.

Benjamin Britten (1913-1976): The greatC'st. English composer of

the post-war era, Britten was a precocious talent; he was com

posing by the age of five (some of his youthful ventures were

later fashioned into one of his first not.ahle works, Simple Svm

phony), Britten developed a particular affinity for opera and

produced some of the most dramatically and psychologically

potent works in that g(~nrf', but the rest of his output is no less

impressive. He developed an economical style that employs a

full palette of instrumental colors within a varied harmonic

language that admits dissonance, without 'embracing atonality.

At his most direct and accessible, 11f' «ould pr~)duce such bril

liant works as A YOlln~ Person's Guide 10 the Orchestra, which

takes a t.une by England's first great: composer, Henry Purcell,

for a wild, eventful ride. Britten's lifelong relationship with

tenor Peter Pears rpsulted not only in many operas, hut some

of the most intellectually penetrating works for solo voice in

the twentieth century, such as Serenade for Tenor Horn and

Strings. And with the War Requiem, Britten produced a pro

found musical and personal statement that revealed the full

extent of his creative impulses.

Anton Bruckner (1824-1896): From a hum hll' beginning as an Aus

trian schoolteacher, Bruckner slowly 1ransformed himself into

an imposing composer. After hearing the music of Wagner, he

became quite energized and followed holdly down Wagner's

daring harmonic path. Although he did -not pursue opera,
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Brur-knr-r fashioned symphonies that seemed to hrr-nt he the

same he-ady air as WagllPriiln stage works. The enormous length

and organizational st rur-t ure of dlPse symphonies caused con

sternation when hp tried to gpt them performed. I iradually,

their nobleness and shepr weight won' much of rhr- opposit ion

clown ..

Although still not a wildly popular composer, Bruckner en

joys a high rilllking. His symphonies, notably no. 1- (Romnnlir),

no. 7, and 110. H, suggc'st hug€' cathedrals, with groups of themes

like grand, marble stones piled one atop Ihe ot her, reaching for

the sky. Hrucknr-r died beforr- finishing his Niuth Symphony,

bUI its t hre-e rompleted movements sum up his uniqu« CO III hi .

nation of Homant ic style and deeply spiritual thinking.

John Cage (1912-1992): The most famous member of the twen

tir-rh century's musical avanr garde, (;age gained particular no

torir-ty for <;('(lllll'osing" a piano pipf'p in 1l.j'1~ called "4:33"-

the player is instrurtr-d to sit at the piano and play nOlhing for

exactly four minutes and thirty three ser-ourls. '['I If' ambient

noises ill the room during that time span constitute the musical

experience. Many othe-r works likewise bent Ihe definition of

musu- in wild ways, hUI there was a genills hebind sur-h revo

lutionarv crear ious.

Cage wanted peoplr- to a('cf'pt music 1lI what SPf'lIlPCI an im

possibly broad sensr- of the word just about any sound. Ex

periment.ation with novel musical devices (a toy piano, for

example), . improvisation, chance (the notes in "Music of

Changes" are deterrniued partly by coin toss), mulridis-iplinary

activit ies (mlJlbillillg music and film, for example), ami sheer

artistic anarr-hv werr- among Cage's provor-at.ivr- wpapolls in i he

war againsl «onvennonality.
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Frederic Chopin (1810-1849): Hp. was born in Poland, but achieved

his lasting fame in Paris. HI" arrived there at thp. age of twenty, .

having already written two piano concertos filled with songful

melodies and Polish dance rhythms that would become a major

feature of his output. Chopin was a superior pianist, but an

uncomfortable performer in public; he preferred private salons,

where he flourished, playing mostly his own pieces. He com

posed almost exclusively for the piano, accumulating a large

body of work that has never gone out of favor. I le understood 0

not only the piano's capacity for dramati(~ flourish, but also its

subtlest side, unleashing nuances that no one had yet discovered.

His genuinely Romantic temperament found an eloquent

outlet through his ballades, scherzos, preludes, waltzesvmazur

kas, and polonaises, and established new dimensions of musical

thought and structural strength. In his nocturnes, Chopin took

something of the long flowing melodic lines from early

nineteenth-century Italian opera, specifically the operas of Vin-

o cenzo Bellini, and fashioned refined and affecting aural poetry.

A ten-year affair with the woman novelist who went by the

name George Sand took a toll on Chopin's emotions and crea

tivity; he was a broken man when it elided and died two years

later, not yet forty. But he left behind uniquely beautiful music

that revealed the soul of the piano.

Aaron Copland (1900-1990): Although born of Jewish Russian her

itage in New York, Copland developed .an unmistakably Amer

ican sound that seemed to define the Old West and vintage

American values. No wonder he became the country's most he

loved composer. Initially, while studying with the famed Nadia

Boulanger in Paris, Copland adopted a kind of cosmopolitan,

European style-r--abstract and bracing. But hv the mid 1Q2()s,
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he was begilllling to develop a IWW VOice, one that. contained

acerbic harmonies awl Some of tile rhythmic punch of jazz, as

ill his PWIlV t 'artations.

Copland continued refiuiug that sound 11IItil he reached a

kind of populist approach that had strong elements of American

folk music. His ballet scores Billy the Kid, Rodeo, and, espe

cially, Appalachiall Spring, reflected tit is unique style, which

summed up the mythical ruggedness and sentiment of America.

His exquisitely crafted Clarinet Concerto, couunissioned by jazz

great Heuny C,()OdllloU, demonstrated Coplauds strong lyrical

gifts.

His Fall/ar.:})/' the (.'UI1UlWIl Man aud A Lincoln Portrait (for

narrator and orchest.ra) further demonstrated his identification

with the Arnericau spirit, which wasn't enough to satisfy the

notorious McCarthy Committee's communist witch hunting iu

the 1950s. Copland surv ived that stigma and mtensi fied his pop

ularity with audiences. Only his experimentation with Schoen

berg's twelve tone priruiples during the IYbUs found little favor.

He stopped cOlllposiug ill the 1970s and concentrated 011 con

ducting and teaching.

John Corigliano (b. 1938): Sun of a noted concertrnaster uf the New

York Philharmonic (also named John Corigliano), this Ameri

can cumposer has wn I1en some of the most accessi ble, and so

phisticated, music of recent decades. His Clarinet Concerto and

Pied Piper luntus are two examples.

(;origliono is not easily pruned down stylistically. He has used

atonality at tunes and experimented with intriguing effects

(Chiuruscuru for two pianos calls for one of them to be a fraction

out ot tulle w it h the other). But he is also capable of intense

lyricism. l l is wlt'IJt:ltiug Symphony 110. 1) memorializing those
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who died from AlDS, became one of the most frequently per·

formed new works of the past twenty -five years. His lush film

score to The Red Violin won an Academy Award and was fash

ioned int.o a substantial violin concerto of that. name..

Claude Debussy (1862-1918): One of t.lie greatest, yet softest, rev·

olutions in music history occurred in France as the nineteenth

century was willding down. Debussy, Cl Iine pianist who worked

for a time for the same patroness who had befriended Tchai

kovsky, attended the Paris World Exposition of 11:l8~ and heard

Oriental music. The sounds (particularly Javanese), the different

harmonies, scales, and rhythms, caught. his ear. At the same

time, he found himself under the spell of daring new voices in

poetry and new directions In visual art, when: symbols and

misty impressions took the place of heavy Bornanticisru or stark

realism.

Out of" all these influences, Dehussy's unprecedented musical

style as a composer evolved. It was heard ill a subtly colored

set of piano pieces called Suite bergamasque, which contains the

famous, gently evocative Clai,. de lune. Even more impressive

was- Prelude to the Afternoon uf a Faun, with its subtly erotic

air and delicate harmonies generating a world as far removed

from Beethoven or Wagner or Tchaikovsky as possible; Al

though Debussy loat hed being called an Impressionist, no other

term fits quite so well, especially when considering a work like

La Mer, with its vibrant symphonic picture of the sea.

This apparent connection to the visual art can also be sensed

in such pieces as Nocturnes, with their delicately applied in

.strumental colors; a totally original palette of musical light and

shadow depicts gray clouds, brigltt festivals, and seductive sea
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nymphs under a moonlit sky. Dehussy's smaller scale music,

especially the Preludes for Piano and the Stri ng Quartet, boast

similar qualities. Dehussy led something of a stormy love life;

he drove two women, one a lover and the other his wife, to

attempt suicide. Hut in his music, delicacy, nuance, and control

prevail.

Antonin Dvorak (1841-1904): He came from a srua ll Czech village

and was expected to follow his father's trade as a butcher, but

Dvorak couldn't cut it. He wanted to be a musician. And he

got his way. After workillg as a violist in an orchestra, he con

centrated 011 composing awl got his first big break by winning

a prize in Austria; one of the judges was Brahms, who helped

lJvorak get a commission to write some piano duets.

These turned out to be the Slavonic I lances, filled with con

trasts of joy and bittersweetness. Later orchestrated, they caused

a sensation across Europe and launched Dvofak's career. His use

of folk idioms in those dances, awl many of his other works,

marked him as a leading musical nationalist.

By the time he composed his shadow tingetl Symphony

no. 7 and extroverted, good-natured 110. 8, J)vorak was one of

the most respected composers on the scene. He traveled to New

York ill 1891 to head the new National Conservatory of Music

and absorbed many influences, notably African American spir

ituals and Native American folk music. His Symphony no. 9,

also known as From the New If/odd, managed to sound Amer

ican and Slavonic simultaneously, and also revealed the com

poser's knack for thematic richness and structural unity.

His subsequent Cello Concerto, with its brooding passion,

quickly was recognized as one of the finest such works in the
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repertoire. Many chamber works, especially the American String

Quartet and Vumky Trio, further attest to Dvorak's melodic and

expressive gifts.

Edward Elgar (1857-1934): Elgar was England's first great com

poser since the seventeenth' century's Henry Purcell. This

achievement was doubly notable considering that Elgar had no

formal musical training, He taught himself most of what he

knew, which was enough to attract attention as a composer with

some orchestral and choral works in the 1890s.

His first masterful symphonic' work, Enigma Variations, es

tablished him firmly as a major new voice in British music.

The Pomp and Circumstance Marches (especially no. 1, used in

many a gra<.1uatioIl ceremony); an emotional oratorio, The

Dream of Gerontius, two large, noble symphonies; and the

poignant Violin Concerto and Cello Concerto added greatly to

Elgar's fame.

Gabriel Faun~ (1845-1924): Although only a rather small amount

of Faure's music is regularly performed today, the French com

poser' made his mark with Classical refinement, melodic

warmth, and a style of harmony that broke new ground. That

harmonic language allowed for what had been considered dis

sonance previously and paved the way for the Impressionist

movement in music.

Faure's fresh sound was lighter ill texture than that of pre

dominant German composers of the time, but certainly not

lighter in quality. His Requiem is a noteworthy example of this'

departure from tradition, avoiding the fire-and-brimstone texts

usually set to music and producing instead a mood of compo·

sure, reflection, and hope. Faure's solo-piano works and chamber
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music likewise ahound in eloquent melody and lush harmony;

his songs for voice and piano also reflect his distinctive touch

(Aprps un reue and Lvdia are hut two exr-ellenr examples).

cesar Franck (1822-1890): This Belgian born cOlnpoc;er worked as

an organist for more than forty years, and tllso tilught lIlany

yOlmg composers. His own musical works were Trlrely played in

his lifetime and often were met with indifference. but Franck

persevered. He eventually demonstrated the arlage that life he

gins after fifty; actually, it was more like after sixty in his case.

He developed a unique style that was .groundeo in chromat

icism-- the constant shifting of harmonies. His Violin Sonata,

written when he was sixty- three, demonstrated the full potency

of that style. And, at sixty-six, he wrote his Symphony in 0

Minor, his only work in this genre; it's a superb example of

"cyclical form," a piece held together by intricately recurring
themes that make it seem like one long, connected thought. .

George Gershwin (1898-1937): The Brook lyn-born C;Prshwin was

not only one of the most successful composers of Tin Pan Alley

and Broadway; he also played a historic role in bringing the

idioms of jazz and pop into the concert hall. He started explor

ing the classical genre early on with a Lullaby for string quartet

in 1920 and a one-act jazz opera Blue Monday two years later.

In 1924, Gershwin was asked to write a work for piano and jazz

orchestra for a high-profile New York concert; the result was

Rhapsody in Blue, which caused a sensation.

He developed his craft further wit.h such largE' scale works

as Concerto in F for piano and orchestra, the- symphonic poem

An American in Paris and, ultimately, the first. great American

opNa, Porgy and Bess. (~prshwin's tuneful, rhvt hmically vital
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music reverberated throughout the twentieth rpntury, leaving

its mark on many other composers.

Edvard Grieg (1843-1907): Much of classical music comes in super

sizes-e-symphonies, concertos, and operas. Grieg, who started

out as a concert pianist, developed an exceptional knack for

turning out musical miniatures, notably in his collection for solo

piano called Lyric Pieces. Many of these short works reflect

influences of folk music from his native Norway; Grieg was,

like Dvorak, a nationalist composer. But the "lyric" parts of

those pieces-ingratiating melodies of an often sentirnenta1

shade-were also very much a part of his style.

His Piano Concerto, with its thunderous cascades up and

down the keyboard and bursts of warmhearted melody, became

an instant, lasting hit. His Peer Gynt Suites, origi~ally com

posed as incidental music for the Henrik Ibsen play, still delight

audiences with their atmospheric colors and infectious rhythms

(The Hall of the Mountain King is a prime example).

George Frideric Handel (1685-1759): If his father had had his way,

Handel would have become a lawyer, but the boy's musical

interest would not be stifled. He managed to sneak a little key

board instrument into the attic of the family's home in the

German town of Halle, and, eventually, his father relented.

Handel excelled at his musical studies and soon found work as

a violinist in an opera house in Hamburg, where his first operas

were produced.

He spent several years in Italy, earning fame for his operas

and sacred works, then accepted a job as music director at the

court of the elector of Hanover. But Handel decided to visit:

England first, and st.ayed there. His little act. of unprofession-
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al ism regardillg the I lauovc-r position IIlight never have conlt'

back to haunt him, bllt t he elector I)('came the next king of

Engldlld, (~(~orge I. l laurlel bad to I'atcli things up and, in all

other of those irresist ihle It~gends of music history, made

amends by composing till:' colorful orchestral work known as

I/Vater 'Music.

l Iandel, w ho spell 1 t lte rest of his life in England, went on

10 make waves with his oppras and, then, oratorios, including

such imposing combinat ious of drama and religious reflection

as Messiah, Israel ill I,;,!.!,) pt, and Solomon. With an unending

source of disr iuct.iv« IIwlody and a great flair for instrumenta

t ion, l Iandel dt·velofll'd snnu- of the most. distinctive music of

the Baroqllt~ era.

JosephHaydn(1732-1809):The Aust riau horn l Iaydn was the mu

siral epitome of the Classical era, with it.s emphasis on syru
met.ry, .clari ty, and el(~gallc{~. He also left a lasting mark on

classical music in ge/wral through his mastery of such formal

strurtun-s as the symphouy and string quartet. Not a bad legacy

for a household servant. I Iaydn spt'nl. many years in uniform

III the service of Princ(' Esterhazy, whose appetite for new music

at his massive palac-e kept llaydn busy I urning out. hundre-ds of

compositions to be p('rfortlH'd by tile (·Ollrl. musicians.

The productivity r<lng('d Iroru operas, religious works, and

sYIllphonics, I () pieces for I he now obscure stringed instruruent

called t he haryton (tll<' prince played one). Eventually, Haydn

got t.o travel abroad, '1IId was especially lionized in England,

where he wrote the last six of his Ollt' hundred-plus sympho

nies, (The quantity and lluality of I hesc- works earned him the

nickname "Father of 1111' Symphony.")

Back in Vienna, ill his sixties, I Iaydu continued to cOJJlpose,
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hitting a fresh peak with his oratorio The Creation, which

stands as a summation of his craft. The composer had easy

command of melody, an ever-engaging way of developing

themes (he could get incredible mileage out of the simplest and

shortest of tunes), and a sly wit (some of Haydn's musical jokes

are more readily appreciated by professional musicians, but

there are plenty to amuse casual listeners).

Other representative works: Symphony no. 94 (nicknamed

the Surprise, for a reason that becomes obvious in the second

movement) and no. 104 (called the London), Cello Concertos,

String Quartets, op. 64 and op. 76, Mass Ln Time of War, and

Lord Nelson Mass. Incidentally, although the composer's full

name is often given as Franz Joseph Haydn, scholarship indi

cates that he never used the name Franz.

Hildegard (of Bingen) (1098-1179): Music of the Middle Ages began

to attract more attention toward the end of the twentieth cen
tury thanks to several exceptional recordings of chants that

made a strong spiritual connection with many people. One of

the results of this renewed interest in ancient sounds was a new

focus on mystic uun and composer Hildegard.

From the age of eight, her world was a reclusive one; she

was raised in a convent near the town of Bingen, in Germany,

and took the veil at fifteen. In 1141, a few years after becoming

an abbess, she had a vision of tongues of fire from heaven which

inspired in her a rarefied flow of poetry and music. Hildegard

then collected her individualistic, ethereal musical works under

the title Symphony of the Harmony of Celestial Revelations, an

unusual and moving example of early Western music.

Charles Ives (1874-1954): An a~dacious original, Ives got his early

musical training from his fatherva New England bandmaster
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who encouraged his son to explore unconventional sounds. That

was all the encouragement Jves needed. Jn short order, as a

teenager, he was experimenting with writing pieces in two keys

simultaneously, and that's before he really got going. Ives be

came the first great American composer, though no one knew

it until just before he died, nearly thirty years after he stopped

writing music.

He consciously stayed out of musical circles after college; he

went into the insurance business instead, and proved exception

ally successful at it. Jle composed more as a hobby, pursuing

one radical path after another. Early on, in his almost normal

Symphony no. 2 of 1902, he developed a signature technique

of quoting from American hymns, folk songs, and patriotic

tunes. He further honed that idea in such vivid orchestral works

as Central Park in the Dark and Three Places in NFU! England.

Many of his works, notably the Piano Sonata nO.·2 (called

the Concord), pose complex challenges to performers, but be

hind even the toughest scores is the contagious Yankee spirit

of indivirluality that drove Ives to question every standard rule

and expectation of music. He was about as far ahead of his time

as he could be; the bulk of his groundhrf'aking work was done

by 1911).

Scott Joplin (c. 1868-1917): This African American, Texas born

"King of Ragtime" craved widespread respect from the music

world all his life; he finally received it six decades after his

death. Not that Joplm didn't enjoy popularity in his day; his

first significant piano piece, Maple Leaf Rag, sold more than

1)00,000 copies of sheet music. Rut he dirl not get to realize his

greatest ambitions, especially for his full length opera, Tree

monishn, which wasn't staged until 1972. Today, Joplin is rec-
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ogIlized as an extraordinary fignre in America music who

brought a certain sophistication to tlu- syncopated dance form

known as ragtime. His melodic flair and pianistic skill generated

dozens of rags that were, in their own way, as carefully crafted

and organized as waltzes hy Chopin or Iolk-flavored dances by

Brahrns and Dvorak. Joplin was always concerned with how his

rags were performed; the shf'p.t music often contained a note

reminding musicians I hat it was I1PVl'r right to play ragtime

fast. In addition to rilgs, Joplin wrote elegantly syncopated

waltzes, marches, songs, and t he r-xquisitely subtle, Latin

flavored Solace. An unexpected Jopl in revival starred around

1970, resulting in astonishingly popular recordings of his music

(fueled by their use in i he 1qH hit movie The Sting) and cui

m inat i ng ill <I posth umous Pulitzer Prize' for' him in 1Q76.

Josquin (Desprez) (c. 1440-1521): Born III thp Burgundy area of

France, Josquin Desprez (usually reff'ITf'rl to only hy his first

name) studied in Italy, wherp he sang ill church choirs, includ

ing the pope's. Ry the limp. he returru-d to Burgundy in 1504,

he was already an except ionally arrom plished eoIII poser of

church music; his fame would spread across Ellrope.

.losquin made use of hoth counterpoint and a simpler style

to produce exquisitely crafted, affecting music, with the mean

ing of words always coming through cll'urly. His settings of the

Latin Mass are particularly esteemed, among them Missa pange

lingua- and Missa l'homrne arme, and rf'prl"sent a pinnacle of

Renaissance aural art.

Franz liszt (1811-1886): If the Romantic "Nil had to be defined by.

a single musician, it would surely be ] .iszt -> visually, thanks to

his long, flowing hair and classic profilr-, and artistically, t.hanks
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to unprecedr-nred t aleuts as a composer, pianist, and conductor.

Liszt revf'a(f'd i he ful] potential of t he piano, wh irh was still a

rather new instrument when lIP came along, and look the art

of piano plilying to it.s e1izzying levels of virtuosity. His own

music' formed thf' bulk of his piano reriral programs (he was

thf' first supf'rstar pianist), t hose compositions inrl udr-d sorne of

thp most. Iiendishlv difficult works ever wrn n-n for rhe piano,

n1Il0llg t hr-m ifif' 'l'ranscrndental li;flld('I , Ill' i In mortal izr-d folk

music of his native land in rhr- popular l lurumrian Rhapsodies.

His k,'y board arrangements of other composers' works proved

[ust as sensational with thf> public; whe-n Iif' plaYf>d his tran

sr-ri ption of Bf'Nhovf'n symphonies on rill' piano, audiences

III'VpJ' sf>f'nlf'd to m iss dIP full forces of an orC'ilf>st ra.

Liszt, who df'lighlPd in f'xplorillg novf>l harmonies and mu

siral st rur-t urr-x, also was Inrgf'ly responsible for tltl' svmphonic

form called a "tom- P0f'Hl." The Mephisto l l'nlt: and Les Prel

udes are prime examples, l Ie also c!PlllOIISlratpd t hr- «ffec-t.ivr

ness of thr-mar ic unity, holding long SCOff'S togPlhf'r hv means

of rf'('llfring idr-as, as in his Piano Conr-erro no. 1 ill E flat Major

and Piano Sonata ill B minor Sonata.

WOII\f'n swooned OVE'r J.iszt whenever he was onstngf'; they

swooned h,wkstagf', too he !)f'CaHIP notorious for his high

society affairs (the illegit imatr- daughter from oue of I hose li

aisons took up with Richard Wagnp.r). The c'oll'l)()sf'r eventually

took a !owf>r form of holy orders ill the Cat hol«: Church and

became the Abhf' (ahhot ) Liszt, but.Tu-kilv for him, it vow of

C'f'li barv was 1I0t rf'Cj" ired.

Gustav Mahler (1860-1911): Thr- Austrian-born composf'r famously

said, "My time will r-orne." And it did, Mahler f>lIjoYf'd only

iutermiu ent SIJ('CI'SS with 1111' pnhlic during his dav, bill became
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one of the most performed and recorded composers rIuring the

past forty years. Despite a constant battle with anti -Sernitisrn

(even after, as a condition for hecoming director of the Vienna

Opera, he officially converted to Catholicism), Mahler carved

out a celebrated career as a conductor. This security allowed

him time to compose. Like Bruck ner, Mahler greatly expanded

the length of the traditional symphony; he also stretched Wag

nerian harmony almost to the breaking point.

Mahler said that a symphony "should he like the world; it

should encompass eVP.rything.". He routinely put enormous con ..

trasts into his works, often moving within a single movement

between light and dark, ironic a~d symbolic, ethereal and banal.

The force and mystery of nature figured as a prominent. subject

in his music. especially the First and Sevr-nth symphonies; a

longing for spiritual fulfillment propels the Second find Third.

Mahler not only railed for the enormous orchestral forces,

but used the, instruments m novel ways, such as the double ·bass

solo in the First. Symphony; he also introduced new sounds, such

as cowbells in the Sixth. And Mahler brought voices into the

symphonic picture, as Beethoven had first done. The ultimate

example is his mammoth Eighth Symphony for vocal soloists,

.choruses, and oversize orchestra.

All of Mahler's compositions deal in some WflY with philo

sophical issues; he was forever trying to gf>t. to the truth ahout

art, the human condition, the meaning of death, and God. His

thoughts became particularly profound in Das Lied von der

Erde ("The Song of the Earth") for two singers and orchestra.

Raising weighty issues in music caused mnny people to mis

understand and mistrust him; the sense of sel f-analysis in the

notes (he was one of Sigmund Freud's first' patients) r-an still

make some people uncomfortable. But. Mahlr-r touched a nerve
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with his lIIUSIC, which has been affecting lIIany listeners ever

since.

AltllUUgh his greatt:~l contribution to music was his own corn

flCl~iliollS, durillg his lifetime Mahler was most admired for his

t'lllIductillg. lie still enjoys legendary status for what he

ach ieved 011 the pcduun. He was a wild force; his balletic leaps

and facial contortions wlule conducting made him seem like a

mall possessed. His demand for perfection caused mallY an in·

strurneutalist and singer to despise him, but few could argue

with the effectiveness of his performances. Mahler was respon

sible for oue of the high water marks ill the artistic history of

the Vienna Opera, I ~Yl) I YU7, and simultaneously brought the

Vienna Philharmonic to all acclaimed level. He went on to

conduct several notable seasons at the Metropolitan Opera in

New York and serve as music director of the New York Phil

harmonic.

Felix Mendelssohn (1809-1847): Born with a silver violin in his

muut l), Meudelssulru never had to worry ruuch about finances;

his family ill Hambl1l'g, Germany, was ill the banking business

and had money as well d~ cultured tastes. lie started 10 cOlllpose

by the age of twelve, and at eighteen, had written his first

masterpiece, Cl highly aunospheric overture inspired by Shake

spedre's A Midsummer Nights Dream. Mendelssohn eventually

became a conductor, too, and helped to bring the music of Bach

back into the limelight.

Mendelssohtr's own compositions contmued apace, hitting

peaks of melodic iuspu ation and instrumental colorillg in such

works a~ Symphony 110. 3, called the Scottish, and Symphony

no. 4, called the ltaluui (both reflect the landscapes and feelings

of their namesakes}. 111 his Violin Concerto can be heard the
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very essellce of the early Homantic movement, with it.s mix of

power, sentiment, and playfulness.

Other representat.ive works: Hebrides Overture (also called

Fingal's ('a/'e), the Octet for strings, and t.he graml oratorio

Elijah. Bereft over the premature death of his beloved sister,

Mendelssohn himself died prematurely,

Olivier Messiaen (1908-1992): One of the most original musical

voices of the twentieth century, this French composer, organist,

and teacher sununoued, in essence, a new dimension of time

more to the point, timelessness. Most of Messiaen's works do

not move at normal speed; they unfold in a kind of suspended

animation.

There is u ruch more to the Messiaeu magic t.han that. He

also made use of l ud iau and Oriental harrnon ic lallgui:lges. And

he painsta kingly I rauscribed bird songs, intusi ng their rhythms

and the coloriug of their sounds into lJJany of his scores. Yet

another influence affects virtually everything be wrote-v-an in

tense devotion to Catholicism. Messiaen sought to infuse his

music wit.h a sense of religious dogma and mystery, achieving

an otherworldly sound world.

Among his most representative efforts are (jlwrlelji.Jf' the End

.of Time, a chamber piece written awl first played in the pris:

oner of war calllp where he spent the early part of World War

II; Turungalilasymphonie, a huge canvas of se-usual sound; and

Vingl regards sur l'enfan: Jesus, a transcendental work for piano.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791): 'I'hauks to a clever play by

Peter Schaffer called Amadeus, and the popular Iilru version of

it, many people think of Mozart as a foulruouthed, IJII eo11I.It,

child of a mall with a silly giggle and lots of enemies, including
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a rival colIl(loser who poisoned him. Well, he wasn't poisoned.

And he seems to have known how to behave ill society. He did

enjoy scatological luuuor, however, but that just makes this in

comparable gellius more human.

Born in Salzburg and later based In Vienna, Mozart excelled

in every genre he tried ---opera, symphony, concerto, string

quartet, piano sonata, choral music, and on down the line. Mel

odies came into his head so often and so quickly that he barely

had time to jot thew down. And he enjoyed an incredible fa

cility for developing those melodies, carrying the listener along

on an ear-spinning ride through fascinating harmonic progres

sious to reach uncommon peaks of expressiveness. He packed a

dozen lifetimes intou single span of only thirty-five years.

Mozart started out as a child prodigy on the keyboard, a

talent exploited by his father on European toms. The boy's first

compositions were published when he was seve-n and, by the

time he was a teenager, he moved a leading composer of the

day, Johann Adolf Hasse, to declare: "This boy will cause us all

to be forgotten." (Heard any Hasse lately?)

While under the patronage of the archbishop of Salzburg,

Mozart wrote impressive symphonies, Masses, and concertos, but

lie really blossomed after moving to Vienna, where he lived, as

he would die, beyond his means (to borrow Oscar Wilde's line).

I )uring his last years, Mozart's symphonies revealed new levels

of melodic and dramatic quality, his string quartets achieved a

profundity that humbled even the mighty llaydn, who had per

fected the quartet form; the sophistication of his operas changed

that genre forever.

J list before his death, Mozart was commissioned to write a

Requiem; he didn't complete it, but what he left behind was

affecting music that capped his supremely creative life. Among
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the other works representative of that genius are Symphony no.

40 and 41 (the Jupiter); Piano Concerto no. 18, 19,20, and 21;

Violin Concerto no. 5; the Clarinet Quintet; and the brief, ex-

. quisite, choral work, Ave Verum Corpus.

Modest Mussorgsky (1839-1881): He was the wild man of Russian

music, stubbornly unconventional as a composer and very hard

to get along with as a man. Mussorgsky was hea~ed into a

military career when he met influential composers of the day

and decided to study music. A bad drinking habit he picked up

with other soldiers stayed with him for the test of his life; he

died from alcoholism. But he left behind the most original mu

sic to come out of Russia up to that time. Mussorgsky carved

out his OWll style of harmony, much leaner than the prevailing

Romantic tastes; his chords, and even some of his melodies,

seemed almost crude to listeners. Not that he had much of a

public. Most of his work ended up being published after his

death, and, worse yet, was routinely "revised" by well-meaning

friends who softened the edges and "corrected" the harmonic

weaknesses. (This was especially true of his epic opera Boris

Godunov.)'

In the twentieth 'century, Mussorgsky's intentions were fi

nally, honored, so audiences could appreciate fully the vitality

and freshness of his artistic vision, especially in the orchestral

poem Night (In Bald Mountain and the original piano version

of his descriptive masterpiece, 'Pictures at an Exhibition (more

familiar ill all orchestrated version of it done by Ravel).

Giovanni Pierluigi Palestrina (c. 1525-1594): Palestrina is probably

the only preseventeenth-century composer routinely mentioned

in the same breath as Bach and Mozart. What he achieved was,
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III its W<lY, as grand and <lppealing as t he grpnt Renaissanr-e

cathedrals of his native Italy. Like Josquin, he started out as a

choirboy; he eventually became a member, later director, of the

papal choir. By the 1550s, Palestrina was widely recognized as

an exceptional composer of church music.

According to legend, when the Council of Trent tried t.o curb

complexity in such music and return to a simpler style, Pale

strina responded with his Missa Papae Marcelli. This choral

Mass demonstrated how music could be polyphonic and still be

easily absorbed, carrying its religious message directly to the

faithful. The legend is not true, but this Mass, like virtually

everything Palestrina wrote, really is sublime. lncidentally, on

the side, dlf' romposer ran a VPry successful fur business.

Sergei Prokofiev (1891-1953): They called him the "enfant terrr

ble" of Russian music, and there certainly was some truth to

that. The precocious Prokofiev, who wrote his first piano pieces

at. five, had a rebellions streak. He found himself rather bored

wit.h the conservative principles of such teachers as Rimsky

Korsakov; at his graduation ceremony, Prokofiev shook up the

establishment with a performance of his Piano Concerto no. 1,

which was filled with biting sounds and audacious harmonies.

Prokofiev went on to write more am] more wi Idly colorful,

percussive music that got him charged with bping Cl Modernist,

even though he never really abandoned traditional harmony, as

Schoenberg did. Even when he wasn't. being provocative, as in

the delight.ful Classical Symphony, a twentieth-ce-ntury version

of a Haydn symphony, Prokofiev was t.weaking tradition. He

also held a pronounced gift for Romanticism, which flowered in

his Piano Concerto no. ":) and Romeo and .Iuliet hallet score.

Prokofiev, who had 11'1'.. Russia after thp 1917 revolution, re
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turned in 1933, and he ran into trouble with Soviet aut.horities

over his Modernist tendencies. Despite such patriotic works as

the film score to Alexander Nevsky (later fashioned into a can

tata) and the sti~ring Symphony no. 5, Prokofiev's last years

were spent under a cloud of official disdain. Ironically, he died

a fpw hours before his nemesis, Joseph Stalin.

Sergei Rachmaninoff (1873-1943): He was the last of the Russian

Romantics, maintaining his unabashedly lyrical style well into

the twentieth century, when that made him an anomaly. He

studied piano and composition, winning the admiration of

Tchaikovsky and others. Some of his earliest compositions

proved enormously successful, especially the brooding Prelude

in C-sharp Minor for piano (Rachmaninoff S0011 grew to clesprse

its popularity). But when his Symphony no. 1 had a disastrous

premiere, he went into a severe depression that was conquered

only through hypnosis.

He bounced back wit.h the Piano Concerto no. 2, which re

mains one of the best-loved works in all of classical music,

Concerto no. 3 likewise entered the repertoire forcefully (and

won renewed appreciation after the 1990s hit film Shine). R.al"h

maninoff's inexhaustible snpply of often melancholy melodies

yielded such masterpieces of late-Romantic thought as the Sym

phony no. 2. Toward the end of his life, he revealed a new,

more concise and brilliant style in the Rhapsody on a Theme

ifPaganini for piano ann orchestra and the S.ymphnnir Dances

for orchestra.

Rachmaninoff was also one of the twentieth century's

greatest pianists. He had a huge sound and a formidable tech

nique (aided by very large hands), as well as an aristocratic way
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of phra~ill~. AIthough lu- was Cl sober p....sence onstage, su-rn of

fact', and harely llJOvillg his hody as Iif' played, the public re

spouded e-nt h usiust ir-al lv to h im. A sigllificant amount of his

keyboard artistry is p... ·~(·rvt·d OIl cherished recordings.

Maurice Ravel (1875-1937): J.ike fellow Frenchman Debussy, Ha

vel was great.ly llllprt'~sl'd by tilt· Javanese sounds he heard at

the 1138Y Paris World 1'~\I'0sition. tit: also absorbed lots of Bus

sian influenres, eSI'('ci,t1ly Hil/lsky Korsakov's orchestration.

When lu- added his OWII distinctive ideas to this mix, he pro

duce«! musi« that was striking in its originality and its departure

From conventional harlllollY and structure. This put him at odds

with t he Fn:l1I:h 1lltlSical est ahl isb ment, which was having

enough trouble absorhillg I )ehussy. But Ravel held his course,

wt'aring t.!w labe-l "ult ra Modernist" nonchalantly.

Not really an l nrpn-ssiouist (only a few pieces fit that de

scription nr-atly ), he Wil~ an astute colorist and sound paiuter,

as his String ()llClr1l'l <Jlltl dciZzling piano piece Ga.\pard de la

nuit demonst rate. 11 is I )('IJhnis et ('ft/uc set a new standard for

ult ra Modern music, w it h its luscious harmonic ideas and often

rapturous effects. Wlu-u the Jazz Age dawned, Ravel was all

ears; his Piano COlwerto is wonderfully spiced by jazzy touches.

The cOlllposer also 11,1(1 a gift for barking back to distant

musical times, such as ill Le Tombeau de Couperin, all homage

to the Baroque Frenr.h \'0111 Jloser Frau.ois Couperin. Bolero, all

orr-l iestral showpiece t IICI!. «ontai us one long theme and all IHl .

varie-d dance rhythm, npresenu-d a daring experiment at the

tirru-; it provoked IH'att'd debate, but wowed the general public.

With such works, Hav(·I, Cl very short man, left a sizable mark.
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Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov (1844-1908): Like Mussorgsky, Rimsky

Korsakov first embarked on a military career-in his case, the

Russian navy-but came in contact with an influential com

poser. In short order, Rimsky-Korsakov began composing and,

at twenty-seven, was appointed professor of composition at the

St. Petersburg Conservatory; he was so inexperienced that he

had to study secretly all the time to catch up with his students.

The study paid off, and he was soon using an orchestra like

a painter to apply color after scintillating color. His Capriccio

espagnol is a dazzling view of Spain through Russian eyes;

Scheherezade, an enormous tone poem based on the Arab folk

tale of the Thousand and One Nights, provides a textbook model

on the art of orchestration (it's also one of the most melodious

and entertaining works in the repertoire).

Arnold Schoenberg (1874-1951): The Austrian-born Schoenberg

was the most famous, and reviled, revolutionary in all of music,

changing the entire course of musical thought in the twentieth

century. He was essentially self-taught and revealed individu

ality almost from the start. One of his first works, Transfigured

Night for strings, stirred debate due to its diffuse harmonic

language, a kind of super-stretched version of the Wagner/

Mahler style. A few years later, Schoenberg was provoking near

riots with pieces that stretched conventional boundaries much

further; Pierrot Lunaire, for example, based on surrealist poems,

called for a cross between singing and speaking on the part of

the soloist.

Gradually, Schoenberg crossed over the outer edges of West

ern music altogether and created his twelve-tone technique that

produced a new, atonal language to replace nearly every vestige

of traditional harmony. Music would no longer revolve around
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a specific key. The mathematical ingenuity of the system and

the endless possibi lit.ies for expression attracted a number of

disciples over the years; for several decades in the middle of the

twentieth century, twelve-tone music was virtually the only

sanctioned style at leading music conservatories, evidence of

Schoen berg's impact.

Most audiences rebelled, however, against his carefully con

sidered atonality, which reached an imposing breadth of inven

tiveness in such masterworks as Variations/or Orchestra and the

Violin Concerto. But Schoenberg, who settled in the United

States after fleeing the Nazis, held out hope that his music

would one day be widely popular.

FranzSchubert (1797-1828): Like Mozart, Schubert lived much too

short a life: He died of syphilis at thirty-one. But, also like

Mozart, he produced several lifetimes' worth of indelible music.

Schubert's musical path started as a r-horrbov ill his native Vi

enna; he wrote his first compositions heforp hp was fifteen. He

became greatly interested in writing songs for voice and piano

and produced his first masterpir-r-es ill thp genre hy I he time he

was f'iglJtf~en.

By making the piano part equally important to the voice and

finding telling way~ to convey the sense of the words, Schubert

f'lpvatpd the song form to high art. He eventually produced

more than six hundred lieder. Among the finest are Gretchen

at the Spinning Wheel, Serenade, and The Er! King (which en

ables a single singer to delineate four different characters and

thp piano to evoke the galloping of a horse), as well as two

"song cycles"-J)ie schone Mullerin and Winterreise.

Sch ubert also excelled at writing syrn phonies. The two sur

viving movements of 110. H, the Unfinished, reveal a poetic
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power that prefigures tht~ Romantic movement; no. 9, called

The Great, easily ranks alongside the finest of Beethoven's in

terms of content, SCOpE', and impact.

Schubert's piano sonatas and chamber works likewise reveal

ingenuity of design and effortless melodic invt>ntion: Examples

include String Quartet no. 14, called Death and the Maiden (one

of the movements uses the music of a Sl'flUbert song with that

name); the Trout Quintet for piano and strings (again, the title

refers to a song that provides melodic material), and the String

Quintet.

Robert Schumann (1810-1856): The German f'Omposer managed to

produce some of the most important works of the Romantic era

df>spite repeated bouts of depression; a freakish hand injury that

destroyed any chance for a career as a pianist (he used a con

traption to strengthen his hands and only succeeded in dislo

cating a finger); a protracted, eventually legal, battle over his

att.empt to marry the daughter of his piano teacher; and a suo

icide attempt. (In the PIHJ, hp sur-cumbr-d to mental illness.)

Sohumann's music rr-vealed a passionate streak that found

abundant outlet in his four symphonies. His vocal music as~

cended poetic heights; after Schubert, he was the most. gift.ed

lieder composer (Widmung and the song cycle Dichterliebe il

lustrate this superbly). II is solo' piano music, notably Carnaoal,

is rich in character and technical panache. Although he wasn't.

able to perform as a pianist (his wiff' Clara, an exceptional

keyboard talent, championed his works), Schumann understood

the instrument intuitively and helped widen its scope.

His chamber works are of great. quality, notably' the Quintf't

for Piano and Strings; his Piano Concerto is among t.he noblest

in the repertoire. Schumann helped to found an important. mu-
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sic journal in r;NllIany and was a percepr ive, provocative crrur-,

one of rhe firsl 10 rp('ognizf> in print till' gf>nills of (:hopill and

Brahms.

Dmitri Shostakovich (1906-1975): ] 11 terms of inrr-llectual and mu

sical sophistication, as well as emotional potency. Shosrakovich

ranks vpry near the t.op of classical composPrs ill all of history,

not just the twr-nr iet h. Ill' excelled at conservatorv ill piano ami

corn posit ion; h is gradual ion piece, the pnNget if', f'dpc'l ic Sym

phony no. 1, quickly signa led the arrival of a fresh musical force

in the Soviet l Inion. His Piano Concerto no. 1, with its sur

prising, nearly cor-qual solo part for trumpet. further enhanced

his reputation.

But followillg the premiere of a brutal and hleak oppra, I,arl:r

Macbeth ql/H/sPllsk, which offended Stalin, Shosrnk ovich was

officially rr-hukerl. Ill' made amends, temporarily, with his Sym

phony no. 'l; 1I1P ironic' subtext of the music Wf'111 OVI']' I lu- heads

of the authoru ies. Periodically throughout thr- rest of his Iifr-,

Shostakov ir-h had to worry about Soviet reactions to his work;

when hp ronfrouted Russian anti Sem it isrn in his unsettling

Symphony 110. 17
) (no"i fa,.). gOVprtlllll'lIt officials took Cl par

tir-ularly dim vir-w,

Shostakovich owed a c'l'rlaill dpbt to Mahlr-r, whose expansive

symphonies, with ihr-ir juxtaposition of traw'dy and sardonic

humor, heautv, and banality served as a ['otpnt morlr-l. Thp

Seventh, Eighth, and Tenth symphonies arr- exrr-puonal ex

arnples. Till" H ussian r-omposer's Iifteen st.ring quartets are

among the most important «onrributions 10 that gc'nrp since

Rf'el hoven; or Ilf'r cham he-r works, notably t Ill' Pia 110 Trio no. 2,

Piano Quinn-r. and Vinla ~ollata, also rr-vr-al "is IlH1SIPrY of form

and hrr-adt h of {'(lnlplIl
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Jean Sibelius (1865-1957): Sibelius captured the granitic beauty of

his native Finland in tone poems and symphonies of uncommon

power. One of his earliest rnasterworks, Finlandia, served as a

rallying cry for Finns who wanted to end the Russian domi

nation of their country; Sibelius's emotion- packed Symphony

no. 2 likewise was heard as a patriotic statement, But there was

much more to Sibelius than his nationalism. A natural talent.

who had established himself as a musical force in his twenties,

Sibelius revealed a sturdy command of orchestration and a flair

for developing musical statements out of small components.

His Violin Concerto quickly entered the repertoire, while his

remaining symphonies, especially no. 5, WE're awaited eagerly

by an international audience. Sibelius had the distinction of

being one of the most lionized of composers while he was ac

tually alive to enjoy it, but he st.opped composing after 1925,

.living his last. three decades away from the limelight..

John Philip Sousa (1854-1932): Military bands were marching t.o

music long before Sousa, but they never had so many great.

tunes to play until this Washington, D.e., native came along.

Sousa offered much more than a flair for melody, though; he

earned his nickname "The March King" by taking what had

been a routine musical form and giving it an abundance of

character, inst.rumental coloring, and structural cohesiveness.

Like "The Waltz King," Johann Strauss, Jr., Sousa transformed

a type of music that had previously hf'en utilitarian in nature

and made it worthy of the concert hall. SOllS'l'S hand toured the

world at the turn of the twentieth century, delighting audiences

with such. irresistible pieces as Stars and Stripes Forever, The

Liberty Bell, and The Washington Post Man-h.

Sousa also wrote several opeTf~ttas, whir-h have" attracted fP
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newed intere-st in re-reu t years, aud helped to develop a kind of

tuba still in use by hands everywhere-the sousaphone.

Johann Strauss, Jr. (1825-1899): Like father, like son - only better.

Johann the elder had established himself as the reigning corn

puser of Viennese dance music-waltzes, mostly, along with

polkas and galops--' -aurl was 1I0t particularly keen on cornpeti

t ion from his youngest_ SOIl. SO Johann, J1'., who wrote his first

waltz at the age of six, studied music m secret with the con

certrnaster of his lather's orchestra. After Johann, Sr. deserted

his family, Johann, Jr. was free to pursue a musical career in

the open. He formed all orchestra that rivaled his father's; after

the elder's death, the two ensembles were merged and Johann,

J I'. became the undisputed "Waltz King."

There is much more to a Strauss waltz than good tunes and

a steady beat. There is a dear-cut formal structure --a fairly

slow, sometimes nostalgic, introduction; a series of individual

waltzes (usually five) linked together; then a quick reprise of

parts from all the waltzes and a big finish. Strauss had such an

endless supply of memorable inelodies and such a colorful flair

for orchestration that he accumulated an astonishing stream of

hits, true masterpieces of their kind. Tales from the Vienna

JFoods, The Emperor H'altzes, and The Blue Danube are among

lire best loved.

Richard Strauss (1864-1949): An early bloomer, SIrauss was corn

posing by the time lie was six; at sixteen, he heard some of his

works performed in his hometown of Munich. Like Mahler,

Strauss became a conductor and earued a good Jiving from it,

enabling him to compose ill his spare time. He scored an instant

success with his 101lt~ poem nun Juan when he was just twenty-
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five, reveal iIIg a startling ear for orchestral coloring and a fertile

vein of melody; his embrace of Richard Wagner's ideas about

harmony awl recurring themes caused him to he dubbed ~'Hiclt 0

ard the Second."

Strauss we-nt Oil to make several other ambitious symphonic

poems out of literary works, among them Don (..!Ilixute, Also

Sprach. Zarathustra, and Death and Transfiguration. He aroused

not entirely unwelcome controversy when he dared to make

himself the subject of two eventful orr.hest ra] pieces - . fiill Hel

denleben ("A l lero's Life"] and Symphonia Domestica (which

put his Ianrilv life, iucluding some whoopee with his wife, out

in tile opell for all to hear). Strauss went on to devote much of

his attent.iou to opera, and throughout his long life he also

produced siJperb sougs for voice and piano (or orchestra); the

FOIL,. Last Songs, written just before he died, are particularly

sublime. AllllouglI tainted by his early association with the Nazi

regime, Suauss never lost his reputation as the last of the great

R Olll ant ic coIII posers.

tgor Stravinsky (1882-1971): I f one COIU poser call be named the

greatest of the twentieth century, it would have to be Straviu

sky. Born in Russia, but most active in Paris and then the

United States, Straviusky led a revolution every bit as radical

as Schoenberg's, but one that was far more successful with the

public awl perhaps far more influential (~ll other COlllposers. He

took the essential ingl'ediellts of Western musical tradition-s

harmony, melody, and rhythm-e-aud liberated all of them.

Straviusky's father, a noted opera singer, wanted his SOil to

study law; Stravinsky obliged for a time, but was drawn to

music and eventually studied with Hirnsky Korsak ov. A corn-
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1II1SSlUn from celebrated bal let impresario Sergei I >iaghilev led

to Stravinsky's first masterwork, The Firebird.

Tha t was followed by two more Uiagh ilev ballets in Paris:

Petroushka, with its strong taste of irony and bracing harmonies,

and, in 1913, The Rite ofSpring, which had one of the most

controversial premieres ill music history. The latter turned the

music world on its ear thanks to constant shifts in rhythm and

fiercely biting chords.

Like Picasso, Stravinsky went through several stylistic peri

ods. The brashness of Rite cf Spring and other pieces was fol

lowed by a neoclassical approach, revisiting musical forms and

even the harmonic language of t he Baroque era, filtered

through twentieth-century ears. The Pulcinella ballet and Duni

barton Oaks Concerto Me prime examples. And in such personal

works as Symphony of Psalms for chorus and orchestra, the

cUJllposer revealed yet another side to his musical personality.

Later, Stravinsky explored Schoenberg's twelve-tone method in

surh sI rikillg works as Agon (allot het ballet score). There is

throughout Stravinsky's output an unending inquisitiveness and

assurance of technique. He helped to determ ine the breadt h of

"modern music" in t he twentieth century.

Peterllych Tchaikovsky (1840-1893): The Hussiau boru Tchaikovsky

was a Romantic in every sense, with his heart on his sleeve

and, quite regularly, tears in his eyes. Like i.I few other com

posers, he was pushed by his family into law studies and held

a job for a while with the Ministry of Justice in St. Petersburg.

But he also studied music on the side, and eventually devoted

all of his attention to it. His earliest works, notably the Romeo

and Juliet Fantasy -Overture and Piano Coucerto no. I, aroused
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attention for their explosive passion. Many of his works took a

long time to win over the public and the press, but, once in the

repertoire, nothing could dislodge them.

With his Violin Concerto and Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth sym

phonies, Tchaikovsky reached heights of intensity; his ballet

scores, Sleeping Beauty", Swan Lake, and The Nutcracker, like

wise overflow with melody and prismatic orchestration. He was,

not a musical trailblazer except, perhaps, in his Sixth Sym

phony, which broke away substantially from conventional ex

pectations, And some of his compositions went a bit over the

top in search of crowd-pleasing effects (the 1812 Overture comes

quickly to mind).

But there is a basic honesty and openness about virtually all
of Tchaikovsky's music. He was not always honest with himself,
however; in attempting to conceal his homosexuality, he agreed
to marry a fawning, unstable admirer, who drove him to a
suicide attempt after two months. There was another woman
in Tchaikovsky's life, though-a wealthy patroness who pro
vided much needed financial and emotional support (by corre
spondence) for several years, before suddenly breaking it off. .

Tchaikovsky's death, apparently from cholera, has fueled

much debate, theories of suicide, accidental or coerced, have

abounded. Whatever the circumstances, he died at the peak of

his artistic powers.

Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872-1958): Along WIth Elgar and Britten,

Vaughan Williams was one of England's most gifted composers.

Following his academic studies, he spent a long time collecting

English songs---hundreds of them. He used them in his own

music both directly (the luscious Fantasia on "Greensleeves") or

only by suggestion, making much of his work subtly national

istic in character.
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At his most Romantir-, Vaughan Williams was responsible for

such twentieth-century classics as the Fantasia on a Theme of

Thomas T'allis for strings and The Lark Ascendine for violin

and orchestra. His nine symphonies contain many distinctive

ideas; the reflective Fifth, written in the midst of World War

IJ, makes a particularly haunting impression. Neither starkly

Modern nor unwaveringly Romantic, the music' of Vaughan

Williams uniquely combined echoes of the past with the rech

niques and sensihilities of his own time,

Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741): One of the most prolific' composers of

the Baroque era, Vivaldi started out in a clerical r-areer-e-after

being ordained in 170\ he was nicknamed "Tho Red Priest,"

on account of his hair. He didn't stay active in thc' priesthood

for long, however. An old, probably apocryphal, <;lflry says that

while saying Mass one day in his native Venice, he suddenly

walkod off the altar to jot clown a melodv that had popped into

his head. No question, his heart was not in clpric'al duties.

He sppnt most of his life composing and pmdlll'pd an enor

rnous amount of 1lI11Sic, including about fivr- hundrr-d concertos.

(The joke goes he really just wrote one concerto five hundred

times, but careful listening refutes that easily enough.) He made

a lasting mark with his delectahly desrriptive set of violin con

certos called The Four Seasons.

Other gems are the sparkling Gloria for chorus and orchestra,

originally written for a girls' orphanage in Venice, where he

served as music director, and the (~Ililar (;on('Prlo in D Major

(the slow movement alone rp\'pals Vivalrli's aduurahle gift for

elpgant melody).

Richard Wagner (1813-1883): Although the German horn ('OmpOSN

was immortalized by his ppie 'operas, he left his mark on all
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varieties of classical music. Without him, there would have been

no Bruckner, Mahler, Richard Strauss, or many others. Wagner

vastly enhanced the harmonic language of music, clearing paths

to new ways of molding chords and of extending melody. A

master of orchestration, the purely instrumental music from his

operas is as meaningful and substantive as many other com

posers' symphonies.

The aural universe he chartered with "the Prelude to Tristan

und Isolde essentially changed the course of music history, push

ing Romanticism into a new, more intense realm and effectively

pointing toward the twentieth century-all the more remark

able when you consider it was first heard in lR65. And hIS

development of the leitmotif in opera to provide characters or

ideas with individual themes in his operas was picked up by

other composers for use in nonoperatic ways. The Prelude to

Die Meistersinger, with its spirited interweaving of multiple

themes, likewise influenced many who came after him.

Ellen Taaffe Zwilich (b. 1939): The Florida born Zwilich, who started

her career as a violinist, achieved significant Iirsts-s--the first

woman to receive a doctorate in composition' from New York's

famed Juilliard School of Music; the first woman to receive the

Pulitzer Prize in music (for her Symphony no. 1 of 19R2).

Her music moved gradually from a complex, atonal style to

a more accessible one characterized by tightly organized devel

opment of themes and expressive gestures. Her concise and

arresting Symphony no. 3, written for the New York Philhar

monic's 150th anniversary, and Trio for Violin, Cello, and Piano

exemplify her craft. A Peanuts Gallery, based on characters in

the Charles Schulz comic strip, reveals the composer's lighter,

witty side.



SIX

The Performers

If a tree fall~ I1I iI forest and no oru- lu-urs it, some

folks like III ilrgllt', it. doesn't make a sound. Likewise,

if a composrt ion is not performed, it really doesn't. exist. Music

needs 10 Ill' given lifl' hy singers, iustrruueutal ists, chamber en

sernhles. on-hesuas, and conductors. The history of music is very

mu.h 1.111' h istory of muxirians.

The following list, Illwe again unavoidably subjective, offers

a glimpse into this Il'gioll of classical pr-rforrners, The majority

of those nu-utioned call be heard 011 rerordiugs, allowing us t.o

experit-ur« their talent directly. But you'll also read about sev

eral P\:'Opll~ who pn·("(·d,·d the dawn of recorded sound; their

achievenu-uts were ell'ady as indelrble as those preserved 011

disc, and 1I1t"'se bygolll' figures played a substantial role in de

veloping lasting laslt'~ uud standards ill musical performance.

Some of the art.ists 11I'n' we-re composers, too, but are included

because their greatest l.uue came from their performing careers.

127 •
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Obviously, group music making is a major part of the per

formance scene-from the world's oldest ensemble, the Dresden

Staatskapelle (founded 1548) to the Vienna and New York phil

harmonics (both started in 1842); from the emergence of pro

fessional string quartets in the nineteenth century to the many

first-rate chamber music ensembles of today. But, to avoid over

load, this list is limited to individuals.

Remember, these fifty men and women represent just a small

sample of classical talents, past and present. There's plenty more

where these came from.

Maurice Andre (b. 1933): !VI usic for trumpet rarely took centerstage

before this Frenchman burst on the scene in the 1950s with his

gleaming tone and impeccable technique. He recorded dozens of

trumpet concertos, many of them long neglected, and made a par

ticularly memorable impression in the Baroque repertoire.

Martha Argerich (b. 1941): The Argentinean-born pianist enjoys

something of a cult status due to the incredible virtuosity and

intensity of .her playing, as well as the rarity of her public

performances (the joke is that Argerich is available for a limited

number of cancellations each season). Smce winning the Chopin

Competition in Warsaw m 1965, she has been greatly admired

for her interpretations of the Romantic repertoire, many pre-

served on disc: In recent years, she has avoided solo recitals but

collaborates on occasion with orchestras and inchamber music.

Vladimir Ashkenazy (b. 1937): The Russian-born pianist rose to

prominence after sharing first prize at the Tchaikovsky Com

petition in Moscow in 1962. His combination of technical elan

and keenly poetic instincts made him especially valued in the
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works of Chopin, which he recorded extensively. Since the

19ROs, i\shkenazy has concentrated more on conducting than

piano performance, enjoying a second SI irr-essful career.

Thomas Beecham (1879-1961): One of the most erlgaging podium

talents of the twentieth century, Beecharn was largely self

taught and initially made his name by leading orchestras he

founded with his own money, including the London Philhar

monic and Royal Philharmonic. The Rritish conductor earned

especially high marks for his sunny interpretations of Mozart

and Haydn, as well as for championing the subtly colored music

of Frederick Delius. Beecharn also had an unusual knack for

treating "light" music with the same care anrl respect he ac

corded the rest of the orchestral repertoire. He was equally cel

ebrated for a quick, sometimes ruthless wit. Sample: "You have

between your legs the most sensitive instrument known to

man," he said to a cowering cellist, "and all you can do is SIt

there and scratch it."

Joshua Bell (b. 1967): Born In Bloomington, Indiana, where he

went on to study violin at Indiana University with Josef Gin

gold, one of the most respected pedagogues in the business, Bell

was on the way to an impressive career by the time he entered

his teens. There was from the start something unusually lyrical

about Bell's playing, a sweetness and warmth,' in addition to

refined technical facility, that earned him a large following. In

addition to performing and recording the standard violin rep

ertoire, he gave the world premiere of the Violin Concerto by

important British composer Nicholas Maw in 1993 and was the

soloist in John Corigliano's Academy Award winning film score

for The Red Violin in 1qC/8.
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Leonard Bernstein (1918 1990): Astonishingly gifted as a conduc

tor, composer, pianist, and teacher, Bernstein was an irreplace

able force in the music world. His persoun l charisma and widely

publicized espousal of liberal poltt.ical r-auses helped make him

one of t.he most famous classical musicians in the twentieth

century. He became front page news when he stepped in to

conduct the New York Philharmonic for an ailing Bruno WaIter

in 1943; he went on to become the first /\ merican music director

of that orchestra (1958 (9).

Among his hundreds of vitalitypa-l«..d recordings was the

first complete cycle of Mahler symphouu-s, which helped sig

nificantly to spark greater (and still ollgoing) popularity for that

composer. Bernstein's witty, inventive, and highly informative

series of nationally te-levised Young People's Concerts with the

New York Philharmonic: int.rodll~:f·d more than one generation

to classical music. Bernstr-in cult.ivrur-d a remarkable rapport

with the Vienna Philharmonic as wr-l l, also liberally docu

mented on recordings. Known for his wild leaps OIl the podium

(nicknamed "The Lenny Dance"), Bernsiein's concerts were al

ways events. Although his preference for slow tempos and some·

times extremely emotional phrasing ill his later years did not.

suit all tastes, the results could hp profound.

Bernstein was also one of the most popular American com

posers. He had a particular flair for t.he Broadway idiom; his

scores to On the Town, Candide, and, especially, West Side Story,

contained indelible melodies am! a vibrant, rhythmic spark.

Bernstein's det.ermined efforts as a symphonic writ.er produced

uneven, but almost always engnging, works; his Mass, a "theater

piece" for eclectic vocal and instrulll.clllal forces, reflects the

composer's continual striving for answe-rs t.o questions of life,

faith, and peace.
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Hansvon Bulow (1830 -1R(4): This great (;prrnan pianist and con

ducror had perhaps the 1001gpst ruuning rendezvous with mu

sical dest inv of anyolle. /\s a conductor, Bulow led the first

porforrunnr-es of Wagnpr's operas Tristan und Isolde and Die

f\/pilfeningp", and dirln' evpn ser-m terribly npsf't that his wife,

i he illpgitilllate daughlpr of Franz Liszr, was slf>f>ping with

Wagner at the rune. Bulow also rhampiouod thp works of

Brahrns from the podium.

As a pianist, hp made history hy premiering Tohaikovsky's

Piano Concerto no, I in Hosron in 1875, helping to establish. the

r-onr-erto ill thp repertoire. lie didn't make lifp pasy for the

musicians hI' ('olldlll'tpcl; his orchestra at Mr-iningen in (;f'Tmany

had to plav from memory stallding Ill', And Bnlow wasn't all

that friendly to his listr-nr-rs: hp was known to ('astig,lt.p audi

ences if he thollght thf'Y wr-re lIlish(·havillg, a I'ral'lif'f' that

wonld kppp him Vf'ry husy ill ('onCf'rt halls today,

Pablo Casals (lH7f> 197"»: Thp Spanish horn virtuoso was his

tory's first cr-llo snpprstar. By lRc)c), his reput at iou for flawless

tPC'hniqllp and unr-nmmnnlv r-omrnuuir-arivr- phrasing was

firmly pSlahlish('(1. Ill' lH'f'allll' parr irularlv noted for popular

izing till' uuarr-ompanied ('pllo suites of B'll'h, works previouslv

appreciated primarily by ronnoissr-urs.

The depth of fppling in his C'pllo-playing was matched by an

intense ('OTlllllillllpnt to pf'a(~e ill thp world. /\11 outspoken op

ponpnt of fascism, which drove him from his nat ive country,

Casals was one of tllP most \ovpd ann adm irr-d m usirians of rhr

twent ieth ('PlIlllry.

Van Cliburn (h. )9'14): It may SPPTn like ancient history \IOW, but

the Coin War d1ll'ing thp I C)1)()s was an px(·ppdi\Jgly real, often
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tense time. The competition between the Soviet Union and

United States took an unexpected turn when a tall, boyish,

charming, Texan pianist became the first American to win the

1958 Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow, demonstrating a

thunderous tone and sweeping, romantic style.

Cliburn returned home a national hero, treated to a ticker

. tape parade down Broadway, and embarked. on a busy round. of

concert.izing and recording. Although the pianist's enormous po

tential was never fully realized (his career was essentially over

by the 1970s), he dearly left his mark on music. In 1962, he

founded one of the world's leading events for budding pianists,

the Van Clihurn Competition in Texas.

Jacqueline Du Pre (194')-1987): This British cellist enjoyed a short

but sensational, career, winning intense appreciation from au

diences for her large tone, sterling technique, and unabashedly

emotional playing style. Her interpretation of Elgar's Cello Con

certo was especially acclaimed. In 1972, after little more than

a decade of performing, Du Pre was forced to retire after being

diagnosed with multiple sclerosis. Her r-omplicated and painful

private life became the subject of a controversial film in 1998,

Hilary and Jar-he.

Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (b. 1925): This German haritone came to

represent the epitome of a lieder singer in the twentieth cen

tury. H is repertoire of well over one thousand art songs, pri

marily of the German repertoire, was amply preserved on

recordings (including nearly all of Schuhert's lieder). His recitals

were known to sell out in a matter of hours and became an

almost spiritual experience for listeners.

With his resonant. voice and attentiveness to the many nil
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auces of words and melodies, Fischer-Dieskau communicated

the innermost beauty of lieder as few vocal artists could. He

also excelled in opera, and Benjamin Britten wrote the baritone

part in the H'ar Requiem of 1Y62 expressly for him. After re

tiriug from siuging, Fischer Dieskau concentrated (1) teaching

and occasional conducting.

Wilhelm Furtwangler (1 KKb·· t Y54): One of the most ills pi red and

inspiring, not to meiu ion controversial, conductors of the twen

tieth century, Furtwangler represented an intensely personal

style of interpreting music that has gone largely out of fashiou

today. That style, with its roots in nineteenth century Roman

ticism, yielded performances quite unlike auyone else's. Furt

wangler's Beethoven and Brahms were epic dramas on a scale

with Wagller operas, which he also conducted with hypnotic

intensity and breadth of feeling.

But his decision to remain in Nazi Germany as conductor of

the famed Berlin Phi lharrnonic cost him dearly in international

stature. Despite beillg cleared by a de- Nazification tribunal after

the war, Furtwangler faced considerable hostility ill some cor

ners. Not even Jewish violiuist Yehud i Menuhiri's spirited de

Iense of him could e ut i rely overcome the sugrna. His recordings,

however, have COllie III be highly prized by collectors, valued

for their individuality, expressive heat, and upliftillg spiritual

ity.

James Galway (b. t Y3Y): The second su persl a r Ilutist, d Iter Ram

pal, this Irislunan played for six years iu the Berlin Philhar

monic before launching an extraordinarily successful solo career

in 1975. His technical facility, warm phrasing, and irresistible,

impish charm combined to make him a favorite with audiences
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and a heslSelling recording artist. Several I;olllposers wrote

works for him, among the;n is John Corigliano's Pied Piper

Fantasy,

John Eliot Gardiner (b. 1~43): The British conductor has long been

at the forefront. of the historical authenticity movement- the

effort. to re-create not just the sounds, but the style, of music

making Irorn the. seventeenth, eighteent.h, awl nineteenth cen

turies. (Two other British conductors, Christopher 1I0gwood and

Roger Norriugtou, have also earned distinction in this field.)

Gardiner's combination of scholarship and musical vitality have

made his performances of Bach and Beethoven particularly ef

fective and revela tory.

Louis Moreau Gottschalk ( IK~9 1I'3ti9): Perllaps t1H: hrst Arnericau

musician 1.0 impre-ss Europeans, tile New (>r!l'illls··-!Jorll pianist

won fa vorable eoIII parisous wi th Chopiu w Iien he debuted in

Paris at the age of fiIteen. Gottschalk wasn't allowed into the

Paris Conservatoire 1.0 study, because of anti-American bias, but

tlia t didu't slow down his career. His triurn pliant concerts fea

tured lots uf his OWll piano compositions, which captured the

flavor of American folk music and, especially, Latin American

influences.

He returned to his native country In the early 1Hi)Os and

became its first keyboard star; at the peak of his fame, he trav

eled nearly one hundred thousand miles by train to give more

than one thousand performances v- in only three years. Accused

of improper coud '~Cl with a youug lady ill 1865, Gottschalk

hightailed it for South America, where he died.

Glenn Gould (Ej3~ 19H2): The Canadian pianist was, ill just about

every sense, a gt:uius. lIe challenged conventionality in music
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by means of all intensely inquisitive mind and a downright

quirky personality. Even the way he sat at the piano was un

usual, very low and hunched over. He had a habit of singing

alollg noisily as he played. But nothing really distracted from

t.he seriousness aud inventiveness of his playing.

Gould became famed for his Bach performances, finding a

particularly startling level of virtuosity and beauty of phrasing

ill the Goldberg Variations. [11 1964, he abandoned live perfor

mance in Iavor of painstaking work in the recording studio. His

withdrawal from the public spotlight fueled his cult status,

which cont iuues t.o this day.

Jascha Heifetz (1901-19H7): Even folks who wouldn't 11e caught

dead at a violin recital know the name lleifetz. It is synonymous

with technical prowess, flawless intonation, penetrating tone,

and thoughtfu I interpretation. The Russia n -born, naturalized
American fiddler started as a child prodigy and developed into

Cl conimauding artist with a patrician aura.

His poker- faced manner onstage and his preference for a lit

eral, rather than deeply personal, approach to a score did not

impress everyone equally, but the effortless virtuosity and keen

intelligence of a Heifetz performance set standards against

which all violinists are measured. His chamber music activity

was also treasured; he appeared frequently with celebrated eel

lists Ernanuel Feuermann and Gregor Piatigorsky and pianist

Arthur Rubinstein. lleifetz's mallY recordings provide a lasting

testament to his achievements.

JosefHofmann (IK76 -1957): At the age of eleven, this Polish born

pianist made his American debut with a concert at the Metro

politan Opera House and became an overnight sensation. He
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proceeded 1.0 play so Illany concerts that the Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Children intervened, He reemerged as

Cl soloist when he was eighteen and became a fixture on the

concert circuit, praised for his faithfulness to the printed score

(something of a novelty at the turn of the twentieth century)

and his ability to summon the most delicate or most explosive

sounds possible from the keyboard. He later became director of

the Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia, one of the more

fertile conser~atories in the country.

Vladimir Horowitz (1903--1989): This spectacularly gifted Russian

born, naturahzed-American pianist represented for many the

epitome of keyboard virtuosity. He could summon a thunderous,

yet wel l-coutrolled sound from. the keyboard and fly through

complicated passages with breathtaking ease. His fame seemed to

grow even larger during periodic retirements, for a variety of per

sonal reasons, from the concert stage; the longest absence, twelve

years, ended with a sensational, now legendary reemergence at

Caruegie Hall in 19b5.

In 1986, be returned to his native R.ussia, where he played

a recital telecast worldwide. In the super-Romantic repertoire

of Liszt and Rachmaninoff,· Horowitzwas without equal; in

addition to spectacular pianistic fireworks, he could also produce

positively delicate, poetic sounds, as in his endearing account of

Schumanu's Traurnerei, which he often played as an encore. An

extensive discography preserves the Horowitz magic.

Joseph Joachim (1/;31-1907): One of the most hist~rically signif

icant violinists, the Hungarian-born Joachim was more than a

virtuoso, he was an inspiration. He established Beethoven's Vi

olin Concerto firmly in the repertoire (the work had not been
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widely appreciated before); hp premiered the Violin Concerto

hy Brahrns, who wrote much of his violin music with Joachim's

playing in mind.
His technical poise and, above all, ability to phrase a melodic

line with the finesse and warmth of a great singer endeared

him to public and critics alike. The violinist also had a signif

icant impact on chamber music as leader of the Joachim Quar

tet, which was renowned for its cohesiveness and incisiveness.

Herbert von Karajan (190R-19R9): The most recorded conductor in

history, the Austrian-bern Karajan began his career just about

the time Hitler was rising to power and joined the Nazi Party

to further his advancement. Karajan successfully overcame any

stigmas after the war and, following Wilhelm Furtwangler's

death, took over the Berlin Philharmonic in 191')1. As "conductor

for life," he polished it int.o the world's most technically pro

ficient orchestra. Karajan's interpretations could ber-ome too
obsessed with perfection but, at his hest, hI" achieved a cornbi

nation of brilliance and depth.

Evgeny Kissin (b. 1971): Recordings made when the Russian

born pianist was a child prodigy began circulating in the early

1980s, signaling the arrival of an unusually promising artist

who already had musically mature ideas and a super-virtuoso

technique. Kissin's spectacular Carnegie Hall debut in 1990 con

firmed that he was a major new star. f lis performances and

recordings continue to earn widespread praise.

Fritz Kreisler (lR7,,)-1962): The Austrian violinist hf'/'lIme a house

hold name thanks to dIP invention of thr- gralllophone; his re

cordings were among the most popular released ill dIP days of

Victrolas and easily breakable 78 rpm records,
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In addition to offering eloquent interpretations of Beethoven,

Elgar (who wrote his Violin Concerto for him), and many oth

ers, Kreisler had ~ knack for composing short, charming, evoc

ative, violin pieces, which were featured in his recitals and still

attract violinists. (Kreisler pretended that some of these pieces

were written by eighteenth century composers, and fooled quite

a few people before coming clean.) The stylish cadenzas he

wrote for t.he Beethoven and Brahms concertos continue to be

favored hy many fiddlers to this day.

Wanda Landowska (11'79-19'19): She started out as a pianist, hut

by 1912 had developed a fascination with the harpsichord, an

instrument then largely confined to museums. The Polish born

virtuoso almost singlehandedly revived rnterest in' the harpsi ..

chord ann the music written for it, especially by Bach. In

addition, she commissioned new works from some of the lead

ing composers of her day.

Her recitals took on the air of religious services as she corn

muned with Bach, instead of merely playing the notes. T.an

dowska established a center for the study of early music and

became a much sought-after t.eacher. Although later scholarship

would question her approach to Baroque music (she took many

personal liberties with a score), the vibrant nature and technical

elan of her playing'-preservedon recordings-remain in

tensely appealing.

VD-VD Ma (b. 1955): Born in Paris of Chinese parent.s, this richly

talented cellist gave his first recital at SlX and made his New

York. Philharmonic debut. at. twelve, with Bernstein conducting.

His emotive playing style and effortless technical command

have endeared him to audiences eVPT since. Ma is equally at
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home ill solo, ('011('('1"10, dllll chamber repertoire from all time

lll'riods, Ilis inquisitive-ne-ss has take-n him in many unusual

din>clions, illdudillg FIZZ, folk"alld World music,

Yehudi Menuhin (I Y I b I !lql): A r-h i1d prodigy whose precocious

abilities had critics SITdlllhlillg for supc-rlauves, the American

born vinliuist made th,' transition to mature artist smoothly,

maintaining his techu nal aplomb ami innate sense of interpre

tive eloquence. I lis n·,ordillgs of Elgdr's Violin Concerto (while

still cl teenager, with lilt· c:<>lnposcr (,ollllllCting)and Beethoven's

Violin Concerto (with WilhelIll Furt waugler conducting) have

enjoyed widespread adm iration Ior t.lu-ir insiglu,

His e-x peri ment ation wit hind ian 1I111Sic, colla borating with

sitar virtuoso Ravi Slr,\nkar, was typical of the violinist's

breadth. Arul, like Pohlo Casab, Meuuhin became as revered

for his humanitarian ('OII('ITIlS as for his musicianship,

Dimitri Mitropoulos (IH9ti 1<)60): This (;n·(~k,American conductor

was one of tile I/lOsl irilc,'!'l'sting personalities to be found on a

podium frOIH the 1'J'iO:-. uut il his sad death of a heart attack

while re-hearsing <JUstd\' Mah ler's Symphony no. :) ill Milan.

Mirropoulos wa~ one of lile few conductors to champion Malt

ler's music before it 1H'('dllle widely pOJlular; his interpretations

of that cOtllJloser and m.ury ot ln-rs were notable for their erno

tional funT and ind ivid ual ist ic phl'a~illg. M i tropoulos served

with distilldioll as music director of thl:' Minneapolis Symphony

and, la 11:'1', the New YIIrk Ph j lharrnoni«.

David Oistrakh (l~UH )1)7,)): Ollt'll r'.1llkt·d alongside Heifetz in

terms of flawless techllique and abundant musicality, the

Hussiau horn viuliuist ('itllH: to attention ill 1937 after winning
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an international competition in Belgium. Back 111 the Soviet

Union, he won the public's admiration and affection by playing

concerts in Leningrad dunng the dark days under siege of

German forces during World War Il. Several leading composers

wrote works for Oistrakh, including Shostakovich and Prokofiev.

Ignaz Paderewski (1860-1941): This Polish piano virtuoso had

roughly the same effect on women that Ricky Martin had at

the turn of the twenty first century; Paderewski was nearly

done in by a mob of adoring ladies after a Carnegie Hall recital

in 1902. With a marvelous shock of reddish blond hair adding

drama to his appearance, Paderewski was a publicist's dream.

His earnings were, for their time, astronomical.

He made many ~ecordings, which do not necessarily explain

what all the fuss was about. He did not have a flawless t.echnique,

and he took extensive liberties with music-changing rhythms

freely, for example--that bothered some listeners in his day, and

some listeners since. But there was nonetheless an aristocratic

quality to his pianism that still comes through effectively on

those old records. Paderewski enjoyed a second career in govern

ment, serving for a time as premier of the newly indepen

dent state of Poland after World War I and president of its

parliament-in-exile during the first year of World War n.

Niccolo Paganini (1782-1840): Just as Liszt expanded the expres·

sive and technical horizons of the piano, Paganini changed for

ever the very nature of violin playing; every fiddler who came

after him was, in one way or another, influenced by what Pa

ganini composed for the instrument and how he played it. The

public simply worshipped him.
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His facility was so astonishing, seemingly superhuman, that

some folks honestly believed he had sold his soul to the devil

in exchange for superior virtuosity. (It didn't help that Paganini

looked rather vampirelike·-a tall, very slender physique, long,

black hair, and, following a jaw hone operation, a sunken face.)

He introduced an unprecedented level of showmanship into the

classical music world, but he was also a solid musician, capable

of remarkably tender expressiveness.

Murray Perahia (b. 1947): Since the 1970s, this native New Yorker

has won intense admiration for his unusually refined piano art

istry. Early on, Perahia revealed an intuitive appreciation for

the subtlest elements of form and content in the works of Mo

zart; his recordings of that composer's piano concertos as soloist

and conductor of the English Chamber Orchestra enjoy honored

status. Although not a super virtuoso in the mold of Horowitz

(one of his mentors), Perahia has a disarming command of the

keyboard that allows him to focus squarely on musical values.

In addition to Mozart, his playing of Bach, Chopin, and Men

delssohn is particularly impressive.

Itzhak Perlman (b. 194'5): The Israeli-bern violinist overcame a

severe handicap (he lost the use of his legs from polio when he

was four) to enjoy one of the most successful music careers of

the last forty years. He became particularly admired for his

golden tone; thoughtful, openhearted interpretations of the Ro

mantic repertoire; and a nonchalant control of even the most

fiendishly difficult violin showpieces. Perlrnan developed a

large, devoted following with the puhlic, which takes delight

not only in his fidrlling, but the humor that is likely to surface,

especially in recitals.
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Jean-Pierre Rampal (192~ ·2()O()): The first superstar flutist, the

French-born Rampal became widely c'l'lebrated for t.he purity

of his tone and the elpgance of his phrusing, especially in the

music of Bach and other Baroque CO III posers. Rampal also won

many nonclassical fans with his recorrlings of crossover pieces

by jazz man Claude Boiling.

SviatoslavRichter(1911)-1997): The Russian-born Richter, one of

the twentieth century's most compelling pianists, was initially

interested in painting, which remained a lifelong avocation. He

was basically a self taught pianist until beginning formal stud

ies at the unusually advanced age or twenty one. He had a

sterling, effortless technique and a Jlf'netrating musical mind,

which made him an authoritative pr-rforrner of Beethoven,
Schubert, Liszt, and Prokofiev. An enigmatic man, he disliked

making studio recordings and often gaV(~ recitals in small towns

with hardly any fanfare.

Mstislav Rostropovich (b. 1(27): III addition to being one of the

greatest cellists of the twentieth century, this Russian born mu-

_ sician earned international respf'ct for his ardent support of dis

sidents in the former Soviet Union, which stripped him and his

wife, noted soprano Galina Vishnevsk aya, of their Soviet citi

zenship.

Rostropovich's unusually large; pelll'lraling tone awl heartfelt

phrasing have made him a favorite interpreter of works by

Haydn, pvofak, and Tchaikovsky. Many twentieth century

composers wrote works for him, incllldlllg Prokofiev, Shosta

kovich, and Brit.ten. Rostropovich has also enjoyed a career as

a conductor; he was music director of t.hp National Symphony
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Orchestra in Wi\shillgton, l U ;., for sevenrr-en yp,us and has

gllt'st cond Ilctpd most of the world's leadi ng plISpTll hips.

Anton Rubinstein (lR2Cl PN4): This Russian pianist is said to hp

the first to make a fort line from concert Iees; he toured Europe

and America extensively. Significantly, Ruhinstein was famous

for making m istakes in performance; he was clearly not obsessed

with technical perfection. What made him a star was the poetic

weight in his playing, the stunning tone hp could gN out of an

instrument, and i ho sense of sporJl;:lIlpouS musir-al combustion.

Ruhinsrein also grpatly influenced till' next gpnPrfltion of Rus

sian rn IIS!f'JaIlS.

Arthur Rubinstein (I RR7 19R2): For much of till' nineteenth cen

tury, thp name Rubiustein meant superlative piano playing; it

did ill till' twentieth, too. TIIf' f'arlj('f Hubinstr-in (no relation)

was Hussmn, the latter Polish. This Ruhillstt·in, who eventual ly

hor-ame all Arnr-r ir-an cirizpll, was onr- of thr- most famous mu

sicians - and pr-rsoualit ir-s m history. r Jp also W<lS ono of the

most Iovr-d.

To many liste-ners, Huhinsteill was the Chopin interpreter.

J le recorded nearly all of Chopin's works, wallY of the-m more

than 0I11't'; his approach to this music was supremely elegant,

unfussy, never exaggt>ratpd, and virt uosir without hf'illg showy,

III addition to his extr-usive recorded Ipgacy, inrluding Spanish

and French repertoire, thp pianist Ipft two volumes of disarming

<llltohiogra "hy.

Pablo de Sarasate (IfH+ 1(08): One of the most admired violinists

of his rime, till' Spanish horn Sarasate demoust raied consum-
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mate technical elan and a tone of uncommon sweetness. No

wonder several leading composers wrote concertos especially for

him, including SaintSaens, Eduard Lalo (the colorful 8ym.

phonie espagnole}, and Max Bruch (the soaring Scottish Fan

tasy). Sarasate also composed one of the most deliciously

schmaltzy pieces in the violin repertoire, Zigeunenoeisen

("~ypsy Airs").

Artur Schnabel (1882 ·\<)51): This Austrian horn pianist, who

eventually became all American citizen, was, for many pf'ople

and for a long time, synonymous with the name Beethoven. In

the 1930s, he became the first t.o record dIp. complete Beethoven

piano sonatas, recordings that remain benchmarks of stylistic

authority. Although not a technically perfect pianist, Schnabel's

insight and communicative skill made him one of the most

revered musicians of his time. His performances of Mozart and

Schubert were as prized as those of Beethoven.

Clara Schumann (HH<)-IR9o): Wife of eminent German composer

Robert. Schumann, Clara ,:",as one of. the first. women to enjoy

a successful career as a pianist, at a time when music was very

much a man's world. She began as a child prodigy and matured

into a notable artist. Clara gave the premiere of her husband's

Piano Concerto and, after his death in lR56, championed his

music in concerts. She was also renowned for her interpretations
. . . '

of music by Chopin and Brahms (she a11I1 Brahrns maintained

a lifelong, possibly int.imat.e, friendship).

Andres Segovia (1R93-1987): The acoustic guitar--like its pre

decessor, the lute-s-has had a connection to classical music for

centuries (Vivaldi and Paganmi were among the noted corn
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!l01>crs who wrote for t lie instrument). But it was Segovia who

brought it Irorn the suleliues into the spotlight.

The Spanish virtuoso revealed the guitar's innate sensuous

uess, while demonstrating a technique that made him as im

pressive as the leading piano or violin stars. In addition to

transcribing a lot of music (especially by Bach) originally writ

ten for other instruments, Segovia inspired many composers to

create works for him, adding immeasurably to the guitar rep

ertoire.

Robert Shaw (I ~ 16 19~~): Tile name of this Californian couduc

tor is synollymous with great choral singing_ Although Shaw

enjoyed ahuuda ut success as an orchestral conductor --he served

as associa le conductor of the Cleveland Orchestra and music

director of the At lant» Symphony Orchestra during his long,

distinguished career he was best known for his work with

choruses. The Robert Shaw Chorale, which he Iuunde-d in 1948

and directed for twenty seasons, set the standard for technical

excellence and expressive potency. Shaw worked the same

magic with any choral group he directed. Many recurdings at

test to his rare talent.

Leonard Slatkin (b. 19++); Like Michael Tilsou Thoruas, who was

boru the same year awl in the same city (Los Angeles), Slatkin

has become one of America's best and brightest conductors. For

seventeen years, he was music director of the St. Louis Sym

phony Orchestra, helpillg to turn a regiolldl ensemble into one

of interuational stature. Slat kin's opellness to contemporary

composers was a siguifican; part of that tenure, as it has been

since he moved <HI ill IY96 to become music director of the

National Symphony Orchestra of Washington, D.e. In addition
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to that posit.iou, the articulate, i nqu isitive Slatkiu was named

music director of the BBC Symphony Orchestra in 1~9~.

Georg Solti (191 ~-191)7): Another exceptionally well recorded

conductor, the Hungarian-born Solti achieved his highest fame

as longtime music director of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra,

1969-1991. His dynamic leadership proved a superb match fur

that already distinguished ensemble and helped ~ring the Chi

cagoans even greater admiration. Equally compelling as all

opera conductor, Sol ti generated perforrnauces of sym phonic

music notable for their technical precision and burnished sound,

with particular emphasis on the brass.

Isaac S~ern (1920--lWO 1): Born in Ukraine, Stern came to the

United States ill his first year. He was studying violin at eight

and made his orchestral debut at eleven. By seventeen, he had

made his New York recital debut. and launched one of the most

distinguished careers ill American music, admrred for his warm

violin tone and wide rallging musical tastes (he premiered nu

rnerous twentieth century works). His hands appeared in the

classic 1946 Joau Crawford film Humoresque, doing all the vi

olin playing for John Garfield. In the 1960s, Stem was instru

mental in savillg Carllegie Hall from the wrecking ball and in

creating the National Endowment for the Arts.

Leopold Stokowski (JtltI~ 1977): Une <A' the most fatuous conduc

tors of the twentieth century, thanks in 110 small measure to all

appearance on the silver screen with Mickey Mouse, Stokowski

combined showmanship and an inquisitive musical mind,

Britishboru and later an American citizen, the conductor led
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the Pbiladelphia Orchestra for two decades and developed the

trademark lushness of its ~tring tone--forever known as the

"Philadelphia Sound."

He conducted the first II.S. performances of such daunting

challenges as Mahler's Symphony no. 8 and Schoenberg's Gur

relieder, and intrepidly introduced decidedly Modern sounds to

a decidedly conservative public. Stokowski's own richly Homau

tic, prismatic orchestral arrangements of music by Bach raised

eyebrows at the time, but remain irresistible to many.

He was the first conductor to be treated very much like a

movie star, even before he participated in Wait Disney's ani

mated classic Fantasia in 1940 (he was famously linked roman

tically to Greta Garbo for a time). His long career also included

the music directorship of the Houston Symphony and the

founding of the American Symphony Orchestra (with that en

semble, he led the first performance of Charles Ives's enor

mously complex Symphony no. 4-at the age of eighty-three).

George Szell (ItlY7 1Y70): Tile IIungarian bum conductor

achieved lasting fame as music director of the Cleveland Or

chestra from 1946 until his death. On the podium, he was both

authoritative and authoritarian; he drove his ensemble very

hard, propelling it to the top echelon of orchestras, not just in

the United States, but in the world. The strict discipline was

complemented by a keen, musical mind and total immersion

into the smallest details uf a score. Szell's insights into the cure

Austrian and German repertoire have always been particularly

cherished. Numerous recordings attest to the dynamic results

the conductor achieved with the Clevelanders during his long

tenure,
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Yuri Temirkanov (b. 1931;): Since his 1968 victory in a conducting

competition ill his native Russia (then the Soviet Union), TeO!·

irkanov has enjoyed a reputation for a galvanizing approach to

music that stresses emotional intensity and technical polish. He

served as conductor of the Leningrad Symphony Orchestra, the

Kirov Opera and Ballet, and then the Leningrad Philharmonic

(now called the St. Petersburg Philharmonic). In addition to

working with Russian organizations, he has served as principal

guest cond uctor of the Hoyal Philharmonic in London and be

came music director of the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra in

~WOO.

Michael Tilson Thomas (b. 1944): One of the most prodigiously
gifted Arrrerican rnusiciaus since Bernstein, Tilson Thomas be

came the Boston Symphony Orchestra's youngest assistant con

ductor (at twenty-four) and went on to lead the Buffalo

Philharmonic, London Symphony Orchestra, and, starting in

1995, the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra. He also founded

the New World Symphony in Miami Beach, "America's Or

chestral Academy," an intensive training ensemble for under..

thirty, postgraduate musicians; many of them have gone on to

become members of orchestras throughout the world.

Tilson Thomas, a strong advocate of new music, has made

waves with an "American Mavericks" festival in San Francisco

that has included such innovations as collaborations between

his orchestra and members of the legendary rock band the

Grateful Dead.

ArturoToscanini(1867-1957): The ltah~lI born Toscaniui, the firs't

universally recognized conductor of the twentieth century, was

treated with a rare kind of reverence that wouldn't come close
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to being matched until the mature years of Leonard Bernstein,

Toscanini started out as a cellist hut, during a legendary per

formance of Verdi's Aida in Brazil in lR8fl, took over the baton

from a conductor who apparently walked off 'he job shortly

after the opera started. Toscanini finishe~1 the performance, con

ducting from memory. His career was on its way. III addition

to heralded work in opE"ra houses, Toscanini enjoyed a fruitful

tenure at the helm of the New York Philharmonic and then as

conductor of the NBC Symphony Orchestra, sper-ifirally created

for him and made renowned by regular radio broadcasts.

Toscanini was a megawatt force on thp podium; the electric

ity and tautness of his music making became lE"gendary. He

espoused devotion to the printed score, and his avoidance of

exaggerations in phrasing represented a drama I if' contrast to

several of his contemporaries and served as a model for many

conductors who came after him. The notorious Toscanini tern
per and ego did nothing to dampen the respect ar-r-orded him

by musicians. The conductor's recordings, still readily available,

contain dated sound, bill timeless lessons in till' art of vivid

music making.





SEVEN

The Music

Th t.re '1> 110 ~'lC'h lhillg as a short list of the greatesl

classical music. Each t'rCl has produced all euorrnous

qll<llllity of scores tlIat call unlu-sitat ingly be called master

piecl:'s. That's one rr-asou c-lassical music is really a lifelong

study' - aud a li felollg n-ward.

Still, it's possible to /.1'1'0 ill 011 works that, Ior a variety of

reasons, occupy the Iliglll'st plau-au or classical music. Like t he

most reve-red examples of architecture or painting over the cen

iuries, such works huv« never lost their potency: their ability to

engage, enl ighten, awl r-urich.

Here's a very select ive, subjective list of fifty five towering

eo III posi tious, arranged ,d phnberically by title (the date given

with each work rd'IPl'I's tlIe year it was composed, not neces

sarily first performed or 1IlIIJIished). II' some of the terms men ..

tioned ill the entries dOll't quite register, please refer to the

151 •
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Classical Music Deconstructed and The Language of Classical

Music chapters for clarification.

The creative efforts represented in this list help to define the

very essence of classical music and will amply repay the curi

osity of any listener.

Appalachian Spring, Aaron Copland (1944): Leaving behind his dis

sonant style of the early 1920s, Copland de~eloped a simpler,

more melodic style, rooted in folk music that was regarded as

quintessentially American. A prime demonstration is this score

he wrote for a ballet by Martha Graham called Appalachian

Spring, which has become particularly cherished for its charm,

. honest sentiments, and enveloping warmth.

The plot of the ballet involves pioneer newlyweds on a farm

in Pennsylvania, contemplating life together, being visited by

neighbors and a traveling preacher, finally settling down alone

in their home, content and ready to face whatever comes. Al

though the complete, original score for thirteen instruments has

much to recommend it, especially in terms of transparent tex-.

tures, the suite for full orchestra that Copland subsequently

fashioned is more commonly heard. The suite, which includes

all the main musical highlights of the ballet, including the

famous introduction of the old Shaker hymn Simple Gifts, finds

Copland at his most heartfelt and ingratiating.

Carnaval, op. 9, Robert Schumann (1835): Schumann, who helped

to unleash the piano's expressive and coloristic potential, used

the keyboard as a kind of psychiatrist's couch, confiding into

the instrument his innermost thoughts. Destined for an insane

asylum, where he died, Schumann supposedly had a split per

sonality, which he himself characterized as the outgoing "Flo-
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restan" and the introspective "Eusebius." Those two r-haracters

were reflected in many of Schumann's compositions, nowhere

more vividly than in Carnaval.

The work consists of nearly two dozen short. pieces, all tied

together by four notes. Those notes, in German musical nota

tion, spell out ASCH; Ernestine von Fricken, Schumann's girl

friend at the time, came from the town of Asch in Germany.

The mileage Schumann gets out of those four notes is quite

amazing. Each piece in Carnaual has a title. There's one for

Ernestine ("Estrella"), and another for Clara Weick ("Clarina"),

a teenager who would eventually become Schumann's wife;

there's one for Florestan, another for Eusebius; one piece cap

tures Schumanri's admiration for Chopin, another for violin vir

tuoso Paganini. The novel structure and sweep of Carnaval, as

well as the inventive writing for the piano, mark it as one of

the r1pfining works of thp Romantic era.

Cello Concerto in B Minor, op. 104, Antonin Dvorak (189'1): During

the last of Dvorak's three years in the United States, he corn

posed what is understandably regareled as the grf'atpst r-oncerto

for cello and orchestra. It was,. at least ill part, influenced by

the Cello Concerto no. 2 hy American composer Victor Herbert,

who is much better known for his charming operettas. Dvorak

admired both the structural unity and orchestration of the Her

bert score, hut the new score is all Dvorak. It's more like a

grand symphony than a concerto vet, for all the fullness of scale,

it. can be very intimate.

Dvofak's homesickness for his native Bohemia rail be felt in

the score; some hear characteristics of American folk music, too

(as ill hisSymphony 110. 9, From 'hp New World. written two

years earlier in the United States). The work is cast in ronven-
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tional three-movement. form, but thr-rr- IS little conventional

about what .Dvorak does within each of those movements.

~hemes are ingeniously worked out, passed between cello and

orchestra as if in an intent dialogue. Music from the very' open

ing of the concert.o returns at the end to provide a satisfying

sense of unity to the pi ('('('. Throughout, woodwinds, especially

the clarinet, are given prominence, th,.ir tonal shading provid

ing a perfect counterpart. to the cello's mellow quality. The

concerto certainly has a bravura side, }lIlt ting the cellist through

some tough paces, but it is the heartfelt element of the music

that proves most impressive.

Clarinet Quintet in A Major, K. 581, Wolfgrtng Amadeus Mozart

(1789): For a perfect dr-monst rat ion of Mozart's ineffable melo

dies and pure eloquence, you nf'cd only listen to his Clarinet

Quintet. Written two yf'ars befo~e his death, the work is imbued

with calmness, perhaps even resignation. The sheer beauty of the

writing is striking; Mozarr clearly found IIIP combination of clar

inet, two violins, a viola, and a cello to hc' a most congenial one.

In addition to the steady flow of poetic themes, the quintet offers

a model of instrumental shading and clarity; the five instruments

blend with exquisite transparency. On» of the other invaluable

things ahout this piece is that it inspired another affecting one-

the autumn-tinted Clarinet Quintet hy Brahms, written nearly a

. century later.

Concerto for OrChestra, Hpla. Bartok (1<H\ revised 19'1-1'»: After

composing a lot of music brimming with dissonance and often

wildly unpredictable rhythms, Bartok unexpectedly moved to

wan] a somewhat simpler style in this, his final masterpiece.

Not t.hat the Concerto for Orchestra is simple, not. by a long
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shot. BUI there is a strong dirr-rmess to thr- melodic material

which, like nearly all of Bartok's OUlput, has firm roots in Hun

garian folk m usir-,

The tit le of rhis five movement work makes plain that the

orchestra itself, and varj ou« individuals or small groups within

it, will fulfill the funr-t ion of a soloist in a traditional concerto.

The wind instruments, for example, get a workout in the second

movement, called "(ianH' of Pairs," whir-h offPrs marvelous sub

tlpties of tour- (a snare drum punctuates thf' move-ment t.ell

ingly). 'I'hr-re arr- pa<;sagps that require virtuosity from thp

whole orchestra: thf' aggressivf>, invigorating finale is a part ic

ularly tOllgh rest for all ensemble- and a c-onductor. Add in

moments of nw'tllrJlal f'priness (the t.hird movemeut , "Elegy")

and wirkr-rl wit (tllf' "Interrupted Intermezzo." w it h its Bronx

cheer from thl' brass pointedly airnr-d at auor hr-r I'ompospr,

Shostakovirh ), ami thf' Conr-erro offr-rs abundant (·lIIPTt.ainmpnt,

as wr-Il as m usu-a l su hst nur-e.

The Creation, .Iosf·ph l Iavdn (179H): Althongl! f1aydn poured

plenrv of gPlIills i ut o his more than onp hundrr-d symphonies

(he was jllsr.ifiahly nir-knamed the "Farhr-r of rh .. Svmphony"),

his oratorio 'the Creation, written late in his lift» and based

on the Hible's Book of (;f'nf'sis, sums up his own flair for ere

ation, The work is scored for vocal soloists, chorus, and orches

tra. III till" instrumental inrrorluction, l Iaydn's dl'pirtion of the

1111 iVf'rsf' !Jf>i fig forrrlf'd out of rhaos strallgp harmonies grad·

ually rf'solving into soothing consonanr-e ranks HTIlong the

most creative (so 10 speak) (lClssagps ill all of I'!nssir'nl music,

The srore ahclIlIlds ill pictorial tour-hr-s. Wllt'll t he chorus

sings "awl tlu-rr- was light," the blaziug sound that follows still

makes a rnagil'al, shattpring effect.. Evocations nf nature are
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quite literal, from "foaming billows" of thp seas (the music rolls

up and down like waves) to the appearance 'of lions on the earth

(a brassy roar). In the last passage, Adam (bass soloist) and Eve

(soprano) sing of their love for the Creator, but the music warns

us of their impending fall from grace WI1Pll, as the oratorio

ends, the harmony takes an understated, downward slide. Such

moments explain the exalted status of this oratorio.

Daphnis et Chloe, Suite no, 2, Maurice Ravel (1912): The year be

fore the famous riot in Paris provoked by the premiere or a

ballet choreographed by Nijinsky with m usic hy Stravinsky, an

other ballet premiere in Paris, danced by Nijinsky with music

by Ravel, provoked a somewhat less incendiary reaction. More

like yawns, actually. The plot had to do with a kiclnaping hy

pirates and dramatic rescue in ancient Greece..

Although the ballet failed to make an impression, Ravel sal

vaged his side of things by fashioning two orchestral suites that

could be p.PTformpd in concert, Suite no. 2, 'containing the Ius.

cious final three scenes of I he ballet, hp-came a particular fa

vorite with audiences. No wonder. From the depiction of

daybreak (bird calls in the woodwinds and gradually intensi

fying strings) to the whirling, orgiastic conclusion, the suite

presents a veritable textbook of multichromaric orchestration.

Ravel's beguiling melodies and exotic harmonies are no less

remarkable. This suite, like the entire ballet score, which has

become more popular on recordings OVPT the years, provides an

unusually sensuous aural experience.

Dichterliebe ("Poet's Love"}, op, 48, Robert Sch umann (1R40): Like

Schubert's Die schone Mullerin, this song cycle H'presents one

of the glories of German lieder, The poet is I Ieinrich Heine,
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who keenly expressed the ironic side of loves won and lost.

Having experienced llis own share of romantic ups and downs

before weddiug his beloved Clara, Schurnann felt a connection

to Heine's vibrant words.

The sixteen sougs in this cycle cover the gamut of feelings

awakened by a love affair, from light-headed rhapsody (as in

the dreamy opening sOllg about the "lovely month of May") to

bitterness (the angry outbursts in lch grolle nicht). Throughout,

the writing for the voice is effortless and natural; tile piano is

an equal partner, reinforcing the words and also communicating

much of what is left unsaid by the poetry.

Die schone Mullerin ("The Fair Maid of the Mill"), D. 795, Franz Sch ubert

(1823): Schubert, a master of composing song cycles, composed

a perfect example of the geure in Die schone Mullerin, based

on poetry by Wilhelrn Muller. The texts deal with themes dear

to the hearts of uineu-enrh century Romantics--a wandering

loner, .unrequited love, anti death. The puems don't form so

much a tradi t ioual plot as a series of vignelles that reveal the

suul of the tortured artist trying to forget his beloved maid of

the mill, anti concluding that peace is most likely to he found

in the next life. Despite the bleak outlouk, this cycle contains

some of the most purely beautiful songs Schubert ever wrote.

The piano part is every bit as impressive and effective as the

vocal part, allow ing us to hear not only such descri ptive things

as till: chllwing of lhe mill wheels and the rolling of the stream,

but also to sellse the psychological state of the forlorn lover,

Don Juan, op. 20, l-'.idwrd Strauss (188Y): It's nut easy to single

out one Strauss tone poem, since nearly all of them reflect the

«ornposer's musical inventiveness and are valued standards of
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the orchestral repertoire. Dun Juan, t.he work of a twen ty four

year-old, is one of t.he must compact of these works. It dem

onstrates a surprisingly masterful command of melody and

orchestral forces, as well as a knack for dramatic storytelliug

through music.

The DOll Juau port.rayed here is not quite the same mall

from Mozart's celebrated opera Don Giouanni; Strauss took as

his guide a poem by Nikolaus Lenau, which gives us more of

an idealist than all arnoralist. The composer provides a taut,

ear grabbillg introduction 1.0 the character and, later, in one of

the most glorious themes ever written, has t.he horns reveal the

intensity of the J")OIl's libido. A rapturous oboe solo is alllong

the other highlights ill the score, which .cuds not. with a bang,

but an intriguing whisper.

Enigma Variations, op, 36, Edward Elgar (IKlJ~J): The Iormul title

of this engagillg work, f/arialiulls Oil all Origma! Theme, only

tells part of the tale. Sir Edward Elgar made things a little

more complicated --·more enigmatic. There llIay really be two

themes being subjected to variations in this score-the "original

theme," clearly heard at the LJegiunillg, and another theme that.

Elgar said was going through the whole piece, but never ac

tually played. People argue 1.0 this Jay whether there really is

a second theme (all sorts of suggestious have been made as to

what it is), or whether Elgar really meant sOJllethillg symbolic,

such as' the theme of friendship. It's also possible that he was

just pulling everyone's leg.

To be sure, friendship is the overriding point of the score.

Each of the fourteen variations is a portrait ill sound of one of'

the composer's friends, identified only by initials or nicknames.
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Sometimes, the results are delectably evocative. "Variation XI,"

for example, is dedicated to an organist friend of Elgar's who

had a bulldog; you can easily hear the pet fall into a river and

splash his way back out. "Variation XIII" recalls a lady friend

departing on all ocean voyage, complete with the rumble of the

ship's engines. "Variation IX," known as Nimrod, is a tribute

to Elgar's publisher, and also one of the composer's noblest

ideas. Although the personal allusions enhance enjoyment of

the Enigma Variations, the score stands solidly on its own

purely musical grounds as one of the ruost accomplished works

in the symphonic repertoire.

The Four Seasons, Antonio Vivaldi (1725): This is one of the first

substantial cases of music that conveys a specific story or idea.

Although such program music would become a major manifes

talion of nineteenth century Homanticism, it was very rare in

the Baroque era. Vivaldi produced a sequence of four violin

concertos, each with the standard three movements of the time

(fast, slow, fast), that correspond to the seasons of the year. For

each concerto, Vivaldi provided a very detailed sonnet (he prob

ably was the poet) that describes the season at hand both in

general and ill quite detailed terms. His music puts into sound

all sorts of poetic images--a dog barking in Spring; the draining

heat and annoyillg flies of Summer; an Autumn hunt; people

stamping their feet in the cold 'and gingerly walking on ice in

Winter.

It is possible to forget all about these poems and these inci

dents and si IIIply drink ill the flow of memora ble melodies and

pictorial effects of each concerto. Either way, The Four Seasons

represents a high point ill Vivaldi's output.
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Goldberg Variations, Johann Sebastian Bach (1741): The name of

this composition requires explanation. Johann Gottlieb Gold

berg, a pupil of Bach's, was a keyboard player in the employ of

Count Keyselingk, who reportedly suffered from insomnia. The

old, probably apocryphal story goes that the count commissioned

Bach to write an extended harpsichord piece to be played by

Goldberg during sleepless nights. Whatever the real circum

stances were, Bach certainly produced a monument to the mu

sical form known as "theme and variations."

Bach's theme is called here an "aria," reflecting its songlike

characteristic. After it IS played through, Bach offers thirty var

iations on it, each one more ingenious than the last, but always

clearly related to the aria's harmonic progression and various

. aspects of the melody's contour so that the ear remains con
nected in some way to the foundation of the piece. Making

things more intriguing is that the variations are presented in

groups of three, with the third one always in the form of a
"canon." The final variation is a "quodlibet," with two popular

tunes of the day (one of them called "Cabbage and Turnips")

being used as fresh counterpoint to the aria's harmonic pattern.

Finally, the aria is reprised, bringing the listener back to the'

starting point and providing a sense of resolution and fulfill

merit.

Harmonie/ehre, John Adams (1985): Even listeners who ordinarily

find the style know~ as minimalism extremely annoying have

been won OWl' by the sheer emotive force of this orchestral

score. Prompted by some strange dreams Adams had (including

one of a huge tanker lifting up out of San Francisco Bay and

soaring skyward), Harmonielehre takes its name from the title

of a 1911 treatise on harmony by Arnold Schoenberg, the com

poser who went on to lead the atonal revolution. Adarns takes
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the lush harmonies of Romanticism ami gIves them a fresh

workout in an expansive, mesmerizing manner.

Cast in three movements, Harmomelehre has as its central

movement a brooding reflection called "The Amfortas Wound,"

referring to a character in Richard Wagner's mystical opera

Parsifal who has a wound that cannot be healed. The music'

here recalls not just Wagnpr, hut Mahler in its intensity. The

two outer movements are propelled by the reiterative rhythmic

patterns associated with minimalism, here givell terrific hold

ness by Adams's prismatic orchestration.

La Mer, Claude Debussy (1905): This large orchest ral score is one

of the composer's most ambitious and, it can he argued, most

brilliant. Inspired by the work of' Japanese prnu maker Katsu

shika Hokusai, La Mer is an extended tone poem about the sea.

(Debussy subtitled the work "Three Symphonic Sketches.")
There are specific descriptions to each moveruent-i--v From

dawn until noon on the sea," "Play of the waves," "Dialogue

of the wind and the sea." The music rOllveys those images with

masterly strokes of sound; the evocation of snurisr- in the first

sketch is particularly atmospheric. The orchestra I ion IS superb,

Dehussy could get out of the same instruments of Brahms and

Wagner an entirely different prism of sounds, from the gentlest

to the most blazing, that those composers could never have

conjured. The painterly effects and OpbllSSY'S unique style of

harmony, reinforcing his reputation as an Impressionist, corn

bine to produce an almost magical effpet. with all the nuances

of a Renoir canvas.

Messiah, George Frideric Handel (1741): Too oftell, ihis oratorio

is performed incomplete, so many people have onlv a partial
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understanding of what makes it so valuable, There's certainly

a lot more to this score than the "Hallelujah!" chorus. Unlike

some other Handel oratorios, which are closer to opera in terms

of dramatic narrative, Messiah (there is no "the" in the title)

is mostly a reflective piece, using texts from the Old and New

Testaments. The score is in three parts, offering an extended

contemplation on the meaning of Jesus' life and death. "Part

the First" is concerned primarily with the Nativity, "Part the

Second" with the suffering of Jesus, "Part the Third" with

resurrection and the last judgment.

Handel's use of counterpoint here is superb; he gets maxi

mum musical mileage out of a four-part chorus-sopranos, al

tos, tenors, and basses-by weaving their lines together to
summon all sorts of VIvid effects. And throughout there is mar
velous "word-painting," when the melodic line mirrors the

meaning of the words. One example: the up-and down notes
whenever the tenor soloist smgs the word crooked in the "Ev'ry
Valley" aria. The orchestral wri t.ing is no less pictorial; note the

high, shimmering violins that convey the fluttering of wings

when the angels appear before the shepherds. And there are

telling theatrical effects, too,' among them having the chorus

suddenly go from barely audible at the line "Since by man came

death" to downright explosive at the next line, "By man came

also the resurrection of the dead." The solo arias offer abundant

possibilities for embellishment.

That Handel himself was a believer can be heard in every

measure of the oratorio; the score exudes an inner faith. In
purely musical terms, Messiah exudes an astonishing artistic

vitality.

Overture to A Midsummer Night's Dream, Felix Mendelssohn (1826):

Mendelssohn was all of seventeen when his love of Shakespeare
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gellt~ratt'd th is lurni nuus piece. It. was not originally intended t.o

be an ove-rture to anyt.hlng, hut rather a single ·movement ev

OCati011 or .1 /\,Jirl\/JIIIIIII'r Nil!,hf\ [Jream: (Another seventeen

years later, the ('OIlIfH1SI'I" was asked to provide incidental music

t.o a production of till' play; he added several more evocative

items t.o corn pie IIIell t Ibis overture, illcluding the l1'edr/ing

March that. has aCCOll1 pa uied many a bride and groom down

the aisl-- since.)

Thp overture hegill:-' illld euds w it h deliciously evocat ive

chords From till: wood winds t hat plan' t.be listener immediately

into the fairy realm 01 I be play. Then- is more enchantment

from the violins, wh ich an' IIsed ill Cl way that no one previously

had conceived, Melldl'ls:-'llllll makes the instruments sound elfin

and etherea I. It's plln· J11usical magic. A lid so is the rest of this

charm spinning overtun-, which even manages to evoke the

bee hawi ng of Cl donk.·y - a reminde-r of what happens to the

character of BolloJll ill lite comedy.

Piano Concerto no. 2 in S-flat Major, op. 83, JOIIi:1l1l1eS Brahrns (I t;t! 1):

With his typical wit., Brahllls desr-ribr-d this as "a liule COli

cert o;" 1)11/ it actually lasts IOllger than dny of his four

symphonies. It. is, in lllallY ways, a kind of symphony fur piano

and orchestra. Hathr-r t han the usual three movements of a

concerto '(includillg Br.dltlls\ dramat ir I'iano Concerto no. 1 III

I) Minor), there are f0111" moveme-nts, as ill a symphony.

The B flat Major (;ollcerto requires sterling virtuosity from

Cl pianist, bill also tendr-rness and, in the finale, good hurnor.

From the opelling horn i lu-me (0111' of t he most inviting musical

eut rances anyone (.'Vl'I' composed), to t.he bold scherzo, tu the

suhlirne duet for cello ,IIIlI piano in the third movement, to the

gently rollicking Iiuak-, tlll~ concerto c'.ptures Brahms at his
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most congenial. The interaction between piano and orchestra in

this piece constitutes a multilayered, ever-involving dialogue.

Piano Concerto no. 3 in D Minor, op. 30, Sergei Rachmaninoff (1909):

It did not take the 1996 hit movie Shine to affirm the quality

and challenge of this concerto, which became the primary mu

sical protagonist in the film. The score has long been prized by

pianists, drawn to its almost solemn beauty and virtuosic key-.

board writing. Although Rachmaninoff's soaring Piano Con

certo no. 2 is the more popular work,' the Third rises somewhat

above it in terms of breadth and expressive content. This is not

just a vehicle for all accomplished pianist, nor just a treasure of .

indelible tunes; this is the last. Romant.ic-in the fullest sense

of the word-e--piano concerto.

The soloist's brooding opening theme, supported by a sub

dued, seemingly anxious orchestra, sets in motion a tense drama

that does not really find release until the headlong rush of the

concerto's closing measures.

Piano Concerto no. 20 in D Minor, K. 466, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

(1785): At least a dozen of Mozart's twenty-seven piano concer

tos are among the most finely crafted, not to mention eventful,

works ever written for piano and orchestra; they are often like

minioperas, the themes serving as characters. In the case of this

D Minor Concerto, it's like a very dramatic opera. (It's worth

noting that the key of 0 Minor is the same key used in the

final scene of Don Giooanni, when the antihero descends into

hell.)

There is considerable force and urgency behind the concerto's

first movement, presaging Beethoven, who patterned his Piano

.Concerto no. 3 after this piece .. The middle movement, which
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Mozart called a Romanze (no wonder the Romantics in the next

century embraced this concerto so strongly), alternates between

sublime poetry and temporary storm clouds; the finale resumes

the tense mood of the opening, only to be hit with a redemptive

blaze of sunny D Major to help brillg the curtain down on this

wordless drama.

Piano Sonata in B Minor, Franz Liszt (1853): In a way, nearly every

thing Liszt composed was daring. He wrote music as he lived

life- unconventionally. With this sonata, Liszt revealed his

grasp of form and thematic development, two essential ingre

dients of classical music The piece is about thirty uninterrupted

minutes long. It r-an be heard as a one-movement work that

loosely follows the traditional "sonata form" structure, but it

also can he heard as four movements laid out like a grand

symphony. It's all in the ear of the listener.

Adding to the ingenuity of this audacious sonata is the wC:n

derfully pliable nature of Liszt's themes. They are derived from

a few short, melodic seeds that appear early on in the work and

generate myriad harmonies, not to mention episodes of drama,

passion, poetry, and reflection. The result. is a kind of continual

organic growth, starting and ending with the same hushed notes

of uncertainty and expectancy. The B Minor Sonata holdly re

flects the spirit of Romantit-ism.

Piano Sonata no. 23 in F Minor, op. 57 (AppassionataJ. Ludwig van

Beethoven (1805): Beethoven's thirty-two Piano Sonatas contain

an unparalleled range of feeling, tone coloring, technical chal

lenges, and sheer creativity. Virtually any of the sonatas have

much to offer the Curious Listener, from the famous lvloonlight

Sonata, with its hushed, totally unprecedented opening move
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ment, to the last sonatas, with their uupredictable forms and

daring harmonies.

The Appassionata Sonata is well-nicknamed, for it is pro

pelled by an almost overwhelming passion. It also presents a

formidable test of a pianist's technique, calling for dramatic

rushes up and down the keyboard and massive sonorities in the

first and third movements; an understated touch in the serene,

rather noble middle movement (a set of variations on a theme).

Incidentally, the sonata shares not only something of the Fifth

Symphony's energy, but even makes use, in the first. movement,

of the same four-note pattern that starts that symphony.

Prelude and Uebestod from Tristan und Iso/de, Richard Wagner

(1859): The crusty nineteenth-century Viennese critic Eduard

Hanslick declared that the Prelude to Wagner's most sensuous

opera, Tristan und Isolde, reminded h i tn of a "painting of a

martyr whose intestines are slowly unwound from his body on

a reel." Hanslick wasn't. the only learned listener who could not

grasp the daring and almost mystical beauty of what Wagner

had achieved in this single orchestral passage.

Frequently played out of it.s original context, the Prelude took

all of what was known up to that time about Wester~l harmony

and led it into unchartered territory. Hicher chords, full of un

certainty and expectancy, replaced the simpler, more predictable

progressions that had long served cornposf'rs from Bach through

Brahrns. The melodic line ahove those chords is likewise very

different; it refuses to go ill the direction the tradition-laden

ear expects it to go, but. keeps twisting around itself, like those

intestin es.

Wagner holds all of ,hf'sp. hold iOf'(ls logf'lhp.r ingeniously in
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a seamless pip(,p of musi« that never finds a comfort zone hilt

is forever sPPking consummation, a sonic home. In the 0ppra, a

pair of doomed lovers is also forever s€,pking ronsummation.

That relief O('('IlJ"S only <It the vpry enrl of rlu- 0ppra, in the

er-static, soulstirring l.iebestod ("I ,OVP l Jeath"}, which is often

performed without thr- vocal part. as an orchestral c-ompanion

to the Prelude.

It is impossible 10 overstate the importance of thp Prelude

indeed, the very first r-hord that orr-urs ill that piprp (it's still

called the T,.i.~f((11 ('hord)--- to rhr- hist.ory of r-lassir-al music. It

fueled thr- Horllalltic' movement and Ipd the way into many new

d i rections, 'I'hr-se 0IlplI ing and r-losiIlg passilgf'S of 'l'ristan, I hI"

musical ernbod imr-nt of longing and fulfillmr-nt, continue to cast

a spell OIl performers and listeners alike.

Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun, Claude l Jebussy (1k<)4): A rather

dense popm hy ~!pph<lnf' Mallarme triggpred w hat is perhaps

I If'bllssy's BIOSt famous work. It evokes a my! ho]ogiral scene,

with a Iaun awakpllillg from sleep, yearning for a nymph ann

sinkillg hack into slumbe-r. Thpfp is an r-rori« r-lr-ment to the

scenario, which was famously exploited hy rhr- !pgplH1ary dancer

Nijinsky when hp danced to this music.

None of that imagery needs to concern t.he listener; the music

can he experip!H'pd in a totally ahstract. way. Rut there is no

gpuillg a 1'01 md the sensual undercurrent of thp score, which

gives it. a unique Ilavor. Wlwn it was new, thp music seemed

almost revolutionary, its delir-arely applif'd orchestral hues pro

ducing an pf('pct. unlike anyt.hing f'lsp hping writ n-u at t.hp lime.

From the opening, languorous flute solo, rhr- par is drawn into

all exquisite drr-amscape..This is misty music, filled with subtly
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exotic turns of phrase and harmony, In till' space of only about

ten minutes, Debussy's tone poem is as eventful and riveting as

the longest, splashiest ones of Richard Strauss.

Rhapsody in Blue, George Gershwin (1924); On the night of Feb.

12, 1924, New York's Aeolian Hall was filled with an audience

drawn to "An Experiment in Modern M usic." At the end of a

long program that hadn't been terri bly modem up to that point,

an unsuspecting audience was suddenly jolted by the wild clar

inet riff that opens Rhaps~dy in Blue. Ears and minds were

hlown open.

Hastily written for that New York concert, the piece sue-

. cessfully brought the exuberance and r-art.hiness of jazz into a

formal concert hall sptting. It demonstrated, esper-ially, the corn

municative power of jazz rhythms. Gershwin's typically spar

kling piano writing also gives th~ score character, as does his

ability to unleash a delicious melody. The hig tune of the Rhap

sody, which appears more than halfway through, has been a

part of the public consciousness almost since rhar first perfor

mance.

Requiem, Gabriel Faure (1877, revised 1R87-1900): Prior t.o t.his

work, most. settings of the ancient Latin Mass for the Dead

emphasized horror and fear of the last judgment. Faure set out

to provide something more consoling. His Requiem largely dis

penses with references to flaming pits and brimstone. Instead,

Faure evokes an aura of peace and hopr-, nowhere more poign.

antly than in the Pie Jesu for soprano solo.

Throughout the Requiem, Faure uSPS chorus, soprano, and

baritone soloists and orchestra with a superb sense of aural col
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oring (l)l;calJ~e he worked Oil the score fur two decades there

are di fferent versions; the commonly performed edit ion for full

orchestra dates from JYOO). As pure music, the piece represents

a major cont ribution to the French repertoire and a work of art

that call speak to listeners of any (or no) faith on a very personal

level ill unusually comforting, enriching ways.

Requiem, (;ilJ~eppe Verdi (1~74} In addition to beillg Italy's most

illustrious opera cOll1po~er, Verdi was also one of its most valued

patriots, whose fervent desire to see all Italy unified and free

of foreign dorninat ion was reflected in various ways through his

music. Another leading voice for these causes was poet Alessan

dro Manzoni, whose death greatly affected Verdi. The corn

poser's sorrow found a soul-stirring outlet in the form of a

Requiem for four vocal soloists, chorus, and orchestra. Some

times referred to as "The Manzoni Requiem," this grandly

scaled Score was never intended to be a part of a church service;

it is strictly a concert work. Verdi himself was not a religious

man ill any conventional sellse, but something ill the text of

the ancient J.atin Mass for the Dead spoke to him in an unu

sually forceful way.

'I'his Requiem is as much for the living as for the dead.

Genuine terrors are conjured up in the hair raising Dies Irae

("Day of .Judgnwllt") section, with its furiously pounding bass

drum and screamiug brass; this movement takes up nearly half

the whole work. There are more comforting passages as well,

including the tender Salve me and Lacrimosa: And there are

several solos of operatic proportion, including the rapturous In

f:!,elllisco, for tenor and the Requiem's concluding Libera me,

which has the soprano pleadiug for salvation in a chilling,
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dramatic manner. For its stunning origillalit.y and emotional

pull, Verdi's Requiem is one of the crowning works not just of

sacred music, but of all music.

The Rite of Spring, 19or Stravinsky (1913): There hasn't been a

good riot 'in a .theater since this ballet was first performed. It's

easy to understand how the music coming from the orchestra

pit proved too much to take for some iu the audience at the

premiere of TILt! H. ite of Spring. It is a brutal, bracing, brilliant

score. From the first primordial muttermgs and unsettled sounds

by the wind instruments, suggesting a strange and ancient land

scape, to the final frenzied moments, when the senses are almost

bruised by the pertussi ve orgy of the ritual dance, the music

exerts a magnetic bold.

Stravinsky's groundbreaking use of multiple rhythrns-: -the

number of beats per measure changes constantly in some sec

tions-e--served as a kind of musical liberation, a defiant break

from traditional symmetry. His orchestration expanded on all

of the effects that were traditional in late nineteenth century

Russian music aud devised a whole new aural dimension; in

struments had never been used quite so daringly uefore--Iuw,

snarling woodwinds, biting brass, and stark, aggressive strings.

Dissonance, though not full atonality, is the normal language

of this score, but Straviusky makes that language, ill its own

way, as logical and communicative as Mozart's melodic style.

The Rile of ,"-,prillg still sounds fresh and revolutionary today,

another sign of the mastery behind it.

Romeo and Juliet, Sergei l'rukofiev (1931:l): Like the ballet scores

of Tchaikovsky, Prokofiev's music for a ballet based on the trag

edy of Shakespeare's most famous lovers enjoys an active con-
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cert life 011 its own. Prokofiev formed two suites out of the

complete score, made up of various scenes that do 110t neces

sarily follow the story line; Suite no. '2 is the more dramatically

effective. It has become common for conductors to put together

their owu suites for concerts and recordings.

Prokofiev poured into this ballet some of his most lyrical and

pictorial music, as well as some of his most visceral ("The Death

of Ty balt ," a stunning showpiece for orchestra, packs a partic

ular punch). For its color and virtuosity, its wealth of melody,

Homeo and Juliet exemplifies Prokofiev's creative spark.

St. Matthew Passion, Johaun Sebastian Bach (1727): In this mu

sical setting of the S1. Matthew gospel and additional, reflective

t.exts, Bach emphasizes the sufferillg of Jesus, and the human

failings and fears of his followers and perseclltors. The result is

a work of sweeping drama and deep reflection that ultimately

transcends any religious dogma.

It is a large-scale work --five vocal soloists, two choruses, two

orchestras, two orgalls, and a harpsichord. There is almost an

operatic quality to the music, with solo arias and choral num

bers gellerating a strong, dramatic flow. A tenor soloist serves

as the Evangelist, fulfilling the Iuncuou of narrator; a bass so

loist sings the words of Jesus; other soloists represent Peter,

.J udas, aud Pi/ate; the choruses depict t he crowds turning against

Jesus awl also represent. the present-day congregation contern

platiug the meaning of the story. Running through the Passion

is a chorale tune that gets harmonized with increasing com

plexity as the events themselves get more complex. The music

continuously reinforces the words, sometimes to great pictorial

effect, so that Peter's weeping or the rendiug of the temple veil

can easily be visualized. The personal commitment behind the
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notes is as impressive as the sophistication of Bach's melodic

and harmonic ideas, his orchestration, and his organizational

skill. The Sl. Matthew Passion stands as a monument to' the

composer, his faith, and the art of Baroque music.

String Quartet in C Major, op. 76, no. 3 (Emperor), Joseph Haydn

(1797): The combination of two violins, viola, and cello proved

to be a magnet for Haydn; the sureness of technique and ele

gance of expression in his many quartets remain the benchmark. .

for the idiom. The Emperor Quartet typifies Haydn's mastery

of form and content. Each of the four movements is full of

character, but it is the second one that stands out-and provides

the work with its nickname. This movement consists of ex

ceedingly eloquent variations 011 a noble hymn Haydn had writ

ten earlier and which served as the Austrian national anthem

(unfortunately, later associated with Nazi Germany).

String Quartet in F Major, ~aurice Ravd (1903): For sheer quality

of texture-- transparent, silken threads of souud-e-this quartet

is hard to beat. But there is much more to it than that. Ravel's

ingratiating themes are developed with flair, and his superb

writing for the instruments coaxes a prism of tones.

It is hard to believe that Ravel wrote it when he was still a

student, the work boasts such assurance and ripe imagination.

Although h« would later avoid some of the old musical forms

handed down from the German side of classical music (Mozart,

. Haydn, Beet.hoven, and so on), Ravel showed perfect control of

traditional sonata form in the first movement. There's a tradi

tional' three part scherzo movement, too. But Ravel takes these

venerable structures and makes them his own with lush har-
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monies and multiple aural effects, yielding a work of subtle

sensuality.

String Quartet no. 4, Bela Bartok (t 92R): Bartok's six string quar

tets, each with its own character, represent a high water mark

of twentieth-century music. No. 4 commands particular atten

tion for the ingenuity of its structure and the vitality of the

maric material. The score sugg~sts a taut, five-act drama.

Bartok, a master of design, fashions a perfectly symmetrical

model, placing the foundation of the quartet at t hp renter-a

foggy sort of night music that serves as the third movement.

The second and fourth movements are propulsive sdlerzos with

re-lated melodic material; the first and fifth movements are also

fast ami also related to each other thematically. All sorts of

provocative sound effects add to the pir:ture--glissandos in the

second movement, pizzicato playing in t he fourth .. hut it is the

intent behind sur-h effects that gives this (plal'lt·t its lasting

power.

String Quintet in C Major, D. 956, Franz Schubert (tR2R): Only two

months before he died, Schubert wrote what manv consider to

bp his rir-hest work of charn bel' music, I lis reservni I' of melodic

ideas supplied him with unforgettable themes to build upon,

while his sense of structural cohesion allowed him to huild a

grand structure to house and develop those themes.

The choice of instrumentation was sigil ificant III itself.

Wherp Mozarr had added a SPCOlH! viola to the standard string

quartet of two violins, viola, and cello to form a string quintet,

Schubert used another cello as the fifth player. This meant a

darker 1'0101' to thp sound and also sppmpd to gpnpr<tte an extra
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degree of lyricism, as when the two cellos practically sing the

tender. second theme of the first movement. It is tempting to

assume that Schubert wrote the Quintet fully aware of his mor

tality, for a certain bittersweetness haunts much of the score,

and even the dashing finale seems to have a shadow hovering

over it. This is Schubert at his most revealing and moving.

Suites for Solo Cello, Johann Sebastian Barh (c. 1720): If there is..
a musical equivalent for the source of the Nile, these six suites

would be a good choice. The same could be said for the six

works Bach wrote around the same time for solo violin. In hoth

cases, he revealed not only awesome compositional technique,

but the very soul of the musical art, using nothing more than

a single instrument with four strings.

Each suite has six movements, starting with a prelude and

proceeding through five of the typical dance forms of Baroque

music, yet each suite has its own characteristics, from incan

descence to joviality to intense sorrow. Although often per

formed separately, the cello suites have come to be viewed as

a totality, a summation of Bach's craft and sensibilities. The

music tests a cellist's powers of expression as much as physical

skills; such intimate works as these will reveal everything about

an artist, just as they reveal so much of Bach's mind and heart.

Symphonie fantastique, Hector Berlioz (1830): A symphony about

drug use may seem an unlikely prospect for an honored work

of musical art., hut listening to Symphonie fantastique need not.

compromise anyone's moral standards. After unsuccessfully pur

suing a mediocre English actress who performed with a Shake

spearean troupe in Paris, Berlioz came up with a wild idea to

work out his frustration. He devised a scenario about an un ..
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happy man who, cru~lwd by a woman's indifference, takes

opium and begill:> to h.rl luciuate SOIlW good and bad things

about her.

I le begi us by remern lx-ri lIg his Iwlo\'eu at her ideal IH'sl

she is represente-d by a IfWllle ill the orchestra that will come

back cont inuullv, a dl'vil:l~ Berlioz called an idee fixe (Iixed idea).

Theu we are <It a gralld ball, whe-re Ill' ant! the beloved dance

blissfully. \lext, our lovr-sirk gt:lIt.l"IIJan IS out in the country

alone, thinking about ln-r: the orchestra tells us, by means of

giving her theme a 1I111rky tint, i hat she is not being faithful

to him. So, by the next movement, he has killed her, all act

that gets him executed to the shattering sounds of the "March

to the Scaffold." Just as Ihe guillotine is to fall, the return of

the idee jixe tells us Ill' is thinking once more of her; the blade

cuts off that final n-ru iuiscence. Tile opium really goes into

effect then, for our Iwro next imagines himself at a witches'

Sabbath, with his br-lovc-r] as the head witch (the ideefixe now

sounds distorted and d",·ideJly wicked).

Bl:'hind t his lTazy slory is 1I111SI<: of bral.ell uuhvidua lity. The

orchest rauon alone is sp"cial; it would iufluence cOlnposers for

genera I ions to come. A lid the way Ber! ioz holds the five move

ments together by meu n-, of the recurring therne would likewise

serve as a valued model it! the future. Even if you knew nothing

about the plot behind I he notes, the music call still grab you

by rhc ear anrl 1I1'Vl'f 1,'1 go, By the WClY, Cl few years after the

premiere of the syrnphonv, ihut English actress decided 10 n-

consider tilt' ('OIlIJ!0~('r\ .l(lv<llJ('t~S and IIldrry him, but t he union

turned out 10 be anYllli/lg but fautust ique.

Symphonyno.l• .lohu (;oli~~liallo (l!1SHI): IldVillg lost JlIClny friends

to the Al I lS epidern i .., (;origliano was moved to write this me-
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morial, which also serves as a manifesto of rage against the

disease, the indifference of governments to its toll, and the big

otry of society toward those infected with it. This confronta

tional aspect of the 1990 symphony, and the flood of emotions

behind the notes, made some listeners uncomfortable when it

was introduced, but the work won over most of the public;

before the decade was out, it had received performances by

more than one hundred orchestras around the world, an envi

able record for any piece of new music.

A single note, sounded in unison and gradually built up in

volume to a shattering level, begins the symphony and returns

to",;ard the end, suggesting an uncontrollable wail. References

to Corigliano's friends are woven throughout the score. In the

first movement, an off-stage piano plays the popular "Tango"

by Isaac Albeniz, a favorite piece of a pianist who was dying as

the symphony was being composed. The second movement, a

fierce scherzo, alternates between a gIddy tarantella (the Italian

folk dance said to be danced by victims of poisonous spider

bites) and horrifying, chaotic' outbursts, suggesting the dementia

suffered by another friend. The third movement remembers

two cellists with a haunting duet. All of th is material returns

in the "Epilogue," tempered by wave after wave. of soft, brass

chords that suggest a kind of peace for the dead and the living

alike. The symphony is one of the most provocative, affecting

scores to come out of the twentieth century.

Symphony no. 1 in C Minor, op. 68, Johannes Brahms (1876): It took

Brahms more than twenty years to finish his first symphony.

No wonder. Beethoven's nine symphonies were a tough act to

follow, even half a century after that composer's death. In a

way, it seems that Brahms finally decided if you can't beat 'em,
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join 'em--or at least appropriate some of their best ideas. So

his symphony incorporates asppcts of Beethoven's Fifth and

Ninth, which explains why some wags dubbed it "Beethoven's

Tenth." Rut this is very definitely an original achievement.

The legacy of Beethoven is felt, above all, in the dramatic

outline of the symphony-the way it progresses from the dark

ness of r: minor in the first movement to the radiance of C

major in the last (just as in Beethoven's Fi fth). There's also a

fascinating melodic connection; the grand theme that emerges

in the finale bears an unmistakable resemblance to the Ode to

Joy tune from Beethoven's Ninth.

Too much can be made of these likenesses, for it is the tone

and character of Brahms's First, the richness of ideas, develop

ment, and orchestration, that make it stand squarely on its own.

The two middle movements could have come only from

Brahrns, t hey have a lightness of touch and calmness· before
t he-storrn nature that is thoroughly bf'glliling. There also is a

wonderful level of tension in the outer movements; the buildup

to that famous finale theme creates an edge·of-yoltrseat sus

pense, rewarded with a calming burst of sunshine,

Symphony no. 4, Charles Ives (c. lq18): This symphony represents

a synthesis of all that made Ives unique. Like his earlier work

The Unanswered Question, the score does a lot of asking, seek

ing, and hoping. There are assorted responsf's, some humorous,

some confusing, some religious, and none conclusive. Taken just

as pure music, the Fourth Symphony is an astonishing achieve

ment, a kind of testament to artistic pioneering. The fact that

it usuallv lakes mort" than one conductor to hold it all together

says a lot. Scored for l'ilorus and huge orchestra, the symphony

puts as many demands on performers as it does on listeners.
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American audiences have an advantage here. They will rec

ognize many of the snippets of hymns, folk tunes, sentimental

ballads, and patriotic songs that pop up, often out of a maze of

themes and harmonies (Ives used this technique of musical qno

rations in many of his works} Tt is an old hymn that opens and

closes the vast symphony ("Hethany"), ami another that makes

a haunting appearance ill the first. movement ("Watchman Tell

Us of the Night"). A quixotic second movement, which piles on

all sorts of allusions to vintage popular music, awl a solemn

fugue, which ends with a curious snipput of "Joy to the Worlcl,"

are followed by a finale that suggests 1he passive continuum of

time and the perpetual expectancy of faith. There was nothing

in American music likr- this symphony hefore Ives, and nothing

1ike it since.

Symphony no. 5 in C Minor, op. 67, Ludwig van Beethoven (180R):

The first four notes of this symphony are perhaps the hest

known in the world; people wit.h no ot hnr knowledge of classical

music are apt to have 1hose four notes packed somewhere into

t.heir subconscious. Over the years, this unifying, four note

motto theme of Beethoven's Fifth has taken on a significance

that would have surprised him. In World War Il, the notes,

corresponding to Morse code for the If'uer "V," became a sym

bol of victory for the Allies. Even in Bf'f't.hoven's time, people

hegan to hear much more than notes in that emphatic da da

da-DOM. When it was reported that. Beethoven himself de

scribed the theme as "Thus Fate knocks at the door," everyone

believed it. (The composer prohahly did 1I0t say that, but. it's

t.oo good an imaw· t.o ignore.)

Four notes alone could not explain this symphony's hold on

the imagination, of course. It's what B"f'thovf>1I does with those
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notes that (,0I1111s. l l is te-nse, emotion chargprJ score is held to

gethpr ill largp me-asure hy the rhythmic' patlf'rtl of the motto.

You ran find tha t sc'q ur-nr-e . lhrpf' short. 1l011'S, 0111' long-· all

OVPI' thp symphony, a COIllIllOIl thread holrlillg f'vprything

togf't her.

Rut the dramar ir- "plot" of 1I1l" symphony also givps i hr- work

lBH'OmHlOIl stat ure, II.'s nor a plot in any convent ional sense;

this is not a symphony with a clear cut program, like Beetho

veri's Sixth, with its depiction of a visit to the country. Yet it's

easy to sense a progrpssioll in till" Fifth, a journey of the heart.

The svrnphouy hpgills with urgency and upheaval, 1TI0VPS mo

menrarilv into r-almer territory, returns to shadows and mystery,

t hr-n finally rpaches sunlighr, exultation. and triumph. This is

music abstract OrJ OJI(' levr-l, pf'rsoTlal and emot ional on another.

No one before Bpf'l hoven had ('o)\f"pivpd of a musir-a1 fusion on

such a sea II'.

Symphony no. 5 in 0 Minor, op. 47, Dmitri Shosrakovich (1937):

Whr-n Shosiakovir-h ran afoul of Stalin with Ius provocative

opera La(~)' /\/lac!)('(!I (!I' IVltsPlIlk in 1qV>, his Jifp· not just ar

trst ir liff'-- was in Jf>opardy. ()ffwially rOllllpllllll"d for assorted

offenses agai nst lJ1 usir, Shost it kov ich n-spondr-d thr- next year

with his Fifth Symphony, whir-l: was givl'n a suhtitle (possibly

hy the f'Olllpospr himsr-H} "A Soviet artist's rl'sporJsP to just

criticism." TIIP new work he-lped bring him h..wk into favor

with the stare. But thp. romposf>r was hardly bowing down.

Shostakovirh wrote.a symphony t.hat. c'o1l1rl he ilpprt'('iated on

onr- lpvpl <'IS Plll'f' III1IS](' that progrf'sses [rorn sad to happy; this

is how lInilllagiJlativp govPflIH1Pnl. typf'S hr-arrl it, prorlaiming

its virtues. 011 another lr-vr-l, thr- symphony pxprpssps fear, bit

rr-rness, irony, larnontation and, in thl" Plld, loreI'd PllllJllsiasm
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a depiction of !ife under Stalin. The fart that many in the first

audience wept openly attests to the possibility of the hidden

meaning. The symphony has many pchops of Mahler's sound

world, especially in the scherzo, which recalls Mahler's comhi

nation of rustic, songful, and ominous moods, The third

movement, a profoundly affecting adagio, is also on a par with

Mahler's art. The mock heroics of the Imale become uplifting

and chilling at tile same time.

Symphony no. 6 in B Minor, op. 74 (Pathetique) , Peter Tlyich Tchai

kovsky (1893): It was inevitable that mallY people would believe

that Tchaikovsky wrote this symphony with his own death in

mind. After all, he himself labeled it Pathetique; it.-ends wit.h

a solemn, sorrow laden hush; and the composer diecl a few days

after the premiere. But Tchaikovsky was apparently in very

good spirits while composing his SIxth Symphony. If this was

not his intended swan song, he certainly meant it. to he different

and provocative; 'not snrprisingly, the reception for the sym

phony's premiere was quite chilly. But when it was played again

a few weeks later, right after his death, it was heard in a com

pletely new light ann hailed as a mastprplece.

The dramatic first. movement has a searing impact. The

blithely off. kilter second movement-- it seems to bp a waltz,

but has five beats to the measure, instead of a waltz's t.hrf'e----

makes a perfect metaphor for how Tchnikovsky, a sometimes

self-tortured gay man and defiantly individualistic artist;"

marched to the beat of a different drummer all his life. The

third movement actually is a march, ont=> with all almost. ma

niacal urgency ami drive. No one had pndpd a symphonv with

a slow movement hpfol'P; Tchaikovskv's radical c'hoicf> was pPI'

haps his most inspired touch. This finale includes a hc'art.-
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wrenching melody, which gradually subsides into nothingness:

a soft gong just he-lore the eud suggests the departure of a soul

from the hody.

Symphony no. 8 in B Minor, D. 759 (Unfinished), Frauz Schubert

(t8~2): Like the armless Venus de Milu, this incomplete sym

phony has achieved exalted status. It has not been firmly

established exactly why Schubert never wrote a third and fourth

movement fur this work. It may be that he simply couldn't

summon the inspiration. But since he went on to write another

full symphony-oue 01 his most ambitious and most satisfyiug

(no. 9, called The Ureat) , there is no question that Schubert's

muse had not run dry.

Perhaps lie just wasn't comfortable conuuuiug down the path

he had started for himself with the two movements that he did

complete. They are among his most introspective thoughts; the
music, especially the introduction section of the first movement,

~llggests a vl~ry private SU!TOW. The famous, easily humrnable

theme that soou l.:lIlergt:s lJring~ some slInlight into the picture,

but not. tor loug; au air of melancholy hangs over even this ingra

tiating melody. I\ILmy Iisteners hear in the Unfinished Symphony

the early flowering of the Rumautic era in rnusic. To be sure, the

highly personal level of expression and the interior drama in this

score are quite unlike anything written before.

Symphony no. 9 in 0 Major, Gustav Mahler (1!.IIl!.l): After the death

ut his daughter and tilt: diagnosis of his uWII threatening heart

disease, Mahler became, ill his music at least, obsessed with

issues of mortality. In es~ence, he wrote a trilogy of farewell to

this life Symphony 110. Y, Da: Lied uon der Erde ("Song of

the Earth," fur two vocal soloists and orchestra), and an unfin-
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ished Symphony no. 10. There is in each of these works a sense

of resignation, sometimes balanced, as ill his Ninth Symphony,

with bitter irony.

Like 'I'chaikovsky's last symphony, the Pathetique, which also

deals with farewell and letting go, Mahler's Ninth opens and

closes with an achingly slow movement; in between come a

curious waltz and an eerie, often violent march. The level of

profundity achieved by Mahler ill this work has never really

been surpassed. The ebbing away of sound at t lre very end is

as close as we are lrkely to get 10 a musical evocation of what

it means to slip past I he last threads of this life into the un

known beyond.

Symphony no. 9 in 0 Minor, op. 125 (Choral), Lud wig van Beetho

ven (1~:24} As in t.he Fifth Symphony, there is 110 question that

a musical drama is taking place within the four movement

structure of the Ninth. Again, there is a journey that leads from

night to light, from uucertuiuty to certainty. And, as he had

done with his Third Symphony, Beet h oveu made a significant

statement in terms of length alone; there had never been such 

a long symphony before. It was not just Cl matter of length that

made it so unusual, but a matter of content. In the last move

merit, Beethoven added human voices for the first time in a

syrnphouy>- four soloists and a chorus. The shock of that

novelty lasted for decades; some timid souls thought Beethoven

had gone too far. Blit, over time, the Ninth was recogruzed as

a monumental ach ievernent, a demoustrauon of extraordinary

originalit.y and expressive depth.

Although •.lle choral finale, with its ~tirrillg words about

brotherhood, is the chief attention grabber (the text is the Ode

to .lu.'Y by the (JerJIli:ln poet Schiller), the rest of tile symphony
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has just as much to offer. In the first uroveuieut you can vi

sualize the universe emerging out of an unfathomable void; the

second movement's explosive energy suggests a vast cosmic

struggle; the third movement reveals the soul of lyricism and,

perhaps, of Beethoven himself.

Symphony no. 9 in 0 Minor, Anton Bruckner (1894): The curse of

110. 9 seems to have haunted quite a few composers who tried

to match or better Beethoven's total of symphonies - Dvorak,

Mahler, and Vaughan Williams are among those who never got

all the way to (or all t.he way through) a 110. 10. Bruckner knew

he wouldn't make it; it is said that he was working feverishly

on the finale to his Ninth Symphony on the day he died. AI

though he was not able to finish the Imale, he left a work that

feels complete.

The three completed movements forrn a summation of

Bruckner's unusual art; the second movement exemplifies his

trademark way of writing a scherzo, with a hypnotic beat and

blazing brass. I lis symphonies often suggest vast cathedrals in

sound, huilt with a series of broad themes in each movement,

like huge stones forming a spire. A devout (:atholic, Bruckner

could achieve a rare spirituality in his music, nowhere more

compellingly than in what. turned out to be the last movement

of the Ninth Symphony--a solemn, yet uplifting adagio that

contains, fittingly, quotations of a few melodies from Bruckner's

own SI~1t illgs of t he Catholic Mass.

Symphony no. 40 in G Minor, K. 550, Wolfgang Arnadeus Mozart

(17I:!H): ()lIe of I he few sym phonies Mozart wrote in a minor

key, 110. +0 used to be viewed as having a tragic undertone,

reflecting terrible angst in the composer's psyche. Scholarship
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has deterrniued that Mozart couldn't have been much jollier at

the time the symphony was written. So much for Freudian

analysis. But the fact remains that this work does have an ex

traordinarily dramatic' dimension, built right into the urgent

theme that launches the first movement. That's only part of its

appeal, though.

Mozart's genius for organizing and developing melodic ma

terial is evident everywhere in this symphony, from that pro

pulsive opening to the poetic andante movement and the rather

grim minuet. In the gripping finale, Mozart reinforces the sense

of brooding, driving force from the first r:povement to put the

finishing touch on the score.

Symphony of Psalms, Igor Stravinsky (193U): In the mid-19QOs, the

previously unreligious Stravinsky decided to embrace the pre

Revolution faith of his native coulltry, the Russian Orthodox

Church. This haunting work for chorus and orchestra, based 011

biblical psalms, subtly reflects that faith; this is not a preachy

piece.

The orchestration alone is fascinating- violins and violas are

eliminated, leaving a predominantly dark instrumental foun

dation for the singers. The style of the music is far removed

from the composer's The Rite cif Spring astringency; the work

contains some of Stravinsky's most comforting, almost luscious

.harmonies. The way he sets the word Alleluia is a prime illus-

tration; the heartfelt nature of the phrase is like the sun sud

denly breakiug through threatening clouds.

Twenty-Four Preludes, op. 28, Frederic Chopin (1839): Like Bach's

epic The /1'ell· Tempered Clavier, a collection of preludes and

fugues in every key, Chopin's Preludes cover all the major and
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minor keys-e- C major, C mmor, D major, D minor, etc. (But

therp is no fugue to complement each prelude.) Each of these

preludes can be played by itself, out of context, as a musical snap

shot; it was Chopin who first demonstrated that alt hough thp

term prelude implies an introducnon to something «lse, it call hp

an independent, free-form thought. Rut when playr-d in succes

si011, these twenty-four pieces, with their variety ot ideas·- brief

or extended, sweet or explosive, quixotic or straightforward-add

up to a remarkably cohesive, compelling experience.

Chopin's seemingly [imirless ideas about kev hoard coloring

yield some amazing results here, and also provide a kind of

summation of his sty 1«:>. The concise, supremely elr-gant waltz

that forms the A Major Prelude and the hnulllillg shift of

chords and aching melody in the E-Minor Prelude are among

the many gems; the Dvflat Major Prelude, nicknamed Raindrop

because of a persistently repeated note, is similar in style to a

Chopin nocturne and suggpsts a study in sustained melancholy.

The A· Minor Prelude, written decades hefore anvone elsp would

dare to thwart convention, finds Chopin shiftillg harmonies un

steadily and offering no clear-cut melodic line; it is difficult to

know where the music is going, yet till' par holds on, riveted

10 till' possibilit ies.

The Unanswered Question, Charles Ives (1C)IlR): Always ahead of his

time, Ives conceived of music in ways that ot lu-r composers

wouldn't try for several more decades. In construction and con

tent, this piece remains one of the twentieth century's most

original. The question hping «onsidered is pxiSIPlJ('P: Why are

w« here? Or, perhaps, how are we hprp) I Ir. ,HP \V(> alone? 'fhp

qur-srioner is a solo t.rmnppt. with a pleading, unvrtled phrase

rr-peated, almost identically, several times, !\ 1I1I;\llf>t of flutes
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(sometimes placed in a balcony during performance) attempts

to answer, but each answer gets increasingly dissonant, agi

tated, and inconclusive. While this is going on, and after all

the questions and responses have been uttered, the strings

calmly play a series of tonal chord pr.ogressions that form an

otherworldly hymn, suggesting the eternity of the universe.

The Unanswered Que.won can also be savored as pure abstrac

tion. Either way, it's a work guaranteed to get you thinking.

And wondering.

Variations for Orchestra, op. 31, Arnold Schoenberg (1926): The rev

olutionary, dissonant style known as twelve-tone (or serial) mu

sic has frightened many listeners since it was first proposed and

demonstrated hy Schoenberg III the early 1920s. But with pa

tient listening, the expressiveness of atonality can become ap

parent. Consider the Variations for Orchestra. The score opens·

with a slow, vapory introduction, full of delicate hints at what

is to come (and one obvious hint-a trombo;le intones four

notes that, in German musical notation, spell out the name

B-A-C-H). Then comes the theme, an angular, hut somehow

lyrical, melody. Nine variations follow, offering a startling array

of orchestral shades, complex rhythms, and varying moods in

the process. Toward the end, the B A-C-H theme reappears to

add a kind of dramatic counterpoint to Schoenberg's theme. The

imposing logic and scope of the score places it high among

works of twentieth century abstract art. Although this work is

not easy to digest, even after several hearings, it ran hand

somely repay till" effort.

Violin Concerto, Alhan Berg (1935): Notable music is occasionally

horn because of death. This concerto is one of the most sublime
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examples. lierg was vt'ry fOlld of Mauou Gropius, the charming

daughter of Alrna Mah lrr (widow of composer Gustav Mahler)

and architect Walter (;ropi'lS. Wlu-n Manon died of polio at

eightt:en in IY35, Berg dt'cided to couuueniorate her ill a COli

certo that he dedicau«] "To the Memory of an Angel." The

re-sult was it twentieth ('(~lJtury classic.

Althollgh Berg was a disciple of Schoenberg and the twelve

tone style, he decided tu fuse that atonal method with t.radi

tional tonality. The two styles coexist ill a way that brillgs added

weight to both. Orgalliz;ltionally, the score is a model of SYlIl

metry. There are two movements, each with two parts. The

tempos of each part produce a mirror effect ill the concerto:

slow-fast fast-slow. Into the nu-Iodic material derived from the

violin's haunting initial theme, Berg- incorporates an Austrian

folk song that 1IellJ Sig-lIifJcallce ill his life and, most IJoetically,

the tune from a chora le by Bach . "Es ist genug!" (''It is

enough!"), which conveys a calm acceptance of death. The mu

sic for both violin and orrlu-st ra ill the concerto is highly in

tricate, sorne-t nnes viole-nt. Blit wlu-u, ill the final section, Berg

int roduces that gentle rr-Ierence to Bach, the work takes on a

cahn ing spi ritual ity t h;rl rau affp(,t pv('n the most unsuspecting

or .resistaiu listener.

Violin Concerto in 0 Major, op. 61, I.lldwig van Beethoven (lHU,b);

B~t:lho\'en penned SOIIIl' of his filH'sl ruusic, including several

sonatas, for violin. Willi his Violin Concerto, he not only pro

dun'd a work of smp<lssillg eloqueu.x-, but also provided an

indelible model that would serve cOlllposers for several gener

at ions. J le achieved all ide-al balance between the instrumental

forces, set ting up a t.igh lly woven dialogue rather than a case

of violin versus orclu-st ra. While t.JH'n' are plellty of opportu·
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nities for the soloist to shine, the bravura element takes second

place to the sensitive reflection.

A long, noble first movement, begun. with soft, expectant

beats of the timpani, is followed by a sublime slow movement.

After so much seriousness, Beethoven lightens the mood with

a delectable rondo. Like several of Beethoven's efforts, this con

certo seems to straddle the fence between eighteenth-century

Classicism and nineteenth-century Romanticism.

-
Violin Concerto in 0 Minor, op. 47, Jean Sibelius (1904-): This con-

certo demonstrates how Sibelius, the organic farmer of music,

approached composition. He planted his melodic ideas deep in

the purest soil. When they first emerge, these themes can sound

fragmentary and diffuse, but Sibelius invariably harvests them

cross-pollinates them, you might say-in such a way that they

develop into a clear, [Inn statement. They grow, well, organi

cally.

The concerto's first movement, enshrouded in mist at the

beginning, contains seemingly unrelated ideas that gradually

take shape in gripping fashion. The violin is more of an exten

sion of the orchestra than a show-offy solo instrument; for that

matter, the orchestra becomes an extension of the violin at

times. This fusion, and the prevailmg earthiness of the music

(especially the propulsive finale), make this one of the most

distinctive and arresting of all violm concertos.

War Requiem, Benjamiu Britten (1962): Britten was a confirmed

pacifist w~o claimed conscientious objector status in World War

n. He found an ideal musical outlet for his strong beliefs 'when

he was commissioned to write a work for the 1962 dedication

of the new Coventry Cathedral in England, built literally in the
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shadow of the bombed-out ruins of the original church, de

stroyed by German bombs in 1940.

Britten started with the ancient Latin text of the Catholic

Mass for t.he Dead to form a memorial to the victims of all

wars. Into this text he wove haunting poems by antiwar poet

Wilfred Owen, who was killed in action a week before the

armistice that ended World War I. Adding to the impact of the

words was Britten's original, symbolic choice of soloists-a Brit

ish tenor, a German baritone, and a Russian soprano-repre

senting three countries particularly devastated hy thf' Second

World War.

The War Requiem is on a vast scale, written for full orches

tra, a separate chamber orchestra (to accompany the tenor and

baritone solos), a large chorus, a boys' choir, and an organ. But

the highly personal nature of the words and music gives the

piece an intimate, involving quality. Brirten's style makes dis

tinctive use of dissonance, as well as tonality, to produce a

soundsoape unlike anyone else's. The work achieves true pro

fundity, from the horrific imagery of the Dies [me ("Day of

Judglllf'nt"), when hell is equated wir h the brutality of war, to

the. touching finale, when two soldiers (ram opposite armies

confront each other after death ami find rommon ground in

sleep. The twentieth century, which was so often disturbed by

war, found in this work a fitting, disturbing, and ultimately

cleansing response.
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III addit ion to Irr-qur-nt C'ollc<>rtgoillg, diP hest way for

t~1f' Curiuus Lisrr-ur-r 10 e-xpand kllowkdgl' and appre

riar ion of r-lassir-al musi« is hy hllildillg a basil' library of re

cordings.

This is not ner-essari ly the greatest time to he assembling

such a library, however. Silll'f' the 1QQOs, major record C'ompa

nies have sigllifil'illltly reduced rhr-ir traditionally modest corn

mit ment 10 diP rlassir-al market, then> an' fC'wf'r and fewer nf'W

releases ill store-s Illf'se days, fr-we-r rpC'ordillgs dO('lllllpnting Ihp

music makr-rs of our rime.

The flip side of this devr-loprneut has a silver lining----mally

trulv rlassi« r-lassiral record ings from the PClst r-out in Ill" to he

rr-masrr-red with br-rtr-r sound ami rppac·kliw·d ill a va riet y of

ways, almost al ways at a budget price. 1\lso, w i' h 1111' hig corn

panics n>,'of(ling less, several smaller labels havr- entered rhe

pil'tllrp ill l'Pl'PII t YP;HS, ma king rIlClIIY higl ilv (Tf'd ihip perform
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ances avai lahle, again usually at low retail cost. So with careful

shopping, it's definitely possible to acquire a solid collection of

recordings, practically for a song.

Individual tastes will, in the long run, determine the extent

and characteristic's of a compact disc library. Bur it's well worth

starting out with a hroad and balanced view of Ihe repertoire,

providing a solid foundation that can he built upon indefinitely.

Ultimately, a (:0 collection should include recordings of

everything in the prf>V10US chapter, but the following list rep

resents a mixture of those towering works and other notahle,

popular pieces. This suggested mrf> of /f'('ordings, r-hosen for

both the music itself and rh» caliber of thf> perform alIl'es, should

help satisfy and f>llgage curious f><lrs-<lnd whf>l the a ura I ap

petite for rnore.

You'll notice several decades-old, predigital (even prestereo)

recordings among the items, by the way. They have been in

cluded because the quality of the music making is so strong,

and, besides, the recorded sound is never less than adequate.

Listening to both today's and yesterday's r-lassical artists is also

a good way to expand appreciation of an absolutely essential

ingredient in mnsic-v-interpretation.

Because eomp(lct discs are constantly going out of print

(sometimes to be reincarnated later), most of these sixty rN'·

omrnended items are those that already have proven staymg

power in the catalogues, so they should be available for some

time to come. And many of the choices here are easy on the

budget, making a basic' collection all the more practical,

Adagio for Strings and Violin Concerto, Samuel Barber; Isaac Stern, violin

ist; New York Philharmonic; Leonard Bernstein, conductor (Sony Classical):

The Adagio jor Strings, long one of thp. most beloved items in
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t h« American repertoire 19iven additional popularity thanks to

the film Platoon}, invariably pulls the listener in with its elegiac

1lI00d and deep poigllallcy. Bernstein conducts a loving perfor

mance with the New York Philharmonic on a disc that also

includes Barber's rapt urous violiu COllcerto.

Appalachian Spring Suite, Fanfare for the Common Man, Billy the Kid

Suite, Four Dance Episodes from Rodeo, Aaron Copland; New York Phil·

harmonic; Leonard Bernstein, conductor (Sony Classical): Bernstein and

Copland were nut jllst friends, but musical soul mates, so when

Bernsteiu conducted Coplaud, the results invariably sizzled.

These perforruauces of ever-popular works have long been

treasured for their rhythmic vitality and sensitivity to the com

poser's uuiqu« idiom.

Bolero, Daphnis et Chloe Suite no. 2, La vetse, et al., Maurice Ravel;

Montreal Symphony Orchestra; Charles Dutoit, conductor (London): Du

toit's affinity for Havel was forever established with his record

iug of the cum plete Daphnis et Chloe ballet score in the early

1980s, which remains highly recommended (also 011 the London

label). Tile tigllt rappurt between the conductor and his superb

Montreal ensem lrle is 110 less persuasive in their sensual, vir

tuosic recording of the Suite 110. ~ from that ballet on a disc

that includes other Ravel favorites that belong in allY classical

collection, alllong them Bolero and La Valse. There's also a

specially priced, two disc Havel set with Dutoit and the Mon

treal Symphony tha I. contains these performances and adds still

more of the composer's output.

Brandenburg Concertos, Johann Sebastian Bach; Amsterdam Baroque Or

chestra; Ton Koopman, conductor (Erato): The six, consistently ell-
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gaging Brandenburg Concertos (dedicated tu the Margrave of

Brandenburg, who apparently never even looked at. them) truly

come to life on original instrumerns of the Baroque era. Koop

man and his ensemble bring out Cl wealth of details in these

rhythmically crisp, historically infurmed perforrnauces.

Candide Overture, Symphonic Dances from West Side Story, On the Wa

terfront Symphonic Suite, Fancy Free, leonard Bernstein; New York Phil

harmonic, Bernstein, conductor (Sony Classical): If Berustein had

written uothing but the effervescent Candide Overture, he

would still be celebrated; that work gets a crackling perfor

mance here by the composer's IOllgt.iwe orchestra. The alter

nately bracing and tender Symphonic Dances from Bernstein's

Broadway hit West Side Story and other pieces receive equally

memorable accoun ts.

Carmina Burana, Carl Orff; Thomas Alien, baritone; Sheila Armstrong, so

prano; Gerald English, tenor; London Symphony Orchestra and Chorus; An

dre Previn, conductor (EMI Classics): This "secular cantata," with its

earthy Medieval texts, hypnotic rhythms, and often splashy or

chestral effects, is IIl1e of the most fanuliar works in the rep

ertoire, used frequently ill films and commercials. It is hardly

a profound piece, but it sounds wonderfully inspired in this

performance led with -a sure hand by Previu, who gets consis

teutly dynamic singiug and playing from his Iorces.

Cello Concerto in B Minor,op. 104, Antonfn Dvofak; Mstislav Rostropovich,

cellist; Berlin Philharmonic; Herbert von Karajan, conductor (Deutsche

Grammophon): This concerto, With its combination of drama and

intense lyricism, has received several outstanding performances
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UII disc. AIIlOllg the most exalted is this one from the I ytiOs.

Rostropovich is to this IIIIlSIC born; he get.s to t he heart and soul

of the piece. And Karajan is a masterful partller, coaxing superb

playing from the Philharmonic.

Clarinet Quintet in B Minor, op. 115, Johannes Brahms; Richard Stoltzman,

clarinetist; the Tokyo String Quartet (RCA Red Seal): For pure beauty

of form and COli tent, few chamber-music works offer more than

this quintet for clarinet and strings. And for pme beauty of tone

and expression, few clarinetists can match Stoltzrnan, whose

recording with the refmed Tokyo ensemble remains a gem.

Concerto for Orchestra, Bela Bartok; Chicago Symphony Orchestra; Fritz

Reiner, conductor (RCA Living Stereo): In this vintage recording from

the I Y50:-., the Chicago Symphony takes full advantage of the

opportunities t.o show off its mettle in Bartok's dauling show

piece under the intuitive guidance of Fritz Re iner. The perfor

mance has never lost its status among collectors,

Dichterliebe, Robert Schumann; lan Bostridge, tenor; Julius Drake, pianist

(EMI Classics): This SOllg cycle of longing, love, and loss is tailor

made for the innately expressive tone and thoughtful styling of

Bostridge, whose performance with pianist Juhus Drake is one

of the best lieder recordings in years. If you're sure you could

never like lieder or a classical tenor, give this a listen. You just

may get hooked 011 both.

Die schone Mullerin, Franz Schubert; Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, baritone;

Gerald Moore, pianist (EMI Classics): There has probably been 110

more incisive or vocally beautiful interpreter of Schubert lieder
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than Fischer-Dieskau. He made more than one exemplary re

cording of the song cycle Die schone Mullerin ("The Fair Maid

of the Mill"); this one, his second, with peerless accompanist

Gerald Moore, has understandably been rereleased on EMI's

series called "Great Recordings of the Century."

11,000 Virgins: Chants for the Feast of St. Ursula, Hildegard of Bingen;

Anonymous 4 (Harmonia Mundi): Here's a terrific sampling of some

of the oldest extant music, by one of music history's most fas

cinating figures. These chants from nearly' a millennium ago,

celebrating 51.. Ursula (said to have been martyred with eleven

thousand virgins-hence the disc's catchy title), 'are sung with

remarkable purity of tone and sensitivity to style by the female

quartet AllOIIYlllOUS 4.

Enigma Variations, op. 36, Fa/staff, op, 68, Edward Elgar; Philharmonia

Orchestra; Sir John Barbirolli, conductor (EMI Classics): The ingenuity

and potency of the Enigma Variations the first great symphonic

masterpiece of British music, brings out the best in Barbirolli,

who had a knack for getting deep into Elgar's sound-world, His

is one of the most satisfying accounts of the Enigma Variations.

And the COIlJ panion selection, the colorful tone poem Falstaff,

gets a winning performance, too.

F/rebird SUite, The Rite of Spring, and Persephone, Igor Stravinsky; San

Francisco Symphony Orchestra; Michael Tilson Thomas, conductor (RCA

Red Seal): Tilson Thomas reveals a disarming mastery of the

Stravinsky idiom in his accounts of two essential 5travinsky

scores, Firebird and The Rite ofSpring, as well as the lesser '

. known Persephone. The San Franciscans offer abundant rhyth-
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mu' crispness and earthy vitality in the Rite; till" shimmering

beauty of Firebird comes through especially well.

Four Last Songs, et al., Richard Strauss; Jessye Norman, soprano; Ge

wandhaus Orchestra; Kurt Masur, conductor (Philips): Sirauss's own

swan songs'--- four lieder with texts by Hermann Ilf>sse and .To

sef von Eichendorf about approaching death-s- rpquirps great

sensitivity as well as technical control from a singpr. Jessye

Norman, recorded in her prime, gives a sumptuous performance

in long, long breaths that allow the music' to flo'" on eloquent

wings of song; Masur provides supple, eloquent support. Sevr-rnl

other Strauss lieder fill (1I11. this goldpn rp(·orrling.

The Four Seasons, Antonio Vivaldi; Giuliano Carmignola, violinist; Venice

Baroque Orchestra; Andrea Marcon, conductor (SonyClassical): This Ba

roqup favorite has attracted many of the world's learling violin

ists, so there are lots of high profile recordings available. But

this music doesn't call so much for a star soloist as it does for

a cohesive, perfectly balanced effort between soloist and ensem

ble. And you'd have a hard time finding a beltf'r e-xample than

on t.his period instrument disc, which delivers inr-redihle VlT

tuosit v, dynamic coloring, and visceral phrasing.

Goldberg Variations, Johann Sebastian Bach; Glenn Gould, pianist (Sony

Classical): When Gould recorded this key hoard masterpiece in

1955, he shook up the music world. This interpretation has a

power, individuality, depth, and sheer genius that still aston

ishes decades later. Note that there is more than one Gould

performance of the Goldhpr{! Variations: <Ill have i hr-ir merits,

the 19&)&) classic is the one to get.
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. Great Pianists of the Century, Arthur Rubinstein (Philips): Every classical

CD collection has to include a sampling of Chopin's solo piano

music-and of Arthur Rubinstein playing it. A superh collection

of nocturnes, polonaises, mazurkas, waltzes, and more is con

tained on this two-disc set, which exemplifies the g«'mius of

Chopin and Rubinstein in equal measure:

Mass in B Minor, Johann Sebastian Bach; Monteverdi Choir, English Ba

roque Soloists; John Eliot Gardiner (Deutsche Grammophon): This mon

umentto Bach's genius has done well on recordings, but pride

of place goes to Gardiner's performance with his top notch vocal

and instrumental forces. It achieves an effective balance be

tween purely historical considerations- original instruments

and their transparent textures, tempos that have the authentic

dancelike momentum of the Baroque era--and interpretive ex

pression. This is not a history lesson, hut a deeply felt, involving

account of Bach's testament of music and faith.

Messiah, Handel; Monteverdi Choir, English Baroque Soloists; John Eliot

Gardiner (Philips): Once again, you can't go wrong with Gardiner

and these superbly matched ensembles, The recording reflects

what is hest about the effort to re-create authentic performance

practice, offering lively tempos, transparent textures, and taste

ful ornamentation of solo vocal lines. This popular oratorio,

which used to be routinely performed in a thick manner left

over from the days of Victorian piety, reveals its hrilliant con

struction, as well as genuine religious sentiment, in this stylis

tically informed, always expressive performance.

Missa Papae Marcelli, Giovanni Palestrina; Miserere, Gregorio Allegri;

Westminster Abbey Choir; Simon Preston, conductor (Deutsche Grammo-
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phon Archiv): Palest riua's Jll<1gll111ll upus receives a richly sung

accouut from a top drawer chorus and a conductor with a keen

appreciation for the innr-r work ings of t he score. It's a striking

dr-monstra I i011 of t he- III w,ica I glory of the Hcnaissance.

Orchestral Works, Vol. 1, Claude Debussy: ORTF Orchestra; Jean Martinon,

conductor (EMI Classics): TIJis !)Ildgt·t priced, two-disc set. includes

several of l Jebussy's gn'dll'sl orchestral scores, iucludrug La Mer

and Prelude lu the ,'U;I'/'II(}(JIl l!f a Faun. The conductor and

orchestra have impeccable French cn·dt·ntials, bringing to the

music considerable subtlety, refiuvme-ut, and poetic sensibility.

For anothe-r splendid ,lCTOIlI1t 1.1' L« Mer, consider the one hy

Charles Munch and thl' Bosloll SYfllpllOllY Orchestra (I~CA Liv

ing Stereo), which has 1Ill' dist inct advantage of also coutaining

the classic, knockout !wrforlnance Irorn 1959 of another French

mastr-rwork , Carnil le ~aillt Sacns's Symphony no. 3 (Urgan).

Piano Concerto in G, Maurice Ravel; Piano Concerto no. 3 in C, op. 26,

Sergei Prokofiev; Martha Argerich, pianist; Berlin Philharmonic; Claudio

Abbado, conductor (Deutsche Grammophon): These two colorful,

exhilarat.iug, and sensual ('OllCt'rlos are railor made for the su

Iwrlllllll,lIl tr-rhniq ut: ,wd ex pn'ssi VI' powers of Argerich, whose

collaborat.ion with Ahbado and tlll~ Ih·rlill I'hilharmonic retains

almost legelldary status. '1'111' pianist revels in Ravel's jazzy

touches ill tile outer 1I111\'1~lIlents and captures the essence of tile

haunting reverie in be-tween, letting it float unhurriedly, as if

ill a dream. Tile Prokohev conr-ertu's uuderlying kinetic power

and bursts of incandesce-ut lyricism inspire an arresting perfor

ilia/we, Fi lliug out tlu- cl ISC is a powe-rhouse account of Ravel's

solo piano piece Ga.I/){(f"r/ de /(1 'wit.
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Piano Concerto no. 1 in B-flat Minor, op, 23, Peter lIyich Tchaikovsky,

Piano Concerto no. 2 inC Minor, op. 18, Sergei Rachmaninoff; VanCliburn,

pianist; RCA Symphony Orchestra; Kiril Kondrashin, conductor; Chicago

Symphony Orchestra; Fritz Reiner, conductor (RCA Red Seal): Shortly af

ter his historic win at the Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow

in 1958, Cliburn recorded these concertos, two of the most pop

ular works in all of classical music. His technical virtuosity re

mains stunning to hear, as does his ability to infuse the familiar

scores with a combination of poetic expression and Romantic

grandeur. He enjoys tight support from Kondrashin in the

Tchaikovsky warhorse, Reiner in the Rachmaninoff.

Piano Concerto no. 2 in B-flat Major, op. 83, Variations on a Theme of

Haydn, op. 56a, Johannes Brahms; Horacio Gutierrez, pianist; Royal Phil

harmonicOrchestra; Andre Previn, conductor (Telarc):The journey from

dramatic tension to playfulness in this concerto calls for a soloist

with both technical prowess -and natural poetic instincts. Gu

tierrez provides that combination in a fresh performance ably

backed by Previn and the Royal Philharmonic. But note that a

much older recording still commands attention, the one featur

ing pianist Leon Fleisher with George Szell leading the Cleve

land Orchestra (Sony Classical) on. a low-priced, two-disc set

that also offers the Piano Concerto no. 1 III D Minor.

Piano Concerto no. 5 in E-flat Major, op. 73 (Emperor), and no. 2 in B-flat

Major, op. 19, Ludwig van Beethoven; Evgeny Kissin, pianist; Philharmonia

Orchestra; James Levine, conductor (Sony Classical): The Emperor

Concer'to's symphonic scale and heroic writing for the piano

provide great challenges that have been handsomely met by

many eminent soloists over the decades. The performance by

Kissin, the Russian keyboard dynamo, holds its own against the
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competition, offering in equal measures bravura ann sensitivity.

Hp receives stylish backing from Levine ann the Philharrnonia.

Piano Concerto no. 20 in 0 Minor, K. 466, Piano Concerto no. 27 in B-flat

Major, K. 595, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart; Murray Perahia, pianist and

conductor; English Chamber Orchestra (Sony Classical): As always with

Mozart, it's impossible to settle on just a couple of his works in

any genre, let alone the twenty-seven piano concertos. But these

two examples provide a compelling sense of the expressive

range he could achieve with the combination of keyboard and

orchestra, and the performances by Perahia with the English

Chamber Orchestra are among the most refined, personal, and

deeply satisfying ever committed to disc.

Piano Quintet in A Major (Trout), Franz Schubert; Pamela Frank, violinist;

Rebecca Young, Violist; Yo-Yo Ma, cellist; Edgar Meyer, bassist; Emanuel

Ax, pianist (SonyClassical): Overflowmg as it does with tunefulness,

charm, and imagination, the Trout Quintet tends to bring out

the best in players, which it does here. It's not just a matter of

tight cohesiveness, but of a fresh spiri r. a cOil tilgions enr h usiasrn

for each turn of phrase.

Piano Quintet in E-flat Major, op. 44, Piano Quartet in E-flat Major, op, 47,

Robert Schumann; Menahem Pressler, pianist; Emerson String Quartet

(Deutsche Grammophon): These two pieces represent Schumann's

finest contributions to the chamber-music repertoire, while the

slow movement of the Piano Quartet reprf>spllls all by itself the

very soul of ·RomantiClsm. Pressler and the Emerson ensemble

reveal full appreciation of the poetic riches in both scores, oc

cupying the same, tight wavelength.
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Piano Sonatas no. 8 in C Minor, op. 13 (Pathetique), no. 14 in C-sharp

Minor, op. 27, no. 27, no. 2 (Moonlight), no. 21 in C Major, op. 53 (Wald

stein), and no. 23 in F Minor, op, 57 (Appassionata), Ludwig van Beetho

ven; Wilhelm Kempff, pianist (Deutsche Grammophon): An ideal

introduction to Beethoven's piano sonatas is contained 011 this

single disc. From the f,UYlOIlS, moody opf'ning of the Moonlight

Sonata and dark drama of the Pathetique to the almost giddy

force of the Waldstein and unbridled e-motions of the Appas·

sionata, Kempff puts his patrician st.aml' 011 t.hf' ITI11sir..

Requiem, Giuseppe Verdi; Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, soprano; Crista Ludwig,

mezzo-soprano; NicolaiGedda, tenor; NicolaiGhiaurov, bass; Philharmonia

Orchestra and Chorus; Carlo Maria Giulini, conductor (EMI Classics): This

shar t.ering work, with its reflection on lltp horrors of death and

tile uncertainties of what comes after, inspires a virt llally defin

it ive performance on this 19()()s recording. Giulini's rich insight

into the score unleashes both the shatl"ring impact of the Dies

lrae's fire and brimstone and the full te-nderness of the score's

lyrical passages. His efforts arr- cornpl:-IlH>'lt.ed by stellar singing

from the soloists and chorus, vihrant ('laying from the Phil

harmonia.

Rhapsody in Blue, An American in Paris, George Gershwin; Grand Canyon

Suite, Ferde Grofe; Columbia Symphony Orchestra and New York Philhar

monic; Leonard Bernstein, pianist and conductor (Sony Classical): The

two Gershwin favorites, with their marvr-lously American con

fidence and charm, ignit.e sparks from Leonard Bemstein. His

idiomatic, galvanizing 19~9 performance of the Rhapsody, con

ducting the Columbia Symphony Orrlu-stra from the keyboard,

will never go 0\11 of style. I h~ also briligs nut the full character .
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of All AmpriulI/ ill Paris and the naive charm of rhe (irofe

work w it h t hr- Nf'w York Philharmonic.

Scheherezade, Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov; Royal Philharmonic Orchestra; Sir

Thomas Beecham, conductor (EMI Classics): Hirllskv Korsak ov's evo

rat ion of t.alr-s front till' 'Thousand anrl ()IIP Nip;hrl is nil about

orchestral "olor-jllg allrl aural eutr-rta inmr-nt , which makes it

perfectly suited 10 !1epcham's particular talents. III this golden

oldie recordillg from the 195()s, he extrarrs thp work's rk-lightful

character in a vihrant performanr-e from tlu' Royal Philhar

mouir-; allot 111'1' (TOWr) plr-aser, Ihf' PolO/'/lirlll 1)(/1/( P.I from Ho

rorliu's nppra Prir« e !{!,lIr, fills out 1111' rlisr.

String Quartet in F, op. 96 (American), Antonin Dvorak;' String Quartet

no. 1 in 0 Major, op. 11, Peter lIyich Tchaikovsky; String Quartet no. 2 in

o Major, Alexander Borodin; Emerson String Quartet (Deutsche Gram

mophon): '1'1)(' rlnu-rnan, alllollg l Jvora k's nros t illgrf'ltinting

chamber pierr-s and a gref'lt example of niuereeuth ('Plltllry Ho

maut.icisrn, gets a stf'r1illg pf>Tfnrmance hy rhr- Emerson String

(lllartet Oil a morlerat piy prrced r-oller-rion thill offers rwo more

treasurnhl» pieef''' frum t hr- same era hy Trhaikovskv and !1o

rodin (hoth of Ihosp works cont ain a JIIOVPIIlf'111 i hat has long

h(>f'1\ on t he classical hit parade, frequr-ntly plilyf'd our of its

original r-ontex t ····Tdlaikovc;ky's rlndante t antabil« and Roro

rlill's Nort nmr-).

String Quartet in G Minor, CJaude Debussy; String Quartet in F Major, Mau

rice Ravel; Emerson String Quartet (Deutsche Grammophon): These two

luminous works, which sharp much in common stvlisr irally and

annosphr-rioa llv, r-a] l for till' kind of I('('hlll('a] rdillPIl,pnt and
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sensitive phrasing i hat are hallmarks of t hr- Emerson ensemhlr-.

The 'perfonnanres are sensual, involving, and revealing.

String Quartets, op. 76, nos. 2-4, Joseph Haydn; Alban Berg Quartet (EM!

Classics): Haydn's ma~tPry of the string quart.et form reached a

pinnacle in the six pieces of op, 76. The last three, including

the beloved Emperor and Sunrise quartets, receive finely pol

ished, aristocratic accounts from the Alhan Bf"I"g Quartet.

Also Sprach Zarathustra, Ein Heldenleben, Eine Alpensinfonie, Don Juan,

Till Eulenspiegel, Richard Strauss; Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Vienna

Philharmonic, Bavarian Radio SymphonyOrchestra; Georg Solti, conductor

(London/Decca): There's nothing quite like the experience of a

first rate conductor and orchestra charging int.o a symphonic

poprn hy Strauss. You get. one such· conductor and three such

orchestras in this budget-priced, double disc collection, which

offers five of the most colorful St.rauss scores in vividly detailed

performances.

Symphonie fantastique, Hector Berlioz; Orchestre Revolutionnaire et Ro

mantique; John Eliot Gardiner, conductor (Philips): Bf'('alISe this revo'

lutionary, convent ion-shattering work paved the way for the

full hlossoming of Romantic music, it's fitting to hear a record

ing of the score by forces who are both revolutionary and ro

mantic-Gardiner's top-notch ensemble of period instruments.

Adding to the attraction of this releasp is the fact that it was

recorded in the hall where Symphomefantastiqne was first heard

in 1830, and that. the performance uses pVE'ry instrument Berlioz

called for, including six harps. There simply is no other account

of the piece like it., and none more revelatory.
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Symphonies nos. 1-9, Ludwig van Beethoven; Vienna Philharmonic; Leon

ard Bernstein, conductor (Deutsche Grammophon): Shopping for indi

vid ual perfurrnauces of these symphonies is part of the fun of

building a recurrl collection, out to get started, a complete set

wakes great sense (it's usually more economical, too). Choosing

a set is very complicated, though. Nowadays, you have your pick

not only of complete Beethoven symphony cycles conducted by

history's most gifted conductors and played by the world's

greatest orchestras, but several more cycles performed 011 in

strurnents of Beethoven's day, an option prevIOus generatiuns of

record buyers could not have imagined. As an initial investment,

opting fur a modern day orchestra is perhaps the best; it's how

you will hear the sy III phomes most often performed in cuncerts.

For intensely personal interpretations of the Beethoven niue,

t he choice is clearly Bernstein and the Vienna Plrilharmonic;

they enjoyed ullcallllY rapport that produced electric results

whenever they collaborated on German repertoire. This is a

vital, involving achievemeut, For a traditional outlook, you can't

go wrong with the comfortahly priced set with George Szell

coud uet iIlg the Clt,vel,JIId Orchestra (Sony Classical). For Bee

thoven in h isuuical ly uut.heut.ic style, IlO version offers more

conviction and nllagilldtioll than that by the Orchestre Hevo

lutionnaire et Hornantique, conducted by John Eliot Gardiner

(Deutsche (.:Jrammupllon Archiv}, There is also a very convinc

illg cum promise choice, which nearly offers the best of both

worlds, historic alld modern - the Charn bel' Orchestra of Eu

rope, conducted by Nikolaus Harnuncourt (Teldec).

Symphonies nos. 1-4, Johannes Brahms; Cleveland Orchestra; George

Szell, conductor (Sony Classical): Every classical collection should

include all four of the Brahms symphonies, with their striking
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cow binatiou of poetry and power. As is the case with Beetho

veri's nine, yOll call certainly choose individual discs, getting a

variety of cOIH.I uctors and orchestras ill the process. But there's

nothing wrong with settling on one complete set to start, es

pecially when it has the bonus of a budget price. George Szell,

who had all ill t.uitive understanding 01 Braluns, gellcrates thor

oughly accompf ished, ever expressive I'erforllliillces with the

Clevelanders. For sOlllething completely different, you might

want to consider J.eouard Bernsteui's re,;ordings with the Vi

enna Philharmonic (Deutsche (JralimlOpllOn). The conductor's

intense lIloldillg and rhythmic stretching of the scores may not

be everyone's idea of how to approach Braluus, but lite imagi

nation and euiotional depth involved make a potent statement.

Symphony no. 1 and Of Rage and Remembrance, John Corigliano; Michelle

de Young, mezzo-soprano; Washington Oratorio Society, Washington Cho

ral Arts Society, National Symphony Orchestra; Leonard Statkin, conductor

(RCA Red Seal): TIle shattering reaction to the toll of AIDS en

cornpasscd ill Syrnphouy no. 1 is 1101. easy listelling, but Slatkin

makes it unperat ive listening. He gets deep iuto the heart of

this angry, coufroutat ional, ultimately touching score and surn 

mons playillg of searing power. Corigliano's choral work, (if
Rage and Remembrance, uses music horn the third movement

of the symphony, putting into words what t.he other score ex

presses in sound aloue. It makes a powerful addition to the disc;

Symphony no. 1 in D Major, Gustav Mahler; Florida Philharmonic; James

Judd, conductor (Harmonia Mundi): The mix of mystery, irony, folk

like melody, and sheer exuberance makes the First Symphony

an ideal introduction t.o Mahler's sound-world. There are more

renowned performances of the work, but J udd 's idiomatic con-
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du~tjllg and the sensitive response From the Florida I'hilhar

monic give this version all irresistible pull. There is, above all,

a sense of spontaneity here, as well as remarkable rhythmic

freedom (especially ill the second movement). An added bonus

is a lovely account of the Blumine movement, which Mahler

eliminated from his final version of this symphony. On top of

everything else, the disc has been rereleased at a bargain price.

Symphony no. 2, The Unanswered Question, Central Park in the Dark, et.

al., Charles Ives; New York Philharmonic; Leonard Bernstein, conductor

(Deutsche Grammophon): America's most original composer found

all ideal interpreter in Bernstein, who seemed to thrive on

Ives's quirky melodic material and oftell audacious ideas about

orchestration and musical structure. The conductor, who gave

the belated premiere of Ives's Second Sym phony, brings out the

score's huruor and vigorous spirit here. He also captures the

mystery and dark beauty ot The Unanswered (!uestlOf[. The disc

contains several other Ives gems, all performed with flair by

the New York Ph ilharmonic,

Symphony no. 2 in 0 Major, op. 43, and no. 6 in 0 Minor, op. 104, Jean

Sibelius; London Symphony Orchestra; Sir Colin Davis, conductor (RCA Red

Seal): Davis, one of the most insightful interpreters of Sibelius

on disc, offers a typically telling, arresting account of the corn

poser's mighty Second Symphony. The London Symphony con

tributes playing consistently rich in technical brilliance and

expressive intensity. There's an equally impressive performance

of the less familiar Symphony no. 6. For just about the same

price, however, you might consider a larger dose of Sibelius,

featuring stellar conductors and orchestras, incJ uding Symphony

110. I, conducted by Leopold Stokowski; Symphony no. 2, con-
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ducted by Thouras Schippers; ami the Violin Concerto, with

violinist Ziuo Francescatti and conductor Leonard Bernstein. It's

all on a two-disc, budget set from Sony Classical.

Symphony no. 3 in A Minor, op. 56 (Scottish), and no. 4 in A Major, op.

90 (Italian), Felix Mendelssohn; London Symphony Orchestra; Claudio Ab

bado, conductor (Deutsche Grammophon): Abbado relishes Mendels

sohn's unending supply of great tunes and his inventive way of

using them ill these two symphomc postcards. The conductor

coaxes a keen appreciation for subtlety, as well as calor and

vitality, from the orchestra.

Symphony no. 4 in F Minor, op. 36, no. 5 in E Minor, op, 64, and no. 6 in

B Minor (Pathetlque), Peter lIyich Tchaikovsky; Leningrad Philharmonic; Ev

geny Mravinsky, conductor (Deutsche Grammophon): The last three of

Tchaikovsky's numbered symphonies have long been among his

. most popular works, offering tremendous drama and outpour

ings of indelible melody. Back ill 1960, Evgeny Mravinsky re

corded this trio of hits with the Leningrad Philharmonic and

the results remain ill a special class. These thoroughly idiomatic,

very Russian performances take full advantage of every dra

matic outburst ill the scores, every heart tugging moment of

melancholy or lougiug. And the playing is top-notch through

out, nowhere more so than in the incredible whirl of the Fourth

Symphony's finale.

Symphony No. 5 in C-sharp Minor, Gustav Mahler; Vienna Philharmonic;

Leonard Bernstein, conductor (Deutsche Grammophon): The combina

tion of Mahler and Bernstein ignited some of the twentieth

century's most memorable, uplifting performances. The con

ductor responded with particular intensity and insight to the
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darkness-into-light outline of the Fifth Syrnphonv, lingering to

exquisite effect over the famous "Adagietto" movement. The

Vienna Philharmonic, as usual, gives Bprtlstpill evr-rything hp

asks for and more.

Symphony No. 5 in 0 Minor, op. 47; Omitri Shostakovich; National Sym

phony Orchestra; Mstislav Rostropovich, conductor (Teldec): Few con

ductors have as deeply personal a connection to this work as

Rostropovir-h. His interpretation, splendidly played hy the Na

tional Symphony, is unlike anyone else's. Tempos, whether fast

or slow, can be extreme; phrases can take unexpected turns or

receive unusual jolts. But the visceral emotion br-hind the per·

formance is simply stunning. Rostropovich considers the final

moments of the score to be a musical metaphor for the screams

of Stalin's victims, and conducts it accordingly. Il's an unfor

gettahle effect,

Symphony no. 8 in B Minor (Unfinished) and no. 9 in C Major (The Great),

Franz Schubert; Staatskapelle Dresden; Giuseppe Sinopoli, conductor:

The late Sinopoli, who earned a degrpp in psyr-hiatry, had a

way of burrowing deep into a score and finding out what made

it tick. His analayses of these Schuhert works, esper-ially the

Unfinished, are neve~ pedantic, but full of beautiful detail and

deeply considered ideas. The Staarskapelle DresdplI turns in pol

ished, warrnhearted playing.

Symphony no. 8 in G Major, op, 88, and no. 9 in E Minor, op. 95 (From

the New World), Antonin Ovorcik; Berlin Philharmonic; Rafael Kubelik, con

ductor (Deutsche Grammophon): In thf'sp stf'rling performances

. from the 1970s, Kubelikand the Berlin Philharmonic convey

the Czech spirit, sensitive nuanr-es, and lyrical drive of both
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symphonies. Also well worth keeping an eye out for are the

recordings from a decade earlier with Istvan Kertesz conducting

the London Symphony Orchestra, they are unrivaled.

Symphony no. 40 in G Minor, K. 550, and no. 41 in C Major, K. 551

(Jupiter), Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart; Prague Chamber Orchestra; Sir

Charles Mackerras, conductor (Telarc): From the haunting shades of

melancholy in no. 40 to the nobility of spirit in no. 41, these

final works by Mozart in the symphonic form are crowning

examples of his genius. They have both been amply and ably

recorded, which makes it tough selecting one. Mackerras is to

the Mozart manner born, and he leads finely etched, rhythmi .

cally propulsive accounts with the Prague ensemble.

Symphony no. 101 in 0 Major (The Clock) and no. 104 in 0 Major(London),

Joseph Haydn; Orchestra of St. Luke's; Sir Charles Mackerras, conductor

(Telarc): To get. a taste of how Haydn earned the title "Father

of the Symphony," these two items from the last twelve sym

phonies he wrote provide much to savor. The inventiveness ann

wit of no. 101 (nicknamed The Clock for reasons you'll hear in

the second movement) and no. 104 come through at eVf>ry turn
. .

in t.hese crisp, elf>gant performances by Mackerras and the Sr.

Luke's f>nsprnble.

Violin Concerto, John Adams; Violin Concerto, PhilipGlass; Robert McDuf

fie, violinist; Houston Symphony Orchestra; Christoph Eschenbach, con

ductor (Telarc): The musical style of rninimalism has produced

few works as compelling and simply beautiful as these two

concertos. The hypnotic Glass score adds richly lyrical ideas

above simple harmonies and repetitive pattf>rns, especially III

the second movement; the Adarns concerto, more complex in
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style, II10n' dra/l1<JI u ill rharacter, is equally arresting. Holler!

McJ)lltlie proves ideal ill hot h pien~s, using his shilling tech·

nical skills <lilt! iut uit ivc- pllrasil1g to tap the strengths of both

scores. The Houston SYlllphony Orclu-stra, coudurted hy Chris

toph E.sdwnutlch, is a\:.,o very nru.h ill the rninimalist groove.

Violin Concerto, Alban Berg; Violin Concerto in 0 Major, lgor Stravinsky;

Itzhak Perlman, violinist; Seiji Ozawa, conductor (Deutsche Grammophon):

Tlu-re is 110 better evidl'lIct.' of how beautiful and heartfelt mu

SI(' 1fI an atonal style- ('''11 Iw than B(~rg's concerto, especially

when played with sllch allge>lic warmth and technical aplomb

as it is he-re by Perl m.ui. lie likewise soars through the Stra

viuskv conce-rto, enjoyillg smooth SllPPOI"t. from Ozawa and the

Bostollialls.

Violin Concerto in 0 Major, op. 61, ludwig van Beethoven; Violin Concerto

in E Minor, op. 64, Felix'Mendelssohn; Yehudi Menuhin, violinist; Wilhelm

Furtwangler, conductor (EMI Classics): The noble Beethoven ('Olwerlo

has yielde·d a large n u nrlu-r of noble performances 011 disc, but

lop hOllors st ill go 10 I his vr-nerable I~,)3 recording featuring

two of the most inspirr-d and inspiril1g musicians of the twen

tif~lh ceut ury. Menuhiu 111'11elrates to lite heart of the score with

second nature partneri njr from Furt waugler; their efforts are

simply transcendent, as rirh ill poetry as ill power. The two

nreu produce 110 less n-vc-lat ory results 'ill the elldeoring Men

delssoh 11 rurue-rto.

Violin Concerto in D Major, op. 35, Peter lIyichTchaikovsky; Violin Concerto

in D Major, op. 77, Johannes Brahms; Jascha Heifetz, violinist; Chicago

Symphony Orchestra; Fritz Reiner, conductor (RCA Red Seal): These two

scores, which find i.lu-ir respective l'OlllpoM~rs at. their most ar
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dent, could not be more suited to the legendary virtuosity of

Jascha Heifetz. Others may bring more personal touches to parts

of the concertos, but the overall Heifetz magic-supreme vir

tuosity and heartfelt phrasing-remains impossible to beat. Add

in the equally revered Fntz Reiner leading the Chicago Syrn

phony and. the disc recommends itself.

Violin Sonata no. 1 in G Major, op. 78, no. 2 in AMajor, op. 100, and no.

3 in 0 Minor, op. 108, Johannes Brahms; Aaron Rosand, violinist; Hugh

Sung, pianist (Vox Classics): The combination of intense lyricism,

intimate reflection, and bold relief of these sonatas finds an

ideal interpreter in Rosand, one of the most eloquent and pa-'
trician, if underrated, violinists snce Heifetz. Sung is an atten

tive, if somewhat distantly recorded, partner.

The Wagner Collection; Vienna Philharmonic; Sir Georg Solti, conductor

(london/Decca): Some Curious Listeners may not be curious

enough to delve into Wagner operas, but all awareness and

appreciation of the instrumental music from those operas is

painless and essential. Wagner's revolutionary influence on the

whole history of classical music can be heard in this broad col

lection of orchestral excerpts from Tristan und Isolde, Tannhau

ser, The Flying Dutchman, and more. Solti's command of the

Wagnerian idiom is never in doubt, and he has one of the

world's supreme Wagnerian exponents in the Vienna Philhar

monic.

Water Music, George Frideric Handel; English BaroqueSoloists; John Eliot

Gardiner, conductor (Philips): Gardiner proves to be a convincing

guide to recreating not just the sound, but the sense of occasion,

that Handel achieved with his Water Music, which was first
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performed on a barge floating magisterially down the Thames.

The playing by the English Baroque Soloists is full of startling

r-olors ami propelled by a rontagious rhythmic flow.

Weekend in Vienna: Strauss Favorites; Vienna Philharmonic; WiIIi Boskov

sky, conductor (London/Oecca): The music of the Srrauss family

lighthearred, hut hardly light in value-r- releases its full power

when played in authentic Viennese style, which almost always

means by Viennese musicians. One of the most winsome inter

preters of this repertoire was Boskovsky, who guides the Vienna

Philharmonic through authentic and delectahlf> performances of

such favorites as The Blue Danube, the Emperor Waltzes, and

Pizzicato Polka.





NINE

The Language of ClassicaL.._
Music

Likp any specialized field, classical music has its own

language, filled with terms that. ('illl sppm alien to

t.hp uniuit iated, hUI ]parnillg to "speak" this language is not

rr-al ly vr-rv diffir-ult. Some of the most ('OlllfIlOIl musical terms

used in this hook are defined here, along with a few other words

you are bound t.o C(H1If' a('fOSS whi If' a IIpllll ing roncerts or read

ing the liner notes of recordings.

This basir, hf'ginlling vocabulary of the art form should help

the Curious I .istr-ner hecolllp more comfortable with venturing

into the vast, inviting world of rlassical musir-,

A CAPPELLA: Choral rnusu sung without instrumental ac('ompa

niment .

ACCELERANDO: A dirp(,tiol1 '0 mr-roase thp 'f>IIIf!0.

215 •
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ACCOMPANIMENT: The background, played by FIn instrument or

instruments, to music for a solo instrument or voice.

ADAGIO: A slow tempo.

ALLEGRO: A fast tempo.

ALLEMANDE: A dance form, said t.o be of ('E'rman origin, usually

placed first in suites of Baroque instrumental music and played

fairly fast.

ANDANTE: A moderate t.f'mpo. ThE' term, which comes from thE'

Italian for "to wal k," suggests a normal wa lkiug speed.

ARIA: A composition for solo voice, typically found in a cantata,

oratorio, Mass, Requiem, and other nontheatrical works, as well

as opera.

ART SONG:. A genera] term to describe a composltlOn for voice

and piano (or other instruments) with a text usually drawn from

pOf'try and having a written -out accompaniment,

ATONALITY: A musical style developed in t.he early twentieth ('pn·

tury that eliminates previously accepted rules of harmony, cre

ating a dissonant language of expression.

BASSO CONTINUO: A type of instrumental accompaniment in Ba

roque music, usually for harpsichord, that involves a bass line

and indications of what chords should be played above that line.

BATON: A t.hin stick used by a conductor, primarily t.o indicate

rhythm.
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CADENZA: A passage near the end of a movement in a concerto

wheu the solo instrument plays without accompaniment from

the orchestra and explores in a free-form style melodic material

from that movement.

CANON: A musical Iorru of follow the leader ill which a single

melodic line is followed by others overlapping in succession at

set intervals and at specific pitches.

CANTATA: A mull iple movement work, usually for chorus, vocal

soloists, and orchestra, with religious or secular text.

CHAMBER MUSIC: Corn positions for a small group of players, usu

ally between two and uine, best suited to intimate performance

spaces.

CHORALE: A Ilylltll, usu.il ly sling by a cOllgl'egal iun Ill' by a chorus

ill a sacred CANTATA 01 PASSIUN.

CHORUS: A vocal ensenrble usually consisting of male and female

voices (also called "mixed chorus"), the women sing the soprano

and al to parts, I he men si ng the tenor and bass parts.

CODA: The closing passage of a composition or of a single move

meut within a multiple-movement composition.

COLOR: A descriptive term applied to rnusn: as a means of in

dicat iug I he shading 01 tones made possible by dynamics (the

range of volume from loud to soft) or phrasing (how the notes

are articulated).
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CONCERTO: A work for solo mstrurnent (or inst rurueuts) aud or

chestra, usually with three movements.

CONCERTO GROSSO: A muluple-rnoverneut work that involves

contrast and interplay between cl small group of instruments

and a larger orchestra,

CONDUCTOR: The perSOll who leads a performance, set.ting the

tempo and I:ueillg musicians as Heeded, and also interprets the

music by indicat illg how it is to be phrased,

CONTINUO: See BASS() CONTIN I JO.

COUNTERPOINT: A style of polyphony in which two or more ill

dependent melodic: lines are sung or played siruultaneously, yet

are meshed ill subt.le ways that help tu form a cohesive musical

statement.

CRESCENDO: All indication music should gel louder.

DA CAPO ARIA: Italian for "to the head." In Baroque opera and

oratorio, it signifies u type of vocal solo that. is ill three sections.

After t.he first (lull St:/'ulId sections are performed, tile singer

goes back tu the ueginning of t h« piece and repeats the first

jJart, usually eIllbellishing the vocal line (OHNAMENTATION)

of the first section,

DECRESCENDO: An indication t.hat the in usic should get softer.

DIMINUENDO: See I)ECHESCENJ)O.
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FORTE: An indicat ion that the music should be loud.

FORTISSIMO: An indication that the music should be very loud.

FUG~E: A polyphonic form of composition ill which a theine, or

"subject," is stated alone, then followed by another statement

of the subject starting on a different pitch ("answer"), while

the original melodic line continues with new material ("coun

u-rsuhject "). A third or fourth answer may ell ter as well. All of

the material then undergoes thematic development.

GIGUE: A dance form, developed from the jig danced ill the Brit

ish Isles, usually placed at the end of a Baroque suite and played

very fast.

GLlSSANDO: A technique of sliding a finger across the keys of a

p iauo or strings of a harp, resulting in a blur of notes.

HARMONY: The result of notes sounding suuultaneously and pro

ducing chords that help to establish Cl sense of tonality-major

or minor key, for example.

INCIDENTAL MUSIC: Music, usually ill short movements, originally

meant to be played at key points during a play or other stage

work.

LARGO: A slow tempo.

LIED (plural: L1EDER): The German word fur ART SONG.

MA NON TROPPO: A qualifying term applied tu a tellll'0 marking:

Allt:gro, rna 11011 troppo ("Fast, but not too fast").
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MASS: A choral composition In multiple movements using texts

of the Latin liturgical rite of the Roman Catholic Church.

MELODY: A sequeuce of notes or pitches that produces a coherent

musical thought.

MEZZO-FORTE: An indication that the music should be moderately

loud.

MEZZO-PIANO; An indication that the music should be moderately

soft.

MINUET: A courtly dance in three-quarter time, a standard move-

. ment of a rnult.iple-rnoverrrent work of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, in which the opening and closing sections

are essentially the same, with a contrasting section in between
(see TRIO).

MOlTO: A term of emphasis placed in front of a tempo marking:

Molto adagio ("very slow").

MONOPHONY: Music with a single melodic line without accorn

pauirnent.

MOVEMENT: A self-contained portion of composltlon with other

such sections, as in a symphony, sonata, or concerto.

NOTATION: A system of writing music using symbols to indicate. ..
specific pitches (notes).

OP: Abbreviation 'for OPUS.
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OPUS: Prom the Latin for "a work," the term is 11sf'd in music

to indicate a published work that is numbered rhronologically

In order of publication, not neressarily tht> date of composi

tion. Example: (jp. .7 indicates the seventh work by a corn

POSPf to be published. Within a single opus number, there

may he more than one independent piece, Example: Op. 15,

no. 3 identifies the third piece in the composer's fifteenth

puhIished work.

ORATORIO: A large-scale work for solo voices. «horns, and 01'

rhestra with a narrative or contemplative text 011 a religious

su bject.

ORCHESTRA: An ensemble of musicians, usually (,oJlSi<;ling of sev

eral sections- strings, wood winds, brass, and pr-rr-ussion.

ORNAMENTATION: The practice of adding to--Plllhdlishillg---a

printed musical lint> hy a singer or instrumentalist.

OVERTURE: A single-movernpnt orchestral work that precedes an

oppra or other stage work. Some overt m es an' wri 11 r-n indepen

dr-nrlv of anything else, meant to stand alone as a short. concert

piece (often called "concert overrure ").

PASSION: A large scale work for vocal soloists, chorus, and 01'

chestra based on texts from one of till" four gospf·ls of the Nf'w

Testament dp.aling with the arrest, t rial, death, and burial of

.Jf'SUS.

PIANISSIMO: i\ u indication that the music should 1)(' very soft..
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PIZZICATO: A technique of playing a string instrument by pluck

ing on the strings with the finger instead of sliding a bow across

them.

POLYPHONY: Music with two or more independent melodic lines

that intersect and interact in a coherent fashion.

PRELUDE: 1) A composltlOn that serves to introduce an opera or

a Baroque instrumental suite; 2) a short work, usually for key

board and ill a variety of forms, that may be paired with a

fugue in the same key, or intended as a standalone composition.

PRESTO: A very fast tempo.

QUODLlBET: A composltlon, esperially associated with the Ba 

roque era, that combines two or more popular melodies simul

taneously.

RECITAL: A performance for a single instrumentalist, or an m

strumentalist or vocalist with an accompanist.

RECITATIVE: Solo vocal music In a free-form style, accompanied

by keyboard or other instruments, that introduces or separates.

arias and ot her formal sections of an oratorio, cantata, or opera.

REQUIEM: A choral compOSItIOn In multiple movements usmg

texts from the Latin Mass for the Dead.

RITARDANDO: f\ direction to slow down the tempo.
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RONDO: An iustrurneutul work ill which the opening section re

turns se-veral limes, st·IJ.lrated in each case by different, coil

trasting material.

RUBATO: All indicai iou 10 stretch 0111. a musical line slightly, tu

make it a little less slrid ill rhythm.

SARABANDE: A slow, stuu-ly dance Iorm commonly included 111 a

Baroque instrurneutal su iu-.

SCHERZO: Literally "jol«-" ill Italian, this term describes a fast

p<lC'pd movement within <1 symphony, :'>01 rata, string quartet, etc.,

that replaced the m iuur-t.; it typically lH'gins and ends with the

same material and Ila:,> (J l'olltrastillg section in between (see

THIU).

SONATA: A work, usually courainiug multiple IIlUVemellLs, tor

solo instrume-nt or solo iustrumeut with keyboard accompani

11 It'll L

SONATA FORM: A 1Il1lsic.d slnwlllrt: cotlsisting 01 three 11 la III sec

tions . an exposition 01' two or more contrast.ing themes; <:I de

velopment of one or mort· of those themes; and a recapitulation

of the exposition mau-ri.rl, which llIay be modified in various

ways.

SUITE: I) All inst rument a l piece, partuularly associated with the

Bawq tie era, hUI also ol'l:lIrring ill the Classical era, COIISisllllg

of several dance forms: ~) any instrumental work contaiuiug'

excerpts from an opt'ra or lJ,tlIPl, or i udependent movements
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that do Hot conform to a symphony and mayor may not be

related by mood or other characteristics.

SYMPHONIC POEM: See TONE POEM.

SYMPHONY: A large ·scale work, usually with four movements, for

orchestra.

TEMPO: The speed of a composition.

TEXTURE: The aural effect produced by a combination of sounds

from an instrumental ensemble, from light and transparent to

dark and heavy.

THEME: A melody.

THEME ANDVARIATIONS: A composition that begins with the state

ment of a theme, followed by a series of separate melodic, har

monic, and/or rhythmic variations on it.

TONE POEM: A descriptive or suggestive composition for orchestra

based on a nonmusical idea-a work of literature, an element

of nature, an incident in history, etc. Also called "symphonic

poem."

TRANSCRIPTION: An arrangement of a work, usually done by

someone other than the original composer and usually involving

a substantial change in instrumentation.

TRIO: 1) A chamber-music work for three instruments; 2) the

middle portion of a MINUET or SCHERZO.
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TWELVE-TONE MUSIC: A complex style of music, also called "seri

alism," developed in the early-twentieth century by Arnold

Schoenberg, in which all melodic and harmonic material is gen

erated from a predetermined sequence ("tone row") of all

tWf>!ve notes in the common Western scale.

VIVACE: A very fast tempo.





Resources for Curious Listeners

Nf'f'rllpss to say, listf'llillg to pr-rforrnanr-es provides

t he grf'ClIPst f',ltwiltioll in classical n n rsi». In the

case of live- rOlIC4'l"ts, ill addition to what yOIl gf'l. to hear, you'Il

usually find hackground on the composers and I heir works in

Ihp progralll hooks handed out at the door.

Beyond r-ars on experienr-es, there art> various and valuable

resources, from till" printed word to the cylx-r word, that ran

help Ihp Curious Listener IwrOlllf' an illforJIlf'd Ollf'.

Books

For reading up on tJ1f' subject, local libraries are a good (and

certainly economical) plare 10 start; wf'll stocked bookstores also

can be countr-d 011 to have some useful material about music

and musicians. Many books, written primari lv for formal stu

dents of rnusir- and praclicillg scholars, rau hp a lit t le intinii

227 •
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dating, but a variety of general-mfonnation guidebooks are

available for novice listeners, too. There are biographies of nu

merous composers from centuries ago to today, many leading

performers, particularly from the last. hundred years or so, have

prompted life sturlies as well.

Here are some suggestions for reading material that should

make delving into classical music easy and fru!tful.

The Billboard Illustrated History of Classical Music, edited by Stanley

Sadie: For a single reference book, this one has much to rec

ommend it, not the least of which is the steady edit.ing hand

of Stanley Sadie, who provided the leadership for The New

Grove Dictionary ifMusic and Musicians (see below), The book

covers the 'history, styles, personalitres, and instruments of mu

sic, complemented by some nine hundred illustrations.

Classical Music; An Introduction to Classical Music Through the Great Com

posers and Their Works, John Stanley: This richly illustrated coffee

table book makes an excellent companion for t.hose testing the

classical waters. Neatly arranged chronologically, with many a

stop on t.he side to look at certain topics in detail, the hook

presents music in its historical context.

Classical Music: The 50 Greatest Composers and Their 1,000 Greatest

Works, Phil G. Goulding: Here's a very extensive guide written

'specifically with the beginning listener in mind. There are very

readable biographies, each one capped hy three lists of compo

sitions worth hearing--"a starter kit," "a t.op ten," and "a mas

ter collection." Entries also cover the history and fundamentals

of music.
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An Encyclopedia ofClassical Music, edited by Hobert Ainsley: Another

well illustrated guide that provides fairly extensive information

on how music: works, not just who has written and performed it.

This extra material on the mechanics of making music-har

mony, dynamics, tempo, elc.--may go over some heads, but

there still is a lilt here fill' the newcomer to absorb easily.

The Lives of the Great Composers, Third Edition, Harold C. SdlOnberg:

Schonberg, former chief music critic of tile New l'ork Times,

provides one of the most reader friendly books written about

classical composers. The biographical material.is thorough and

fascinating, the critical judgments fair and thoroughly persua

sive.

The New Grove Dictionary of Musicand Musicians, Second Edition, edited

by Stanley Sadie: This is the mother of all musical dictionaries,
with ~y volurues, ~Y,UUU articles, and 25 million. words. Al

tllOugh it's geared more to tile advanced music lover, the Groue

need not intimidate tile freshly curious. The wealth and breadth

of material is astonishing, covering composers, performers, and

instruments from virt ually every corner of the globe, as well as

such heady issues as feminism, Marxism, and postmodernism in

music. It's awfully hard to just read one entry in the Grove,

there seems to be a fascinating topic on every page.

Although the price of the dictionary (original list price

$4,850) will keep it out of the average home, it is available at

many libraries. There is also all Internet option. Daily, monthly,

and annual rates are available for access to the complete Grove

onl iue. The Wehsite, which includes graphics (some in 3-D)

and aural links, is: www.grovemusic.com.
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The NPR.Classical Music Companion: Terms and Concepts from A to Z,

Miles Hoffrnau. This highly informative but never pedantic

guide explains some of the most important elements of classical

music. Hoffman will be familiar to listeners of NPH's Perfor
mance Today, for which he contributes the engaging feature
"Comi 'f'·".ommg to errns,

The NPR Guide to Building a Classical CD Collection, Second Edition, 'fed
Libbey: First, this very readable book offers a well-thought-out

compendium of recommended recordings,' covering orchestral

music, concertos, chamber music, solo keyboard music, sacred

and choral music, and opera. But Libbey, who offers t.he most

popular s~gJllellt on NPR's Performance Today, "TIle PT Basic

Record Library," has writ.ten much more i.han a «onsurrier

guide. He provides a great deal of information about t.he corn

posers and compositions themselves.

The Oxford Dictionary of Music, Second ~dition, Michael Keunedy:

This handy, first rate, one-volume encyclopedia put toget.her by

a leading British critic crams in more than eleven thousand

entries on performers, works, instruments, and musical terms.

The Virtuosi: Classical Music's Great Performers from Paganini to Pava

rotti, Harold C. Schou berg: For succinct, entertai ning, and very

informative biographical sketches of classical stars, this volume

cannot be bettered. The book was also published under the title

The Glorious Ones.

Magazines

Once UPOlJ a time, classical music magazincs were, if nol

plentiful, then at least noticeable. Over the years, such special.
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ized periodicals, from The Etude to Musical .Lnteru:a, have

pretty much faded away. While it is possible to find several

magazines devoted exclusively to opera, findillg one about clas

sical music in general is another matter. The closest thing

would be publications devoted primarily to reviewing new (or

reissued) classical recordings.

. BBC Music Magazine: Probably the most useful periodical for new

comers to classical music, it provides a good deal more than

record reviews. There are articles on music itself, as well as

musicians. Each issue also comes with a CD and all informative

article about the works contained on it.

Gramophone Magazine: Like BBC Music f1luf,uzlfle, litis publica

tion is from England. It has for many decades her-n valued for

its opinions about the latest classical recordings. Articles on

works of music, the recordiug industry, and leading performers

are also regularly featured.

Websites

If you do a search for "c-lassical music" on tile web, thousands

01 sites will be listed; it would take mouths to get through all

of them, But this avenue certainly has the potentia] to satisfy

Curious Listeners seeking information on various musical topics,

concerts, recordings, etc. Here are three that might make good

jumping off spots for cyber-traveling. (Needless to say, Websites

have a way of comiug and going without notice. If these dis

appear, just keep searching. There will be others.)
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andante.com: This large, ambitious site offers quite a treasure of

resource materials, including discographies of performers, notes

on dozens of compositions, a listing of recordings in print, and,

above all, access to The Concise Grove Dictionary of Music.

c1assicalworks.com: This site also offers a thoughtful, easily nav

igated presentation of basic information on music and rnusr

cians,

essentialsofmusic.com: Although it's run by the Sony Classical rec

ord label, this user-friendly site is not a giant commercial. There

are well-organized pages devoted to the history of classical mu

sic, composer biographies, and more.

Video

There are assorted performances on tape featuring artists

from the past and today, but these generally offer 110 more in

content than what can be heard on audio recordings. For some

thing of all educational nature, there is, however, one prime

product. You don't have to be a kid to get information and

enjoyment from the acclaimed series of programs that started

in 1958 and ran for several years: Leonard Bernsteia s Young

Peoples Concerts (Kultur Films, Inc.), which the conductor gave

with the New York Philharmonic. A complete set of the TV
broadcasts is available on video, as well as sampler sets and a

few individual tapes, including "What is Classical Music?"

"What Does Music Mean?" and "What Makes Music Sym
phonic?" .
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